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The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1878.
THE

SHADOW

OF THE CROSS.

0 Saviour, let my wearied spirit rest
Beneath the shadow of thy cross, and send
Sweet thoughts
of peace to soothe my troubled
breast,
And o'er my soul their dove-like wings extend.

Where shall I cast the burden of my life,
The burden of my sins, if not on Thee?
My soul is grieved and wearied with the strife
Of this rude world; receive and

comfort me.

Beneath the shadow of the cross, thy child
Shall find a refuge and a calm retreat,
Where sainted souls, with héaven reconciled,
Await the hour when earth and heaven meet,

— The Dove on the Cross.
a
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A TOURISTS NOTES.

was apparently
the econoniical

not, much retarded ' by. think he had the mest muscular frame and insisted upon retaining his own name.
bread, butter and tea. that I'ever saw.” '
i
| As Marcellus IL., therefore, he ascended
Sd
And it was not long before. I, found my“Well, sir; you know as much abeut the throne on the 9th of April. He was a
self at the, table just about as the others that
as I do,” returned Mr. R. “I think young man and inrobust health, and ' yet:
were through.
1 wrote down an: erder | there are moments in ‘our lives
‘when we he lived but twenty-one days after his elefor rolls, coffee and apple sauce. = After are not ourselves. I can not explain it, T’ ‘vation:
‘Sinee that time no pope has venquite a while these were brought. . They only know that, strong as he was, T had tured to offend agaist the tradition. Itis
hardly came up to my idea of a ‘ square” him at a disadvantage.
I remember a little singular that while the name John
meal, and I recklessly put down an order that at last I held his right arm by the has been a favorite one, no less than
for what was termed ham.
‘Qhe waiter cuff at his wrist, so that it was entirely twenty-two
popes ‘having chosen it,
hinted that I might have ¢ ‘put it all down useless. It was, probably, the only thing: none have chosen it since ‘the death
together,” only net very gently.
Well, that saved us, for somehow I forced him of John XXII,
in 1416.
The
first
the two thin slices of ham did cover over from the room and to ‘the head of the pope
Learing thetname Piustcck the
considerable plate-room, and approached stairs, when Mr. Seward’s son, attracted positionin 142, and the name did not renearer to what a hungry man would call by the noise and thinking that I, being the appear after his death till 1458.
substance. = Very soon the twe small rells smaller, was the losing party, rushed up
0-0-6
ror
were gone, And asking for bread in not and separated us, thus giving the ass#ssin
ANECDOTES OF LORENZO DOW.
quite as servile a toue, I expected to get a chance to escape.
He rather interfered
Of the eccentric Lorenzo Dow, Dr.
a little more of the staff of life witha in that business,”added Mr. R. parenthetWentworth tells in The Troy Times these
considerable addition to my bill. = Disap- ically, «for Imeant to have saved the
anecdotes :
pointment was ahead.
Soon there ap- man for the guard.”
#
‘¢ During one of his long peregrinations
peared a tea plate heaped up with as
Our host’then left the room, and soon
a relative of his, with whom he had diffimany as eight thick slices of bread, I returned, bringing among the mementos
should think, but I

did

not count

‘| 1 do n't just understand that waiter.

He

remains a puzzle. There was no mention
of the bread in the bill, but there was a
mention of seventy cents for the other
minutiee.
So
I got what comfort I could out of
the thought that I had really saved thirty
cents,

for had I not saved a dollar in not

But, no; in a provokingly calm

and

low

tone of voice I had the answer repeated
that the rooms were all taken. I obtained a berth, so as to have one, if, by any
chance, I should prevail on myself to occupy it; my particular antipathy against
a berth being that I had already determined to afford, as has been said, the
luxury of a state-room; and, moreover, I

was haply informed by a gentleman that
& week previous he had occupied a berth

and that the hot, bad air was such that
he should, this trip, attetapt to get a mat-

tress in the saloon.
er hint which
up.

This gave me anoth-

T'was destined

to follow

gentlemen

had

onthe war,and the‘ old veterans” talked,

while we listened. But especially interesting to me was our host's personal recollections of that night by Mr. Seward’s
bedside.
.
“1 was detailed,”

said

Mr.

Robinson,

¢ from the Soldiers’ Hospital to act as Mr.
Seward's nurse. It was reported that I
was on guard that night. But that was a
mistake. If I had been on guard ‘the
man would never have crossed the threshold except by taking my own life.”
" As he spoke a sudden flash stole into
his blue eye, and remembering the brave
act which he performed, I doubted not
‘but that this quiet man meant just what
he said.
He told “us,
how,
¢ sitting

quietly in a sick man’s

chamber,

an un-

people were having their suppers, or din-

1 prided

hind him, and how he had barely time to

ners, if they prefer that name.

myself on having obtained

the

Government's

Reward of Merit for this great service of
one of her citizens. Opening an elegant

box, we saw under its purple velvet lin-

ing, and embedded

in

large gold medal.

Examining it, we saw

satin

cushions,

a

a fine bust of Mr. Robinson upon one face,

and upon the other a picture of the “scene
which the medal commemorated. The Sec-

retary’s face, with the other two, though

armed nurse, watching the uncertain
slumbers of the helpless patient, he was
suddenly aware of a stealthy presence be-

Soon the dishes began to rattle and the

scene,

small, was skillfully engraved to the life,
and the intense action of the figures was
faithfully portrayed. The medal was an

I had already imbibed extravagant notions of economy in traveling, if one only
had a mind to put off sham and preten- and a five cent bit passed into the hands
sion, and place emphasis on good whole- of that steward astonishes me when 1
some food procured at that ideal restau- think of it. Then the ‘colored gentlerant where neatness is combined with | man,”
returning with seme bedding,
cheapness. As a last errand in Boston a said, * Now ye just keep your eye on dat
call was made at Houghton, Osgood & dar, while I get the pillurs.”
I stood on
Co.'s for a book or two,especially for that guard, and found a very comfortable restone eatitled ‘* Europe for $2.00 a’ Day.” ing-place for the night. But I must close
This, I was informed, was out of print. this somewhat prolix chapter on econoBut I did not feel so much disappointed,
my, by recording the fact that I had savfor
it was only a few hours previously | ert-five-vents
on my first day's traveling,
that, on meeting an acquaintance on the but the credit is du
1e to what it is due.—
Liye
cars, he gave me various hints as to the E. A. 8.
:
manner of obtaining ¢‘ victuals and drink”
0-0-0
TO
*e
abroad with especially moderate views as
GEORGE F. ROBINSON.
to the cost, as well as the advisability of
One noon we were standing at the entraveling on second and third class railway tickets. I really began to pity the trance gate of the Presidential Mansion.
A gentleman passing through, paused,
Lords and Dukes and their Highnesses,
the royal family, and all who would ape and shaking hands with my friend, said,
them, who seemed to be compelled by “I know your face, but T can not recall
their station to travel first class. And the your name.” “I remember you very
further confession might as well be made well,” my friend said; ¢ vou have - often
that I began to look with a degree of been in the War Departmout.”
I was tien introduced to Mr. Geo. F.
charity on that phase of Communism
which finds its vent and scope in the ex- Robinson, and received a kind invitation
pletives
‘‘ monied aristocracies”
and to call upon him at his home, which we
promised to do, at an early day.
‘‘bloated bond-holders.”
Now there was nothing unusual in this
Thence making my way to the Old
Ie was of medium
Colony depot, in passing a corner I Bap- man’s appearance.
pened to notice bills of fare stuck up in stature ; wore a full red beard ; and looka restaurant
window and announcing ed pleasantly at us out of two mild, blue
very moderate prices.
A look within eyes. He holds a good position under
gave a very favorable impression.
Had the Government, and lives a humble and
But this
bread and butter and a cup of tea. They uneventful life in Washington.
man
is.a
hero,
nevertheless,
and
knows
were excellent.
Cost, ten cents. Came
. out highly complacent, for had I not suc- what it is to have had his name upon the
ceeded finely in initiating the doctrine of white lips of a nation, in an hour of great
economy, thus avoiding the high prices of peril and disaster, and to have received
railroad eating-houses and meals on the the pride and gratitude of his countrymen.
No ong has forgotten the appalling hour
boat ?
when
the good Lincoln fell, and when the
But I had had my mind made up for
one luxury, and that was a state-room on assassin’s knife was raised, at the same
the Sound steamer. All were sold at the time, over the helpless State Secretary,
Boston office, but the agent said that lying upon a sick couch. But few, perpossibly one might be obtained at the haps, can recall the name of the hero who
dépot. Hastening to the depot, I found thrust his own person between the knife
that all the ticket agent had charge of and Secretary Seward’s heart.
It may not be uninteresting to the readwere already taken; however, I was informed that some were reserved to be er to spend a few moments with this man
sold on board the boat. Here, thought I, at his quiet home on Corcoran St. For
was another chance.
On arrival at Fall Geo. F. Robinson was his name, and of
course we called upon him, and spent a
River, I hurried over the platform, and,
pleasant
evening with his family.
taking Thackeray's advice, obtruded my
My companion had been a soldier in the
way to the office window as fast as at all
compatible with the nature of things, War of the Rebellion, as also Mr. RobinHopes arose. There they were holding son, so the conversation turned at first uprooms, and my hand very soon held out
a ticket with the money for a state-room.

tragic

le of mattresses brought on deck.
I
immediately made inquiry if one of them
was for sale. Iwas told that they were
the privilege of giving something for their
use. I took the hint and soon the subtle
and rapid manner in which two dimes

out their tickets with the money for state-

of that

getting a state-room? Soun Isaw a coup-

not for sale, but that the

ECONOMY.

them.

unusually fine one, and was

of no

mean

value in its mere weight of gold. A most
striking relic, if not so ornamental, wag
now presented ' to. our view. The dark
and rusty blade which missed the heart

of the nation’s Secretary, was now hed up

before us, by the hand which turned aside
:
its fatal stroke.
‘“I had some trouble in obtaining: this,”
he said. ‘It was destined for the National

Archives.

But they

finally gave it to me."

And we thought truly, * Brave man! it
belongs to you, who so nobly imperiled
life, for humanity, and a nation’s honor,”

| “Not Tong since, we stood a moment before tle new statue of this distinguished
Secretary of State, where he sits, carved
in bronze, in the great square of New:
York city, a monument to her own
son, and a nation’s faithful servant.

loved
And

we remembered, with a grateful thought,
the modest man in Corcoran St. who

had

been the instrument of saving so noble

a

life from vioient death, and so enabled

it

to breathe out its last sigh
friends.

among

loving

HAzELTON.
+044

ATTER SEVENTEEN YEARS.
¢ Carleton” has taken to letter-writing
again. Here is an extract from recent correspondence with the Congregationalist : ~.
You leave Washington at 3, A. m. By
daylight you are at Manassas,and instinctively look out to see if the rebels are
there. You think of Bull Run—the first

“anfl second battles.
Memories crowd
the brain—of defeat, disaster upon disaster. The days of '61-2 return. You
can not realize that seventeen years have
passed since the experience of those heart-

sickening days: You look out to see the
wastes of war—the ruins

of farmhouses,

the despoiled forests, the burned up fences
—but do not see them. The fences are
in

place,

the

leveled

forests

are

fields

with sunny slopes, the houses with an
outside chimney at both gables are gone,
and cottages marvelously like those of
New England are nestling beneath the
hills. Time is the great healer. Thrift.
has taken the place of shift. To-day in
Northern Virginia men work for a living.
Once they sat on the portico of the country store, or village tavern, expectorating
tobacco-juice, talking politics, drinking
their grog, asking the landlord to put it
down on the score till they got the price
of Jim, or Lucy and her children, from
the auctioneer of the slave mart. Seven:
teen years ago the coffle gangs were
marching southward from these pleasant
fields, leaving all hope behind—southward to the rice swamp, the cotton field,
the cane brake—human cattle they were.
Oh, the sighings—heard only by Him who
metes out even justice! Who says the
‘world is not growing better? Who says
there is no God, no retribution for crime?
I remember a day when these acres
around Manassas were
strewn
with
corpses+men in gray and men in blue—
and the ground reddened with human
gore. What a pouring out of the wine. of
life it was! Butout of it has come the

new life—the new generation, the new
ideas, the new thrift.
/
De

Siar

a

LLP

WHY POPES CHANGE THEIR NAMES,
It is a fact generally known that monks
and nuns on assuming their vows, and
popes on ascending the pontifical throne,
usually change their names. ‘The reason
of this change in the case of the popes is

all needful stop the swift descending knife with his a superstitious belief that unless this is
things in the line of bodily sustenance, own shoulder.”*
| done, the new pontiff will not live long.
and by so doing. had saved exorbitant
: “But, Mr. Robinson," sail: my friend, The custom has prevailed since it was inrates, I would wait till morning and *“I.once saw Payne, the assassin, and I
augurated in 965 by Octavian Conti, whothen find a particular restaurant
on John
St., where, by experience, I knew that
the idea of economy and good living could
be further carried out.
!
But, alas for theories. I began to be
hungry from the effect of a somewhat

hurried and meager dinner, which hunger
+

can not understand how you could be anything but a feather in his hands. Why,
he was a giant compared with you! I
#41 shall carry (he scars of iwo of those mur-

derous stabs to my grave” he said, with a
smile, and touching his right shoulder with his

band,

assumed the name and title of John XII.
Julius Medici would have made a breach
had he been permitted, but his friends

prevailed on him

to take

the name

of

Clement, he being the seventh pope to
bear that name. Thirty-two years later

in 1555,

Marcellus’ Serving was. elected
.

culty, died, and the first townsman

met on his return gave him
“ Wall,” said Dow,

‘you

Dow

the tidings.
tell

the

folks

that there'll be a funeral sermon preached
in my ‘ meetin’ house’ next Sabbath day
at 10 o'clock.” The appointment flew like
wildfire.

Dow's

meetin’ house”

was

a

piece of woods near his own house with a
stump for a pulpit. At the time set the
woods were alive with an expectant crowd,
and they were not disappointed. He took
for his text ¢ And the Lord set a mark

25 cents.

never fell upon the
man as the deceased
eulogy that day. My
in Charleston, S. C,,
a Presbyterian church

furnished with one of those old-fashioned
tall pulpits, fifteen feet in the

air.

Dow,

instead of ascending the stairs, climbed up

by one of the supporting posts, and went
over the top like a monkey, threw off the
cushions, which he held in destetation,and

announced his text: ‘He that entereth
not by the door into the sheep-fold, but
climbethup some other way, the same is

A man is tired, and his wife's

table and hear

the telephone

read

14.

MISSION WORK.

eyes are failing, and so they sit round the

CONDUCTED

from

BY

Taki

REV, G. C. WATERMAN. .
—

HOW IT CAN BE DONE,

this sheet the whole novel, with all the |

expressionof a first class reader. See?
Already responses begin to come in im
A company for printing these is al- favor of building the Girl's Hall at Stor-ready organized in New York.
8.

It will

’

sing in the very voice

of

Patti and Kellogg, so that every family
can have an opera any evening.
4. It may be used as a musical composer. When singing some favorite airs back-

ward, it hits some lovely airs, and I be-

lieve 3 musician could get one valuable
popular melody every day by experi-

er College, not so loud ner so many as
we wish, but enough to make us glad.
and hopeful. 1f one hundred individuals:

and churches will give ten dollars apiece

the thousand dollars will be raised, and

this might be done within two weeks from

the date of this paper. Let each person’
who can do it, enclose the money at once

and send it to the Treasurer of the Wom- -

an's Society, Miss L. A. DeMeritte, Dover,

menting in that way.
5. It may be used to read’ to inmates

N.H., or'to

Prof. N. C.

Brackett,

of blind asylums, or to the ignorant who

per’s Ferry,

have never learned to read.

let some one move in collecting
thing and forward it immediately.

6. . It may be used to teach languages,
and I have already sold the right to

it to teach children the alphabet.
pose Stanley had had one,

and

thus

ob-

in a little girl's voice, and will never

lose the gift any more than a little girl.
8. It will be used by actors to learn
the right readings of passages.
In fact,

its utility will be endless.
S-0-0-40-4
40+

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
It is not too much to say that almost

every species of crime and recklessness,
under a canopy of the most gorgeous lying that hitman {ngenuity is capable of,

is made familiar to the boy’s imagination
in the popular story papers, circulated by
the

thousand;

every

week.—Cincinnati’

Commercial.

5

A boy whose father takes the pains

to

intelligently select stories for him, will
never find pleasure in reading trash. The
‘¢ Arabian Nights,” ¢“Rebinson Crusoe,”
Fennimore Cooper’s works, Scott's works,
Ainsworth’s, Reid’sand scores of others

Har.

W. Va. ; -and in every church '
someDon’t

wait until to-morrow. - As soon as you:
read this, begin. Decide what you wil

use

Sup-

tained for the world all the dialects of
Central Africa!
7. It will be used to mike toys talk.
A company has already organized to
make speaking dolls.
They will speak

upon Cain,” and such a tempest of invec-

tive and sarcasm
memory of a dead
offender got as his
father heard him
sixty years ago, in.

NO.

do yourself. If you propose to canva
your society or a part of it, go on at once.

“He gives twice who gives quickly.
and a *“ nimble sixpence is better than a.
slow shilling.” Push the matter and let

Bro. Brackett know that the funds are ‘at
hand, so that he can take everyadvantage

of circumstances and

do the work

most.

economically. It needs only a moderate amount of faith and zeal to de this little

work ; a wide-awake activity is the qualityin demand just now, and there is
enough of this among our friends if only
they will turn ‘it in the right direc:
:
tion.
DID YOU READ IT?

What? The little note at the head of;
that Rev.

this column last week, saying

J. Phillips, senior

missionary

in India,.

was improving in health at the date of.
the last letters. That was nearly or quite .
two months ago. Who can tell what has
taken place since then? Do you ever
think what the death of a missionary in.
the field means to the little band of work-.ers left there ? At best they are but wm.
handful, cut off from

the

friends of

their

a thief and a robber.” The practical il- -which-seem-to-have been shelved, canbe | oarly years; surrounded by strange-sights—
read by boys with the same zest as by and - sounds, which, though they may
lustration fixed the text, and the sermon
mature men and women.
The boy who have come to be familiar, must continforever.
In Norwich, at one time, he
can find nothing interesting in ¢ Peter ually remind them that they are in a
pulled out of his pocket his immense old
Simple,” ‘‘ Waverly,” ¢ Ivanhoe,”
Death in such a circle.
the foreign land.
Dutch pinchbegk, big as a small warming
‘Boy Hunters,” the ‘‘ Last of the Mohimust
be
doubly
sad.
Let us pray that
pan, and at the moment of announcing his
cans,” the ¢¢ Pathfinder,” the ‘ Last of the God will sparé our little band from that .
text flourished it in the air, - shrieking
sad experience for many years to come,
“Watch! What I say unto you I say un- Incas,” and the scores of similar stories,
has
and
been
especially that the healthof our dear
but
indifferentl
brought
up,
and
y
to all, Warcu!”
‘
| the responsibility rests upon his parents. brother Phillips may be fully restored.
0-00-44
>
Whenever his death may occur it will he
— Brooklyn Eagle.
ROMAN OATACOMBS.
a sad and heavy blow to the mission, but
The
N.
Y.
Tribune
is
now
printed
on
Beneath the ruined palaces - and temmuch improved presses and has a new at this time, when the force in India. is so
ples, the crumbling tombs and dismanpatent folder which does marvelous small it would be an espeeially great aftled villas of the august mistress of the
work, turning out the paper folded and fliction.
:
world, we find the most interesting relics.
WHY IS IT SO?
the pages cut ready for the reader. The
of early Christianity on the face of the
earth. Intraversing these tangled labyrinths,we are brought face to face with the
primitive ages ; we are present at the worship of the infant church; we observe its
rites ; we studyits institutions ; we witness
the deep emotions of the first believers as
they commit their dead, often their martyred dead, to

their

last

long

resting-

place; we decipher the touching record
of their
sorrow,
of ‘the holy
hopes hy which they. were sustained,
of ¢‘ their faith triumphant o'er their
fears,” and of their assurance of the

res-

urrection of the dead and the life everlasting. We read in the testimony of the
Catacombs the confession of faith of the
early Christians, sometimes accompanied
by the records of their persecution,
the symbols of their martyrdom, and
even the very instruments of their torture. For in these halls of silénce and
gloom slumbers the dust of many of the
martyrs and confessors, who sealed their
testimony with their blood during the
sanguinary ages of persecution ; of many
of the early bishops and pastors of the
Church,

who

shepherded

the

flock

of

Christ amid the danger of those troublesome times ; of many who heard the word
of life from teachers who lived in or near

the apostolic age, perhaps from the lips
of the apostles themselves.
Indeed, if
'we would accept ancient tradition, we
would even believe that the bodies of St.
Peter and St. Paul

were

laid

to

rest in

those hallowed crypts—a true terra sancta, inferior in sacred interest only to

that

rock-hewn sepulcher consecrated evermore by the body of our Lord. These reflections will lend to the study of the catacombs an interest of the highest and in-tensest, character.—Withrow's Catacombs

of Rome.

USES OF THE PHONOGRAPH.
Professor Edison thus enumerates
possible uses of the phonograph :

1.

‘the

of shorthand reporters, as thus:

Inter-Ocean, however, has for

'A man

letters to write will talk

and efforts to relieve the needy,
uals or churches, is in too great

individreliance

on money, and not enough on personal
service—service flowing out from a warm
and engaged héart.—V¢. Chronicle.
The men who make a business of speculation

always

fail,

and

the men

and

women who know nothing about the business and yet put their money into if, will
surely lose it.—OQbserver.
If we look for the fragments of the
Tammany Ring to-day we find a few
shabby fellows, with broken boots and
sodden cheeks, skulking about

third-rate

saloons,—and nothing more, except that
lifeless burden which will now be carried
from a prison bed to a dishonered tomb.
After all, did it pay P—N. Y. Tribune.
|
It is well that’ New Haven gentlemen
are denouncing the slangy and trashy literature which our boys are reading. Do
parents understand that in every village
there are offered on . every reading-stand
est pernicious serial papers, boys’ journals of one name or another, and a vast
variety of abominable stories, which are
but poison to the child’s mind? The other
day one of the houses which publish juveall unobjectionable. That day the New
York Commercial found books on its
counters and bearing its imprint with such
titles as ‘“ B’hoys of Yale ; or, The Scrapes
of a Hard Set of Collegians”; ‘Gospel

them to the phonograph, and send the
sheets directly to his correspondents, George ; or, Fiery Fred.” And these are
not the worst.
Boys should be strictl
who will lay them on . phe phonograph, , forbidden to touch one of these demoral-

antl hear what they have.to say.

Such

letters. as. go. to...people. who-have-no-{

phonograph, will be copied from the ma-

chine by the office-boy.
2. For reading.
A first-class elocutionist will read one of Dickens's novels
into the phonograph. It can all be printed en a sheet ten inches square, and

these can be multiplied’ by the million
copies by a cheap process of electrotyping." These sheets will be sold for, say,

In

every department of Christian enterprise,

some time employed a folder which is especially in all branches of our benevolent
work,
more rapid than the Tribune's and which times. we are constantly hearing the cry of hard
People lessen their contributions, and
both cuts and pastes the paper with the fall back upon an alleged scarcity
of money as
greatest precision.
the cause. Those engaged
Jgithi
rywhere: and
It is certainly well for men now in with this discouraging p i
the ¢ panic’? is made exci¥e
for the sins of
public life to know that their memories omission
in the matter of duty, in this
must permanently bear any stain which tion, in which so many are guilty. But _direcwhen
they consent to have affixed to their char- we turn our attention to expenditures in anacters by their personal conduct.—S§, S&S. other direction we find no diminution, but.«
rather an increase, The Commissioner of Tn-Times.
ternal Revenue, in his report just published,
Gambling is not by any means confined informs us that the
taxes on whiskey were:
to the haunts of forbidden sport. It makes one million and a half; and upon tedaeco,
its appearance in connection with pursuits three millions more in 1877 than in the preof unquestionable legality and respecta- vious year. These sums represent to.the con-bility, and even—sanctity, we were about sumers about twelve millions increase in the
amount paid this year of alleged * hard times’>
to add, but will say, religiousness.—
Zhe over its predecessor for these two
destructive
Watchman.
articles,—representing nothing but waste and
The great weakness in our institutions ruin. ‘Why is it, that when men can expend:

nile literature declared that its issues were

For dictating, it will take the place

who has many

Chicago

ood
"+ooa

:

and the only sure and lasting way to
make men believe in one’s devotion and

posity is to be what one wishes to be beieved

to be.— Phillips Brooks.

‘

80 much more to pamper their vices. and
base appetites, God’s children must plead pov- erty, and withhold the means necessary to pro--

mote his cause, and hasten the coming

of Kis

kingdom ? Why is there such a difference between the financial responses to spiritual and:

animal claims? Why is it that

¢ hard times”

fall upon Christians, and cripple their resoure- es for good, while those of the vicious classes

are augmented for evil ¥ Let us prayerfully
consider these things, and see if we are justi- ’
fied in the excuse

from the
Hund.

Lords

we

reake

for withholding

treasury.—The

Helping:

»-

An illustration of the power of God’s word
upon human hearts was furnished in an address by Sir Bartle Frere, of England, in.
speaking upon India, not long since. He said}

that missionaries
startled to come

and
upon

others

are frequently

individuals,

and

even:

whole communities, who have made eonsiderable progress in Christian knowledge, without.
ever haying seen or heard a missionary.

He

mentioned one instance, which was carefully:
investigated in which all the inhabitants of a
certaifi village had

cast

away

their

idols,

ad-

Jjured ciste, and adopted a form of Christianity
which they had worked

out by

studyinga single gospel

and

themselves by

a

few tracts...

which had been left, along with other cast-off .
things, by a departing

Attempts

have

merchant.—

been

made

Cong.

to introduce

‘among the Santhals of India a syllabic alphabet, that is, one in which every character represents a syllable; and the ease with which
the illiterate can learn to read by this system.
is represented as fully demonstrated.
We:

have never before heard of such an alphabet,
except the one invented by a native Cherokee,
and which subsequently came into general use
‘in that nation before its emigration. from:

|. Georgia.
The Russian General in command ‘at Reod- x
osto on the great route west from. Constanti«-

Whatever strange and scandalous ecinerviow vith
centricities the- ministry has sometimes nople, is a Lutheran, and in an
the native pastor, Hohannis, made many an
witnessed, this is certainly true, and is interested
nquizies about the Protestants of
always encouraging, that no man per- | Turkey, and readily granted
permission for
sonally succeeds in it who can not make the landing of a box of Russian Scriptures, and *

men believe that he is pure and devoted,

-

for their sale among the soldiers. = Thé Bule
garians, too, learning that sometimes whole
regiments of their Russian deliverers are Pro-

testants (Lutherans),incline to be more friendly
to the Protestants among
themselves.—-

ORG

:

-

ih
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$.-'S. Department.

tion” is a sociely organized

years ago, the object

AND

(For

NOTES

BY

PROF.

J.

A.

HOWE.

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

THE CAPTIVITY

OF

encouragement

JUDAW.

and

is to

advice can afford.

ed.

Tonmunacations,
THE JUSTICE OF THE SENTENCE.

twelve

aséist in planting Sunday-schools' in
foreign lands by providing funds for
the purchase of books, papers, music,
&c., and by such moral aid as hearty
expressions of sympathy and werds of

Sabbath - Scheol Lesson. --May 5.
QUESTIONS

some

of which

literating it. Neither

BY REV. R. H, TOZER.

When we look upon the appalling pature of the sentence pronounced by the

tooduccd into
36:14.

the

temple. - 2 Chron.
:

*¢ Through the anger of the Lord.”

in Sicily, at a Sunday-school of about
100 children, gathered during the past
two years by Rev. Joseph Musmeci,
formerly a monk, now a Methodist preacher. On this occasion the children were
publicly examined, and answered with
wonderful accuracy all sortsof questions
concerning Old and New Testament his-

The

feelings of God are shown by his dealings
with ween.
Hence, the Jews, regarding
their nisfortunes as sent of God, declared

Bixpargry with them.
The moral law,
which they had broken, said:the same.
«e-Cast: thew out of his presence.”
The

tory and

eriginal shows that this subject ought to
ed

with

presence,”

*‘ That

Zedekiah

.the fundamentals

of faith,

be-

604561

wn

B. €.

is

his

undenominational,

its aid

freely

wherever

it

is needed, to the extent of its income.
There are no salaried officers connected
with it, so that the entire amount received, less a very small sum for print-

was the founder of the Babylonian empre. “Came against Jerusalem.”
The ing and other necessary expenses,
third! visit of this hostile power. The first to the intended object. DE
ay
WBS T0--the— reign of -Fehotakin;
whom T ERO
Rebuchadnezzar subdued;
the second
‘USE THE LESSONS.

goes

We ‘quite agree, says the Adrance,
with Dr. Vincent, that in order to do al)
with the vessels of the temple, Nebuchad- | that ought to Le
done—and that is imtwezar carried to Babylon.
He only left mensely more than
is being done—for
temperance, missions, etec., in the Sunday-school,-it is not necessary to crowd

i.e. January, on the tenth day, a day
kept ever since by the Jews as a fast,
-® He and all his army.” This king was
besieging Tyre and Jerusalem at the
same time.
He fixed his headquarters
in the northern part of Canaan,at Riblah.
Jer. 39:3—5.
Hence, he was nut pres. iy’

the—eapture

- * Built forts?”

of

Onto the eleveath
‘was begun in the
tenth month.

ayear and

the

Movable

City.

continued about

“ The famine was

The Jews resisted with |

ebstingey,
but famine weakened their abil-

ityto resist. Hence, they could
well. defend the city.
* The

month”

Qur

July.

not so
fourth

* The city

was

Grokemmup.” A breach was made.
The
northern gate was the point ‘of entrance,
midhight the hour.
Before their ‘departwre; the Chaldeans broke down the walls,

Burned the eost!y houses and palaces,and
Iefd the city. a ruin.
“ By the way of the
gate, between the two walls. The city was
divided'by a wall into two parts, the up-

per and the lower.
The upper city inelndcd Mount Zien.
The Chaldeans
Broke into the lower eity ‘on the north
sidé: Zedekiah fled to the south, through
a gate-in this middle

wall,

to

the

outer

wall.of the city.
* The king's garden.”
This: was near the south-east corner of the
eity,at the mouth of the Tyropeean valley,

Stairs led from

Zion

into this garden.

se The Chaldeans were by the city round
ebout.” Were investing the cily, i. e ,the
morthern

part.

/

eb

“I: Ridlak, in the land of Hamath.”
‘Kiblah was 200 miles north-east from Jerusalem,

on.

the

Orontes

river.

Ha-

math was the valley of this river,between
Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon.
He gave

Judgment upon him.”

slew the sons of Zedekiah, the princes of
Judah, and put out the eyes of Zedekiah.

Prisoners were often

eruelly treated in thosedays.
the tongue

was: torn

views”

the

in

lessons

Uniform

or

*¢ re-

Lessons.

Sometimes

out by the roots,

verity ofithis punishment was

provoked

Toy the fatuity of the king, inattempting to

tional, freedmen,

or temperance

inter-

ests, as such. They have kept to the
Word. A certain eminent (emperance
worker remarked, ‘ Hundreds of the
international
lessons have given the
finest opportunity for teaching the philosophy of the femperance cause to our

children.”

We most emphatically urge

superintendents not to omit the quarterly
review for the sake of the temperance
lesson. It is perfectly practicable to give
both.

Reviews are

indispensable to

the

thoroughness of our work. Weekly,
monthly, and quarterly reviews should

be encouraged and
not crowded
out,
but it is perfectly practicable to have
them, and at the same time to teach the

lesson on the other subject.”
le

The

:

THE ACTIVITY CURE.
Rev. E.J. Foote says,

wr]

in

Baptist Teacher :

The
:

If all the idlers and drones in our
churches, all the busybodies and
m-

blers, all the dead-heads and red
could be set at work in and for

others. Our destiny here and hereafter

3,
the

er of the Holy Spirit can implant in
any human soul. Who,kis sufficient
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

(4) That the judgments of God,if rightly

ded,
Ieeewill
bring us to penitence
and se-

- ewrea restoration of his favor.

:

mr

ye

of necessity.

1. It must necessarily be,for instance,
that a sinful soul and a holy God will be

Harmony can not be, in the

of things,

between

thestwo,

nat-

unless

the soul
becomes unselfish.
But the
chance to become unselfish has passed
with the opportunities of the gospel.
That process of regeneration through
faith in Christ, and sanctification through
his blood, is not enacted in the after-life

so far as we can. judge, and that long
course of discipline, by which we become
more and more conformed to the will of
God, can not be carried on; at least un-

retfogression, 4. e., there will be eternal
deterioration.

The

repugnance

God has to it will produce

which

aversion

FEA

gospel, and of Christian

not be won there

indignation.

endeavor,

. There are over

70,000

8

i

by the terrors of divine

How

terrible the repul-

sion between the Holy One and the sinful
soul may be, when brought inte immediate contact, as in eternity,

perhaps

no

figure may be able to represent to us. .

6,000,-

of New
in the

in the

schools of this country.

The International Sunday-school Les-

will be unjust still.

4.

}

The eternity of guilt, too, is a rea-

son why, of necessity, this punishment
will be eternal ; unless it can be shown

that there is some process hereafter by
which guilt ean be substituted by righteousness.
Guilt is a stain that will not
out except by the blood of Christ. Lee,
the Mormon, of Mountain Meadow notos

riety, was as guilty the day he was shot
on the scene of the massacre, as he was

Eminent

witnesses

can

ical, and

agricultural

callings,

who had endured fiery trials and persecutions for the truth’s sake, and resisted
unto blood, striving against sin, would be
on amralmost infinitely higher plane than
those who should come up out of the

fires of hell having had their wickedness
driven out of them by: its-purgatorial tortures.
These and those could never
have fellowship on a basis of * equality.
There would necessarily be an aristocracy in heaven, which the righteous could’
not help; an avistocracy of character as
inevitable as the ' changeless laws of being. This would indeed necessitate two
heavens; since the two parties could not
worship together nor work together.
They sing sepurate songs and do, one a
superior,

and

the

work.

o.her

an

this

head,

Bible proclaim,

as-

mons him to the house of prayer.

say,

the

cret, he can,on the wings of celestial ¢oti-

his

sorrows

reference exclusively to those in the flesh.
of Abraham,

¢. e., of beings in the body.

If Christ is to redeem those who are under purely spiritual conditions, would it
not be necessary that he should suffer
according to spiritual conditions; and
would it not be requisite that those suffer-

who

reverently

Prov. 19: 2,—

about

$160.

6th,

ob-

Also, that the soul be with-

[The minister alluded to did not

live within

the limits of New Hampshire, was a man of
great sincerity and devotedness, but shared
with several at that time in the fear that educa-

tion would tend to a lack of spirituality.)

June 5, preached ia the State Prison at
Concord.
Eighty-four convicts.
Many

wept while I spoke on the love of Christ.

The warden told me he did

not

kaow of

but one of the prisoners With education

sufficient to do common

business.

Sd

ignorance and crime seem connected.
In July, spent a few days at Great Falls
on my agency. A deacon gave $25, a

keep

this day, and take pleasure in its appropriate duties and employments, seek
seeki

to know the. will of God.

was

out knowledge,it is not good.” Probably
the first sermon ever preached in our denomination on education. Soon after I
closed, an aged minister arose, and, ina
very impassioned manner, spoke against
what had been said, which raised a shout
all through the meeting in responses:
“Yes,” “Truth,” “Amen,” **Amen.” This
was a victory achieved, as some appeared
to think, for being without knowledge.

templation, leave all the cares and all the
secularities of the world behind him.”
Many and precious are the Scripture
promises to those

for him-

tained about $500.
Thanked God and
‘took courage.
May 25, attended the New Durham Q.
M. at Canterbury.
In the afternoon
preached a sermon on education. Text,

re-

itual natures,but he took hold on the seed

state,

It is evident, then, that they had

enter-

worthy

For the rest, he shall speak

sum secured

sion, which is lifted in the hearing of an
Jie loves

a

for

March 16, 1836, moved my family, to Strafford. April 6, commenced obtaining subscriptions in the vicinity.
The

He

He took not hold on angels, i. e., on spir-

entered the spiritual

ceased,

Master.

and

tirement of this day from the din of
worldly business and the inroads of
worldly men. He loves the leisure it
brings along with it; and sweet to his
‘soul is tie exercise of that hallowed hour,
when there is ne eye to witness him but
the éye of Heaven who seeth him in se-

of three

price

self. The selections made from his journal will
be mostly of the dark apd difficult shades of
his ageney. In fact, these largely prevailed.
They were relieved ouly occasionally by brighter and more cheering views.)

to sit and listen to thf voice of persuaassembled multitude.

of

aspects an uninviting one.
Elder Caverno,
feeling it a duty, and having counted the cost,
entered the field, in this way to work for the

of that hallowed morn.
He
church-bell sound that sum-

loves to join the chorus of devotion,

Trustees

strong opposition, made the task in some of its

loves the

we

that a redemption after this life by the
sufferings and merits of Christ, is not
possible in the nature of the case.
For
all these sufferings were endured under
the conditions, solely,of this present world.
They were the pains and privations of
Jesus while in the body.. And when he

of the

prise, is sometimes a dificult’ work. For an
educational institution it is often 80. For one
in our denomination then it was especially so,
Indifference, prejudice, and,in not a few cases,

aly that is nowhere to be found.
Every
Sabbath image, with every Sabbath cirHe

df three

;

Soliciting funds, even

Keep

quietness
loves the

appointment

abandoned.

ten in Lis heart, and denying the Sabbath a place in his affections, is an anom-

cumstance, is dear to him.

a pastorate

and a little later a farm, at the

the Sabbath day holy ;” and he who rushes heedlessly on must reap the fruit of his
own doing, while the thoughtful and obedient bave the blessing of Heaven direct,
and consequent upon a thoughtful and
vbedient life. They shall abound in all
things essential to life and godliness.
** Rest assured,” says Chalmers, ‘* that
the Christian, having the law of God writ-

inferior,

;
Finally, under

the

closed

thousand dollars, was purchased to make the
Institution one of manual labor. But after an
unsuccessful experiment, this last plan was

It is a law of our nature that we require
repose to invigorate our physical systems, and he who violates this law must
suffer the consequences.
Experience
proves that one day's rest in every seven
is needful to this purpose.
The God of
nature and

Caverno

Strafford Academy as Busy agent. He was
to travel and collect funds.
boarding house
wias to be erected, other improvements made,

be

who

Elder

accepted an

brought from the professional, ‘mechan-

their robes white in the bloodof the Lamb ;

|Congregationalist,
825. in all got $190,

They will

Felt to thank God.
Early in Sept., at Dover, labored hard,.
have a clear conscience, feeling that they
With some there is an opinion that death are making a Sabbath’s day journey, when small success; 25th, at Pittsfield, small
may sanctify the spirit and fit it for heav- each week rolls around, to the place of subscription; Oct. 9, at Epsom with Bro.
en; but if death can work such a change their appointed rest,
Such motives in- Manson; some encouragement; 23d, at
as the sufferings and death of Christ terest them in the proper observance of Stratham, a small congregation, which
effect in the soul, then Christ has died the day, that they may receive good and was smaller before I closed speaking.
in vain, and we all shall find an effectual
Nov. 17, Thanksgiving, preached at Strafplease God by acceptable service.
atonement without it.
Our own good is not the only object to ford. Had twelve hearers. Dec. 11, at
There are reasons why it must inevit- be sought for in the observance of the Loudon. The minister got to meeting at
ably be that the punishment of the wick- Sabbath. In addition to the reading of half-past eleven. He named a text, but
ed will be endless, provided the soul is the Scriptures, prayer, and public wor- might have safely omitted it, as it was a
immortal.
And that the soul is hot ship, we should seek to do good to the desultory talk.
[The minister was not
eternal in its existence, we can never souls of men
by kindly admonitions, Elder 8. B. Dyer, who long lived there. ]
establish; particularly if we admit that faithful warnings, and correct. teachings. | Went to Can
:
rere
it exist at all, after death. We think we The young may be gathered into the rich brethren, but thought them close.
showed in our previous article that there Sabbath-school, those of more mature Jan., New Durham Q. M. at Gilmanton
is nothing in the nature of the punish- years may be brought under the sound Iron ‘Works. Discussed the school in
ment of thé future to bring the living and influence of gospel preaching, and conference. Some opposed, saying they
spirit to non-existence, either immediate- the wants of the destitute and suffering did not want religion and education mixly or remotely. The impact of spirit up- be supplied. Fok being useful the Sab- ed. Got a resolution in favor of the
on spirit is not of a natvre to produce bath affords favorable opportunities, as school, though by a small majority. Feb.
di:solution, even assuming the human people are more ‘ready to receive the 12, was at the place again. Limited sacsoul be component. “Thought ean not word of divine truth, not having their cess. In one family was told that educaannihilate thought.
The agony of the minds so deeply absorbed with worldly tion might rum us into pride and popularconflict between the Divine and human
cares, which too often choke the word.
ity.
Resolved not to be discouraged
spirits does not imply violence to the c:Rutland, O.
when repulsed, but to. be faithful (6 God
++ Ore
sential nature of the spirit, but rather an
and my fellow-men,
Feb. 19, at Gilford
awakening of it to its fullest activity.
Village. Some in good circumstances,
but nothing to give. But a deacon re- We shall consider next that class of
COMPILED BY JOSEPH FULLONTOX.
reasons for the endlessness of future pungretted he could not help much.
Of his yy,

ARTHUR OAVERNO'S JOURNAL,

ishment, which are derived from the char-

acter and potency of sin, and give us
more directly the ground of oughtness in
the sentence.
——————

THE
BY SELAH

re

SABBATH.
HIBBARD

BARRETT,

—
To one who is prepared to celebrate
f£his day properly, its early dawn is wel#

comed, and he anticipates it as a jubilee.
He enjoys its exercises, realizes it as a

day of freedom, of holy pleasures, surpassing all others’ enjoyment. Concerns
that are lawful on other days are now
laid aside.
Instrumentsof agriculture,
mechanical tools, books of law,

etc., are

neither to engage our hands nor our heads.

The child and-servant, as also the ox and
of

burden,

are

exempted

ry. God has spoken in their behalf, and
his language is imperious: ‘ Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy.”
It may be suggested as a day for friend-

ly visits between

relations and neigh-

bors, or as suited to travel, or to make
country excursions, or in reading for

mere entertainment, or for worldly pur-

Tingley, a graduate

of Yale College

that he Was raising up young men qualified to serve the church faithfully ds the

fathers had in their day.

[The examples that have been given are
specimens of what was done through his agen-

in

cys A few special tokens of encouragement
came which greatly cheered his heart.
At one
time calling on Rey. Enos George, a Congrega-

Connecticut. The last years of his life were
passed in Waterborough, Me.
Elder Wm. 8,
Babcock, who lived in his last years in Barrington, N. H., and died about 1817, it is said,
had a collegiate education.
Aside from these,
previous to 1830, ministerial education was not
considered of much account. . And yet our denomination had a worthy ministry, men of
deep experience, eminently pious and devoted,
self-sacrificing, laboring with little Or no pecuniary reward,
as there were
prejudices
against salaries then, studying human nature
and understanding to some good extent the
deep mazes of the human mind, and, more than
all, close students of the Bible, and some of

tionalist at Barnstead, Mr. G. told him

“I look for much from him.

thurch,

nominations.
The firstto move

other de-

the days of Randall, and the “mother of us all,”
took measures to establish an Academy within
its borders, Strafford was fixed upen as its

location,

It is

within

twenty

miles of New

In the second

year of its existence,

that is, in 1885, while Mr. Francis

'W.

other blessed season was enjoyed.

The follow-

Upham

was Principal, there was agood work of grace,
Then in 1887, while. Porter S. Burbank was
Principal, and Elder Caverno was agent, an- .

have some educational training, or the young,
to

May I not be dis-

appointed.”
It has been intimated in this number that
Parsonsfield Seminary was blessed soon after
its establishment by good religious outpourings
of the Spirit. Strafford Institution,in like manner, was thus owned by the great Head of the

ages to come, there will be great occasion to
honor those men.
But the time came when discerning men saw
that, while educational interests in the world
were advancing, Freewill Baptists must have
schools of a high grade, and ministers must
panting for knowledge, would 80

that in

fifty years the Freewill Baptists would be as
well educated and do as much in proportion
to their numbers as any denomination whateyer. _A little later.he received a‘ letter from J.
J. Butler, then a student in Bowdoin College,
now Professor in Hillsdale College, who, he
says, spoke of the importanee of an improved
ministry.
Elder C. says he went deeper into
the state of things than any other.
He adds,

them mighty in expounding and enforcing the
truths of God’s word. It was a ministry that
answered well for the times. Now and in

suits. We are promptly to rejectthe sugdirectly was Elder
gestion. “ Our own ways” are not to Buzzell, of Parsonsfield, Me. He was John
one of
occupy even a secondary place. We are the fathers, and cotemporary with Elder Ranpot todo them at all.
However lawful dail, the founder of the denomination. In 1831,
on other days, they are now sinful. His- he moved among the people and soon obtained
tory can not furnish a single example of subscriptions to the amount of $000.00, and
Parsonsfield Academy was erected and opened
a nation or community, ancient or mod- in1832,
with Hosea Quinby, A. B., a little beern, that were virtuous or happy in the fore graduated at Waterville,
Me., as Princiopen violation of the Sabbath. As *¢ the pal,
:
Lord blessed the Sabbath day, and halHeaven approved.
Young men of Freewill
lowed it,” it is binding upon us to ob- Baptist and other families, who went there,
gerve the day in every respect as we are were converted, and if the list of them that
-were called into the ministry, some of them
commanded.
!
Conversation not profitable to the soul, still doing good service, and a few oceupying
the most responsible places, was given, the
such as business affairs, buying, bargain- whole Christian public would be
interested.
ing, or selling; talk about trade, comNew Hampshire was not disposed to be much
merce, science, when not for the purpose behind, Friends in the old New Durham
of directly glorifying God, is improper Quarterly Meeting, the ‘first organized, and in

twenty years before when he committed | on this day. The thoughts and desires
the deed. Time wrought no justification of the heart should also be in proper
of him ; neither will eternityof the wick- keeping with this holy day. To do this

small means he gave $2, and blessed God

Only those who lived and were conversant
with things forty and fifty years ago can have
a just conception of matters as to educational
interests. Ina very early stage ofthe Freewill
Baptist denomination; there was one minister
of a collegiate education.
This was Elder Pel-

atiah

other beasts

day and with less hope of changing. His
character is fixed, nov to remain stationary, but to forever progress in the same

the mind
and grow

forgetful‘of ‘more important duties.

vantages.

Dnrham, where the first Freewill Baptist
church was formed. The Academy was openn
ed in 1834,
years at Great Falls, in the spring of 1836, and"

vigorates both body and mind.
All
classes of men have testified to its ad-

restored and the redeemed could never
be on an equality. Those who had come
up out of great trioulation and washed

from all toil which is not strictly necessa-

fully formed becomes more miserly every

similar exercises,

that if cribeto it a very great share of their sucthere be such a thing as a restoration of cess in business.
:
the lost after a period of discipline; the
God usually works by established laws.

ened, resist more the efforts of time

than

or

or engaged in public worship,
is liableto wander from God,

We might fill a volume in quoting the
experience of the wise in reference to the
good results of Sabbath-keeping.
It in-

5. And this leads us to say,

3. But there is another reason why this
punishment must needs be eternal ; and
that is, that fixedness of moral character
of which Joseph Cook speaks.
The soul
becoming set, as it were, as mortar or.
cement: which, for a time, are exceedingly impressible, but, being once hard-

Sunday-schools

Methodist, 7,562 in the Fgeewill Baptist,
7,892 in the Close Communion Baptist,

i the
«| tions, ‘every week, in’

the soul would not be justified by its endurance. If, then, it is still a guilty soul,
should the punishment cease, and it be
released,
it could not enter heaven.
Whete, then, must the ever-guilty spirit
go? It is evident there is no plate in the
universe forit. God can not commune
with it, neither can angels or saints.

will

ed will be fixed eternally after the probationary season, and he who is filthy
will be filthy still, and he who is unjust

sons are printed with notes and explana-

WET

in

the soul to God, and that will drive it
farther and farther from him from age to
age, and with fearful and accelerated velocity. One who has here withstood the
powerfully persuasive influences of the

“direction. Thus the character of the wick-

awaiian lan:
nage. The translator is the
Rev. Lorenzo
"THE FOREIGN SUNDAY-SCHOOL® '
yons,
who
has
been
connected
with the
ASSOCIATION.
‘Sunday-schools of the Sandwich Islands
The “ Foreign Sunday-school - Assooia- for forty-six years.
8

to consider herein some of the reasons
why this sentence of endless punishment
should be looked upon as righteous. We
shall divide these reasons into two classes. The first class being those that might
properly come under the head of reasons

NEWS.

willbe like that of the characters we ‘and 1,091 in the Universalist schools.
pn ehoos
to follow.
e
(3) That God. will cast | One-thir
d of the contributions to’ misthe man that rejects him. sions last year were given by the Sundayor ,
off the- nation

ig

propose

Not that
For
for and helping, with a good purpose this fixedness implies no progress.
and a fervent .zeal, what a, marvelous the soul that is thus fixed in its moral
change would come over Zion!
character advances more certainly and
Very true. But alas! who shal! set rapidly than before, since all hesitation
them at work? There must be ‘first the and indecision is at an end. © No waver“ willing mind,” and that only the pow- ing course hereafter.
‘The miser once

throw
off allegiance to Babylon.
| in the United States, with about
"Practical Lessons. (1) Zedekiah illus- 000 scholars.
rates
the fate of children who refuse the
The Sunday-school
statistics
righteous waysof their fathers. (2) That | Hampshire show 15,357 scholars
‘we should be warned by the history of | Congregational schools as many

sh

We

we have always contended
for der like conditions, in the other world.
a ¢ supplemental exercise’ in every. Sun- | |And it needs not that a soul be extreme-|
day-school
session, which shall em- ly vicious to be liable to this eternal anphasize some one department of the tagonism ; but only that it be selfish, or
many-sided truth which it is our proy- insubmissive to the all-comprehending
ince to teach, The International Les- law of right, or of supreme benevolence.
son Committee has been approached
again end again by the temperance spe- And instead of God’s benevolence and
cialists, and the members of this com- mercy being a ground of hope that there
mittee have been requested so to modify will be a reconciliation,it is the very reason
the course of lessons as to admit two or why there must ever be a separation from
three temperance
lessons a quarter.
the unlike soul, whom the infinitely
The unwisdom of the suggestion was
apparent io all except the extremists good and benevolent must forever abhor.
2. Again, if there be not an advance
who contended for it, and the Committee
has up to the present time refused to towards holiness and goodness, on the
provide lessons for missionary,
educa- part of the lost spirit, there must be

sometimes
tHe “eyes: were dug out, and | for these things ?
sometimes death was inflicted.
The se-

SR

this part

Nebuchadnezzar | Sunday-schools, on the outside or on the the bricks or stones they unite.
inside, teaching erbeing taught, praying

Bad the solemn oath of Zedekiah not to
attempt a rebellion. Hence, his judgment upon Zedekiah was severe. He
Put out tho eyes.”

regular

in cer-

lesson,

wooden towers.

Hence, it

out any of the

“ While we are not willing,” says Dr,
Vincent, ‘to accept anything as a
substitute for the regular internstional

year”
The siege
ninth yesr, in the

a half.

sore in the city.”

Holy

intimated,

of its creed.
‘We do not know that we shall treat
this subject very satisfactorily; we will,

ure

employed in these

with the penalty after a certain period;

6.

tain quarters,every age will call for re-decision of this subject.
And every Christian body should re-establish for itself,

trary.

it is necessary that much time be devoted

will the punish-

-eternally-at
varianee however much God smn
ings shoul
be much
d more intense than
and angels, or saints may desire the con- what availed for the seed of Abraham ?

|

« the poorest sort of the people.”
The
third viiit was on this ¢ tenth month,”

As has been already

however, do what we can.

learned of Jesus in

The Association

was-durieg
the veign of Jehoiachin,whom
with the nobles, soldiers, smiths, and

liet, and. without consideration.

girl who
school.

first

yea,

billions of souls, to endless ruin and irretrievable perdition isnot a doctrine to
be accepted merely as a traditionary be-

from time to time, the verity of

and extends

Nubopolassor, his father,

millions,

sides reciting the Creed, the Commandments, and several chapters of St. John's
Gospel, Another correspondent writes

rebelled.” Instead of ‘ thai” the original ; from Florence of the long, nainful illis “and.”
‘And Zedekiah rebelled” ness and triumphant death of a little
should be read as entirely separate from
what precedes in the verse, and as the
beginning of the fourth verse.
* Nebuchadrezzar.”
An old form of
Nebuchadnezzar, the second king of
Babiylon,a powerful monarch who reigned

That God should condemn

into eternity

| ment it may endure there.
Even if we
| should say that Justice would be satisfied

The work is cariied on by means of Great Judge at the Grand Assize; and
@ULOEN
TEXT:
* Jerusalem has yrievpersonal correspondence with ministers, consider the import of that word aionion
ously sinned ; therefore she is removed.” —
evangelists, or lay workers of every de- (which can not, by any rational interpreLam.18.!
nomination in all parts of Europe and in tation, be rendered ~other than eternal),
Jeremiah--32:1-11.
China, Japan, Mexico and South Ameri- and that other word pur, or fire, and reca. The correspondence is conducted by member that it must stand for that which
Notes and Hints,
is excruciating, even beyond what natur| committees, which meet every Tuesday
al fire can produce upon the bodily orfor
business,
while,
the
whole
Associas Zedekiah.” ‘The last king of Judah,
ganism, itis not strange that we fall
the youngest son of Josiuh, reigned eleven tion meets once a month at the house of
back upon questioning, and though with
years, succeeding Jehoiachin, who had a its President, Mr. A. Woodrnff, 180 State
reverence, yet with earnestness, ask ourstreet,
Brooklyn,
to
bear
reports
and
weign of only three months. Josiah was
selves,— Can the righteous God inflict
sacce ded by Jeboahaz, who, reigning letters from abroad. These meetings
such awful punishment upon s'nners, and
three months only, was removed by the are held on the first Thursday of each
yet be just?
month,
at
three
o'clock,
and
are
open
to
king
of Egypt,” who put Jehoiakim, the
And that generous, sympathetic natthe public. Ofarecent meeting andof
father of Jehoiachin, on the throne. Nebures
should sometimes have rebelled
wehaduezzar
first captured: Jerosalew the letters read on the occasion, The
against this dogma of the creed of ChrisChristian
Advocate
says
:
and earried away prisoners during the
tendom and, bidding farewell to their
reign of Jehoiakim.
“ Hamutal,
the
The contents of these letters are often,
logic
and sound criticism, have looked
of thrilling interest, as they describe the
daughter, of Jeremiah.”
Not the danghwith favor upon some milder theories, is
perplexities
and
discouragements
of
ter of Jerewiah
of Anathoth, the prophet,
those who are fighting the battles of not to be much wondered at, though it
But of Jeremiah of Libnah, a town thirty a pure gospel against the powers of evil
is to be deplored.
For they have gone
i
south of Jerusalem. She was also at the front. At the meeting just held
by ay
thus
astray
generally
further than they at
§ "be nother of Jehoahaz. *“ According to all a letter was read from a Chinese boy in
Mr. Farnham's Sunday-school at Shang- first intended, and have misled souls and
#
=
®t Jehoiakim had done.”
Jeboiakim,the
where
[oF Bog som of pious Josiah, was a selfish, tyran- hai, and another from a native convert, joined the cry of Peace” peace!
now preaching to alittle church of forty the Lord had not spoken peace..
--mienl, idolatrous king. Extortion and re- members, nearly all drawn from the
Indeed.it is a great question ; and while
Tigious profligacy characterized his reign. Sunday-school in Shushi, a town in the
Zedekizh was equally distempered with heart of a rural district in the interior. we hold firmly to our belief, we may well
these sins. In his reign idolatry was in- The Italian Committee, on the same have some charity for those who differ.
occasion, presented a full description of
a Christmas celebration held at Catania,

The soul that passes

stained with the blood of Jesus (as every to meditation and prayer, fixing the mind
sinful soul is) will not find the ages ob ‘upon heavenly contemplations.
If not

ing is from Elder C.’s journal :

>

Oct. 22, after a short sermon,

Elder E.

Place and myself baptized fifieen. Eight
of them were students. One ‘was my
be-

loved daughter Elizabeth.
the best days of my life.

It was one of

Elder Caverno resigned the agency in

Oct., 1838, having continued in it over
two years.
He writes, ‘What was paid

me for the whole time was $500, and
probably $500 more would not have restored me to the pecuniary condition I
was in when I commenced.”

[Within an hour after finishing the above the

papers brought the intelligence that Rev.

Austin, who lately

left a legacy of

ve

died

“Academy in Strafford.

in Kittery,

thousand

The sketches of Elder Caverno’s

here close.

Me.,

.

I.

had

dollars for the
early labors

Our duty has been a pleasant

one,

mingled with a degrée of sadness at the more
recent departure of one we loved as our spirit‘ual father, Rejoicing in all, that he has, without doubt, gained what he desc ribed in his last .
sermon, preached at Alton, N., H,,
Sabbath
July 9, 1875, from the text, ‘I sh all’ be satisfied
when 1 awake with thy likeness.” He died at
Lis howe in Dover, the following Saturday,
uly 15.

bi

J

8 or

In a thousand years, perhaps, or one; .
Or to-morrow.
Who knoweth? Not you nor I,
But the wheels turn on and the shuttles fly.
?

C. UPHAM,

IX.

About twenty years had elapsed ; and 1
found myself on my way to the old place,
as I lovingly called it. Ihada_ desire,
so natural to the human heart, to refresh my wearied spirit with early scenes
and recollections. Riding slowly along
the road which leads to the town of R—,

from the beautiful village of Great Falls,

Icame to a neighborhood, about, three
miles distant from the center of the parish,

, Which had been the place of my early
ministry.
It was a neighborhood
in

before a house,

which

ealled

many pleasant memories, I knocked at
the door. It was opened by a good-looking woman with an intelligent counte:
nance.
“Is Mr, Roberts at home #”
‘ Mr. Roberts is dead, sir.”
‘Is Mrs. Roberts at home*"
‘“ Mrs. Roberts is dead, sir.” .
_ A sudden and deep feeling “of sadness |
“came over me, and 1 stood silent and almost bewildered for a moment.
‘“ Will you allow me to take the liber-

ty to ask whoit

is with

whom I am

conver sing?”

“Iam

answered,
“I

am

lis

Mr. Roberis's daughter,” she
confident, then,"

I rejoined,

other

mapy

instances

othersif

it

were

to memory!
It is now some twenty
years since I was sent for to go to Deacon
Chamberlain's.
His wife was on her
dying bed. The scene was then somewhat new to me.

But

such , peace,

such

me of the

love of Jesus,

wouldbe a Christian.

The

and

hoped I

words

sank

deep into my heart; they followed me
from dayto day; they never left me til
I realized their sweet meaning, written

in letters of light in the heart, where I
trust

they will remain forever.”
Is it necessary to make an
apology
for narrating this instructive incident
P
Is it not ful! of meaning? Does it not
tell us, with most impressive emphasis,
to speak often and kindly to little children? It is but the other day thatI received a letter from a man, who is
President of a college in Wisconsin.

‘* There is a lady,” he says in the letter,
‘““ who lives near you. I wish you

(giving

me

her name) to find her

and express my thanks 10 her.

out,

She was

my teacher inthe Sabbath-school, when
Twas a poor, friendless boy; and I can

never forget the impression

which

her

inventions,

slightest

I

had

noticed

Noi

fountain placed at the corner of the wall
enclosing the chapel. On one side of it

sat
a fi gure

representing

while on the other

side

‘the

the

both. sexes,

Rl, pms er

ough 2 Juanney a8 possible.
Farcea inns
Send ( fora Catalogue :
A. M. JONES, See.,

with

that

humble

any

cottage

in Rochester, or that they had any per-

sonal relations to myself.

*“ And pow,”said

positions

Mr.

seem to be in

A——,

of

some sense

re-

versed ; 1 understand that you are the one

words you have become a beggar.”

“ Yes, said I, *‘a sort of public beggar,
or official beggar; I hardly know what
title to give myself; begging for a col-

it is the

emblem of the greatest gift which Godfit
has
bestowed upon

But

man.

ILTON

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Co.,

yet this

gift. is Reglosted: is rejected by people
who are ying of thirst, and who know
of no way of escape, no source of life and
peace.
:
Lost sinner ! if thou knewest the gift
of God; if thou knewest the boundless

ments. for

the

Towa.

coming

y

children,

which

rested upon the suffering widow's heart,
she told her sad story, but without complaint. She needed sympathy, and what
Christian

heart could

refuse

while giving such advice

it?

And,

and assistance

tle children with her,”
‘“ I remember

it,”

4
said

Mr.

A——;

‘¢ and we came sometimes without shoes,
and with hardly a hat upon our heads;
so miserably clad that the well-dressed

boys of the village sometimes

upon us with pity; and
I thought, turned away
contempt or derision,”
‘¢ Thope, Mr.

looked

sometimes, a
from us wit

A——, Lreplied, *‘it was

not with the latter feeling. - I hope they
could not have been - so wicked. The
boy, or man, who looks with contempt
or derision on honest poverty, is not
merely

destitute of that which constitutes

a Christian,

bat of some

of the noblest

elements of humanity.”
‘ We knew,” Mr.U——," he
¢¢ that

you

had

no

such

yt
replied,

feelings;

we

medicith
nes cured me of I ©
:
;
| some three years ago, I want him to
them. I gained
mio

“Dr. » H H. Yugi
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we
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given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for

H. MORRELL.

in favor of the

ing so much about retreat, where little or
against

opposition has been arrayed

us.

Better

‘ Hold

the

and also to every new subscriber
who will send his own name and
pay for one year in advance ($2.50),
Postage, ten cents extra.

Fort,”

until we seé the enemy at least. Letus not
retire until forced so to do by the too
strong force of law j and that law not of
our making.
torer Normal School owes her ‘alle-

of the Scriptures
concert, a song of praise,and prayers.

with it a sense
of dependence upon the almighty Arm Communion,” and the Star, is libthat upholds us, quickening our desires efal indeed.
A more liberal offer than the
for inward purity and strengthening our
purposes for the pursuit of noble ends. above can not be asked for, unless
It often seems like the most efficient ele- the one asking it should wish the
ment of strength in the discipline of the Establishment to become bankrupt.
school ; we could not wisely dispense Those who have said, “put the Star
at $2.00 a year and we will double
with this exercise.
ten recites

daily |

in ‘¢ Smith’s Smaller Scriptive History.”
The book is used for a double purpose—
as a reader and text book in the study of
the Bible. The class is intensely interested in

the facts,

with

their

providential, experimental and
inferences and applications.

list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.

We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :

doctrinal,

practical
’

Some
other classes read once, each
week,‘a lesson selected from the word of

our

STAR

¢¢

the Lord.
Nearly all our students are connected
with the Sabbath-school work.
We fol-

¢

low, with the great mass of the Christian
world, the * International Lesson Series,”

¢

with appropriate maps, and other

helps;

indeed, the Bible is no second-best

affair

in this institution. The consequence is,
many of our students go forth to teach
: not only the facts of science, but the
great principles of Christianity, and thus
the masses are elevated and blessed.
Storer Normal School is a ‘‘city on a
hill, whose light can'not be hid.” Itis a
| * light-house;” upon a fast rock in the
ocean, whose steady beams are sure to
disclose the dangers on either hand, and
mark distinctly the true channel of life,
and secure a safe arrival in the haven on
the far distant shore. Who will hesitate in
the favor and support they should give
to this cause ? Remember that all light-

houses, must have ¢ keepers,”

that the

‘‘ reflectors” may always be in order that

no dim or misguiding rays shall lead any
poor seaman, upon

the

rocks,

shoals

quicksands of sin and destruction.
that “oil”

must

be

furnished

or

Also

lest the

pairs”

or

necessary

from time to tinie

improvemenis

are

absolutely demanded:

¢
¢

¢

and ¢ Wide Awake?” (the
popular new juvenile magaBE
assiintyss

and ‘‘Harper’s Magazine,
‘Bazar *’ or “Weekly”....
and *“Arthur’s Home Maga-

5.80

Zine. tiiieiiivitnedieirienesse
4.60
5.75
Monthly?
and ‘‘Scribner’s
and
‘New
England Fare .
Mer’? ceciiecassncnseniinnceas
475
and “Smith’s' Bible Diction=

AFY? iieeicitncncnesccnccionees

¢

and “Lite and Epistles of
PRU
cu sieeensinsonasioheeovrens
and
© Critical
Greek and

¢

Engilsh Concordance”.....
and ‘Fruit Recorder and
Cottage

Gardener?”

and “The Christian?”......
and “National Temperance

¢

and
* Natioual
Sunday=
School Teacher”............

¢

twoyears and ‘Memoir
of
Rev.
Geo.
T. Day,” (old
Subscribers, )seeecscasrecscocees
one
year and ‘Memoir of

Advocate?

Rev.

address

WM. REED,

now inform!the Public that we Foe
ide the importation:
ofi this article inte
the United States our S
nd
tha

in future

AT LAW.

chemist being a native), we know that we
have the genuine article,
or

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION, x

and feel that we are entitled to

when we say that Cannabis Indica will

all that is claimed

through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most cam
better tell the story, as the following extracts from letters verbatim will show :
Gayoso, Pem1scotr, Mo., Nov. 18,1877.

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :—I .must have more. of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that

You would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

Day,”

Art

for

Sold also for installments or rent

ed until rent pays. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained w payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE L1sT, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
CoO.,

purpose;

‘buf just as

soon

as he com-

garded him as about well.

HENRY
if

-+

;

W. KIMBERLY,*MD.

Fe"

LoVRLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Kv.

GENTS :—Please send me three bottles

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and potof +

Ointment. Mother has been suffering with
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried

most all kinds of medici
and says
ne,
the

Cannabis Indicais the only thing that
gives her relief. Respectfully yours,
. JANE A. ASHBROOK.
——

:
Deer River, PowesHiCk, Towa.
* GentLEmeN:—I have just seen your
advertisement in 5
per; I know all
about the Cannabis Indica. Fifteen years
ago itcured my daughter of the ASTHMAZ
she had it very bad for several years, but
‘was perfectly cured, and I used to keep fhe
to accommodate
p medicine on hand
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling

on my lungs,

you will please send me a $9 box of your
medicine. Respectfully,
4
se
en
JACOB TROUT."

18 NOT

25 Union 8qg., 250 Wabash Ave.,
NEW YORK:
CHICAGO.

$258

r bottle, or three bottles for$8

Pills anil

»

o
Philadelpbis.

CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St,
FREE.

chool, Fire-slarm. Fine-toned,

aa
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Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
:
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTE 8
their DINING SALON the great feature of hel
houses so the Management of “Great Burl
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LEggURY of their patrons solely in view, de notuse

their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas ape
Traflic, or Sleeping purposes (as is the cage of
so-called Hotel Cire) ; hence, they are alwavs Sep
sweet, neat

and

clean.

The

moderate

harks

&

75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious.

Jyem®
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Chicago,Rock Island & PacificR. RE.

cash or Installments than ever before offered.
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makers,
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lustrated
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$130.,
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fo the trade.
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stops, $65.
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Great

in-
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used a

HORACE
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East 14th Street, New York.
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Sheet Music
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;

in your own town.
free.

ortland, Maine.

Address

There are in the care
set® a large number of
years of age. They are
are without friends; or

unable to

H.

Terms and agi
HALLETT

:

&

Cm.

ws

of the State of Massadhes
boys from ten to fw
in such care because They
because their friends spe

provide for them,

We Alesire; to: fimll

homes for the smaller ones and places ¢to lahor fix
the larger ones. They will be sent oni trial, sll if
found to be satisfactory after trial, arrangements
will be made for.them to remain for such time zm

Paper
x
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&

the

BOYS.
-

St, and
Boards

on

Best of Meals for 75 cents.

SUNDAY -SEHOOL MUSIC BOOKS

Ww.
to
Y
ease of our ORGAN
ors, PIANO
E, we have decided fo give up publishing Sunday-Sehool Musie Books, and
will sell our entire Stock at the following

run

OVERLAND
Furnishing
A. M. SMITH,
G x P. Agt.

Large Toe

at h

may

be desired.

The

Fashionable Cards, no 2 alike, with name
10¢., post-paid. GEO. I. REED & Co., Rassnt,

Elective

Bas
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.'D., or Prof. JOuN FUL.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.
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Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13e.,
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PLATED WATCH ES. Cheapest
inthe known world. Sample Watch Free. ts
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BROS., Clintonville,
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sent Free, : VANDY

Manual.

This work meetd with speeialfavor fram
all who have seen it.

Every pastor shel

have a copy, and some clerksof churches
and Q. M’s are buyingit to aid in the bund
ness transactions. (It ought to have a gam

eral sale. Price, 75 cents, postage (psi,
for leather, flexible cover; and 60 cembsdm '
cloth.
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AposeGREAT
OFFER ! Wakes’ siniss Vaies
0/100 NEW PIANOS & ORGANS, of

2

studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.
fluences.
Thotoug and cheap. = Finest college,
buildings in the
Northwest.
nition, incidental
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CALVIN SANDERS,

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all
arrearages shall have his own paper
and one for a new subscriber one

being new subscribers, can have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in adAt the close of these byjef, yet impresvance.
sive services, there seems to rest upon
The offer of ¢ Day’s Memoir,” or
the whole school a gentle yet mighty,
of
“Open Communion or Close
subduing influence, bringing
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ance to the word of God. The first fif- year, for $4.00 in advance.
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ed to the reading

A class of, at present,

ment

in’ our his own Star one year in advance;
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ing the first three bottles, and I know itis
just the thing for him.
ctfully,
ULL.
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March 26, 1878. For ears
cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
NEY HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each. Commercial College. Sheages st and best of
any in New England, Spring term oping Monday
riches of his goodness, the fullness of his Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer term begins
Mo: nday, April
15, and closes Thrsdal, June 20, 1878. Fall term
race, the abundance of his long-suffer- { begins
Monday, Aug.
26. Send for Catalogue and
ing, the tenderness of his compassion, circular to
the sweetness of his everlastin
Rev..A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
love,—
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1577.
¢ If thou knewest

tained will be ten cents extra,

felt thay you pitied us; and, left as we light grow feeble, or become extinguishwere, without an earthly father, and ed. Furthermore,appropriations for ‘‘re-

almost withouta friend, our poor mother
found in you one who could sympathize

annabis Indica, one each of

lege t8 which I have devoted the best |S
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«

Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not e
to live; and as

Lun
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8.
BROWN, A. M,, Principal, with competent as.
sistants. Spring term begins March 12, 1878.
A
first-class schoo. A
complete courses of study,
aaoliegiate, Scientific, Ladies’,
(¢10) Rnglish and
Classical,
nd for Catalogue. Add 8,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.
Lyndonville, Vi.

To-day the water-carriers in the cities
of E
t call water ¢¢ The Gift of God.”
Wonderful in its varied usefulness, plen-

a

SINTLmuA i~Please send me twelve

Lewiston, Me.

water.”

tiful, refreshing and free,

«our

that stands in need of assistance; in other

in one of the corners formed in this |
way by the roads, a small house; a
very poor house, hardly svitable for
a human habitation? I told him I
recollected it well. “Do you recollect

herself and

Messrs. Craddock& Co.:

ier.
;

years of my life; a college which has
done well and intends to do well for
the gift of God,” that
pass over
his countenance,
like the science, and which has bound
itself in gift would be sought with earnest lono- Pie SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
memory of other days. As much as if the stronge
York.
This school was never in better condi.
st manner to recognize and ings and received with grateful joy.
ie tion for doing thorough work in Academic
Instruche had said, I think you are the man honor
thou
knewes
t
tion.
who
No
it
primary
is
that
instruction. With three care.
talket
with
that religion which brings hopeand
thee ; if thou knewest the inward strivines fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
whom I would like to see. Ringing the prosper
ity to the widow and the father- of the Holy Ghost,
‘ Seminary
and English Course,
or full catalogue,
the pleadings of
door-béll at the appointed time,
the address the Principal.
Mr.
less.”
eternal Spirit, the molding 0 A
IRVING B. SMITH.
of
A——promptly
and cordially met me.
““ Well,” said he, ‘I will not trouble the compassionate
Saviour’s: love; if
APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
‘ Sit down,” he said; ‘* the horse will
This Institution furnishes College Pre ratory,
You to enter into grguments on the sub- thou knewest who it is that has come English
and Scientific, and Ladies’
soon be at the door.” Andin a few
Collegiate
down from heaven to save a lost world,
course of Study. For further particulars address
Jeet now. I think I understand the mat- and
that has made himself a man of sor. the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I.
minutes we were seated together,
and
ter and will Jet you know.
July 11, 1876.
The man who rows that we might live a life of joy; if
riding in different parts ef Boston. I
treated me with kindness in my boyhood, thou knewest the gift of God, and” who it ‘W HITESTOWN SEMINARY .—Spriug term henoticed, in a number of insiances, as
gins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of
and respected and soothed the sorrows is that talketh with thee, * thou wouldest
the largest and best in the Stete. Terms moderate.
gates were opened for our passage, or of my
have
asked
of
him,
and he would have
Send for Catalogue.
loving
mother, has a claim upon given
as we otherwise met persons, that the
J. 8. GANDINER, Principal,
thee living water.
— ”
The Chrisme which needs no other argument to tian.
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.
men bowed respectfully; and was satABN
ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. HH,
support it.”
isfied that I was seated by the side of one
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
Ata subsequent period, and
families ‘at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
only
of the recognized * solid”’ men of Boston.
English and Classical.
For further information
delayed a short time by a trying sickness,
address the Principal, Rev. 8S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
* Mr. U——," said he, * you are not
Center
Strafford,
July
31,
1877.
he sent me a check for five thousand
wholly unknownto me.” But really at
dollars, for the worthy and
RD
GRANDE
COLLEGE.
—Rio Grande, Gallia
benevolent
that time, I had no distinct recollection.
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
Now is the time to work for an
terms of ten weeks each.
:
And
in the matter. It was a mystery to me. object for which I had visited him.
Winter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878. This new
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
But he went on. “ Do yon recollect a his name stands attached, by a vote of increased circulation of the Morning
thorough manner in which instruction is im.
Please read the following of- thearted.
place in Rochester called Salmon Falis, the Boards of the college, to one of its Star.
e courses of study are the Normal,
ommercial,
College Preparatory and two College
or more frequently the Salmon Falls finest bulldings ; which is thus, while it fers :
courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific.
subserves the purposes of science, a perBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
Road?”
For further information apply to RevTo every old subscriber, who will . erZ. week.
manent memorial of a genarous ben elacHANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Gra
I said, “1 do.”
:
Galpay
lia
Co.,
all
Ohio.
arrearage
s for his Star, and
:
A
:
“Do you recollect any persons by tor.
VIRGINIA COLLEGE.—Flemfngton,
two years in advance ($5.00), or ; VWWEST,
Other
ministe
rs
have
filled
my
place
the name of Adams?”
at.
Taylor
Co., West Virginia. This Institution
Again [ answerto students important and peculiar advantaed in the affirmative; and proceeded at R——, and when the hand which writes will pay for his own Star one year offers
es. For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.
once to mention a number. of persons these incidents shall have moldered into in advance ($2.50), and at the same
who bore. that name, with—whom-¥ had dust, there will be others still-—And- time send pay fora new -sabseribort-1- "EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplls fitted for busiscientific schools or the best colleges.
been more or less acquainted. One of there will be poor widows; and there one year in advance ($2.50), we GEO.ness,
F, CHACE, A. M., principal,
For further
will
be
little
will
children
send
.
a copy of the Life of Rev,
Let them speak
articulars, address the principal, or ELIHU
these it appears was his father, who died
BAYES, Sec. Trustees.
to the children ; for their words will be George T. Day, or a copy of the
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. $3, I877.
early, and of whose history I'had but a
remembered.
Let them - remember the book entitled ¢* Open Communion or
very slight knowledge. “ Do you recORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
widow and the orphan; for all such acts Close Communion.”
P. R. CLASON, A. B., Principal, with a comollect,” said
:
he, “on the rising ground,
plete board of assistants. For further particulars
of
kindnes
will
s
bring
their
reward.
The postage on each book thus ob- address the Principal; or E. TASKER, Secretary.
where the roads cross at right angles,
Spring Term tommences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878.

burden for
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ate.

Saviour,

woman

Ea

:

8CHOOL,—The special work
ege, and every effort is
do this i

a drinkin

drip’ thou wouldest have asked of him,
the and he would have
given thee living

not

suspicion that they had

connection

name was
seemed to

divine tranquility, as she lifted her il- as was in my power, I reminded her
luminatéd eye to the heavens, I can of the Man of Sorrows, who was ac-"
never forget it. I remember nothing quainted with grief; and who, if admitted
else save the presence of her husband as her counselor and guide,. would bring
and of a little girl, who stood near me light to her darkened habitation, and
at her bedside.” ¢ AndI
remember joy to her bleeding spirit. Isaw, on
it, too,” said Miss Roberts.
my first acquaintance,
‘* Mrs Chamthat she was
berlain was my aunt; and I was that a woman of intellect; but that which
little girl. Ihave already said to you most affected me was her gentle, humthat T know something, as I trust, of the ble and confiding spirit. I had hardly
Christian's peace and hope. And as I uttered the story of a Saviour's love,
trace the work of God in my soul, the when her heart, prepared in part, no
great change from darkness to light, | doubt, by the greatness of hér earthIgo back in memory to the touching ly destitution, received him, and rescene you have mentioned, My aunt joiced in him. She soon became
a
loved me; I often visited her; and she loved
und
honored
member
of the
gave me flowers from her little garden. church. I took an interest in her litI was then some six or seven years of tle childven. As ofien as her health would
age. And now she was sick and about allow, she came to the public services
to die. ‘I remember the brightness of of the Sabbath, walking ' nearly two
that dying look; and asT stood by your miles; and frequently bringing her lit-

side, you took me by the hand, and told

important

an agent in collecting funds for a public
institution. Ihad called upon a gentleman in Boston, who had the reputa-

*“ that you will allow me to come in and
rest myself for a few moments.
I was
looking forwardto joy; butI find myself suddenly in sorrow; for I knew a poor widow Woman, the resident of
and loved your good father and mother.” that house, bowed down with poverty
I went in and sat down; and we s00n and
worrow?”
I
recuilected
her.
____beeame acquainted with eachother
ft | “That widowed woman,”
said he,
could not well be otherwise. The joys
‘“ was my mother; that poor,
almost
and sorrows of other days were around
breadless habitation
was
my
early
us. We talked about her father and home,”
mother; and I asked many questions
I was astonished. ‘‘ And she was your
about the people and neighborhood; for mother ;—that
poor
but
gifted
and
1 found that everything which had lived every way noble woman, who has left
inthe past was still fresh and living in an impression on niy heart.and memory,
my memory; and with great kindness which shall endure while memory lives.
‘ It was not my custom, while minisand sympathy did she answer me.
“Is the old deacon still living 1 I ter at R——, to pass by any habitation,
asked ; *‘ Deacon Chamberlain?” He had however poor; nor was there any .one
formerly lived about a mile distant, in a 80 ragged or so homeless as to be exsecluded place in the woods. He died, cluded from my sympathy.
I entered
she said, some years ago. .‘ How many
this rude dwelling, and my heart was
recollections, thes8 names, these places, touched ‘with the evidence of almost
these solitary woods bring up,” said I. hopeless want; and
with the heavy

‘ How changed to sight; but how visible

writer

Liberal

warm-hearted friends,

and which in earlier years I had loved
to visit. T was alone; and stoppigg my

horse

kind,

mention

me. But I noticed, when my
mentioned, that something

—NSel.

PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.

which I once had

this

7

in South Boston; mentioning the hour
when it would be convenient to meet

‘Aud some day the last thread shall be woven
in.
God grant it be love instead of sin.

THOMAS

London, the

Fron

— Pi

EN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY. —Water
Samaria
represented standing by the (FRECenter,
bur
Vt,
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal:
becomeas wideas the natiou itself, Or well; andwasabove
it was the inscription : ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate. With oom
{
rather, though I had heard their honored “If thou knewest the gift of God, and assistants.
int
Expense
penses are moderate, Fo ry ey
articular
s
address
the
Principal
, at Hill, N,
names, and known something of their who it is that saith to thee ‘Give me to
Vv. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt. OF

upon the mind

tion of being a man of wealth. Occupied
with the urgent business of his countingroom, he invited me to call at his house

Ah, sad-eyed weaver, the years are slow,
But each one is nearer the end I know;

PROF.

child.
might

have

At a certain time I ‘was employed as

A beautiful thread than a thread of sin.

LATE

had I heard

courses: of study for

| term be,
Monday, Jan.
begins
Monday, Aug. 19,
i
Principal for a Catalogue.

GOD.
Passing one day by Surrey Chapel in

than twenty-five

Scientific

INSTITUTE.

LEE

When shall this wonderful web be done?

THE

for more

CENTRAL

SS

ands as pusy as hands cansbe,

BY

the kind-

IF THOU KNEWEST THE GIFT OF

That

family lived in my

recollection ; but not a word

cal,

OO
"ros

this

necessary,
which have come
within
the range
of my
own
knowledge.
There is one which
is somewhat peculiar in its aspects.

Sits at the loom with its arm outspread,
To catch in its meshes each glancing thread.

ow

suffering

AINE

i

of

.

Do we furnish tlie weaver a thread each day
It were better, then, O my friend,to spin

poor and

!
conversation,

our

IVER CENAL, DXSHITOTE, gr
Full board of teachers.

waste: of

pict

will this life be
in eternity !

OOO
reo

truly spoken, may

ofa
I

Are we spinners of wool for this lite web—say

was

by the pelting storms and the

years.

RSE

peri him another of wrong and sin}

I

hope.”
Such

from them

undoubtedly

upon

and advise ; and the children one whom
they could look up to with love and

kan

jate,

ime, witha face like mystery,

my

years. Little did I know that two of
Christian | them, by their enterprise, character,
lady. Itis difficult to estimate the influ- and mechanical ingenuity, had achieved
ence which a single word, kindly and a reputation and usefulness which had

k| there's a thread of love wove in

‘What a checkered thing
‘When we see it unrolled

and

uvess and instructions of

in the warp of fate.

And the woofis wound

God,

in a remarkable degree,

day and the midnight's gloom,
early an

upon

HE

depended under

es the loom,

The wheels are turning

left

of

BB Ea

THE LOOM OF LIFE.

Be tof

influence,

mind.” ~The Christian life and usefulness
of this eminent man, whose irfluence in
behalf of science and religion have been
most favorably and extensively felt,

All day, all night, I can hear the jar
Of the loom of ife, and near and |far @
soun ’
It thrills with its deep and mufil
As the tireless wheels go always round,
1
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The absolute necessity ‘of the temperSunday sentiments do not permit many ance reform is unquestionable. The magthings much worse than the Railroad nitude of the work already accomplished
traffic and back-alley beer-guzzling on by it is sufficient to show that it is of God.
that day, Is it possible that these milder Both moral suasion and legal enactments
though bad enough offenses are remotely ‘are indispensable to it and inseparable
leading to those more outrageous scenes ? from it. Neither of these agencies should

}

1878
Cea

All communications designed for publication

ehould be addressed to the Editor, and
on business, remittances of money,

all letters

&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

be ‘magnified at the expense of the

The Western Editorial Office is at 95 Clark St.
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We would like for the believers in
Rochefoucauld’s philosophy, that self-in-

" ‘However we may feel towards the per-

terest is the motive for all human

-petrators of these great crimes that
have lately so shocked thé community,
Jet us. cherish. tender thoughts for; the

of insanity ; Mrs, Bugbee at Indianapedis, deserted and heartbroken; and Mrs.
Gilman in. New York, prematurely old
and still suffering keenly from her husband’s disgrace. They are finding how
many things there are in this world harder to bear than death, and doubtless envying the widowhood of the few who are
left like Mrs. Barron to cherish the memSometimes,to

name.

be regarded

sense antagonistic.

other,

as in uny

:

The religious phase of the work is one
which should be lifted into special prominence.

The church, the parent of all

re-

inebriate which is not attended with regeneration is only partial and untrust-

worthy.
A changed heart will produce a
changed life, and, may we not say.” a
changed appetite. But that must be a
h og these cases.
reform undertaken with
fearful odds
against it, where the old heart of sin and
When such men as Noah Porter, Leon+ ard Bacon, Theodore D. Woolsey and nothing, and we fear many of them will the old appetite for strong drink are still
We need
Francis Wayland make a concerted move- find it necessary to live on that, if they unchanged and unsubdued.
not go to the lengths which Mr. Moody
ment to warn the public, and especially live.
parents and teachers, of the evil nature
This is a case out of many just like it. does in reference to the point in question,
of the trashy literature that is demoral- It ought to teach a lesson. 1t is the uni- that love for strong drink is entirely reizing the youth of this country, the sub- form testimony of experience that strikers moved at conversion. Mr. Gough relates
ject certainly ought to receive candid con- chiefly injure themselves. After the first an incident illustrative otf a truth which all
sideration. This these gentlemen have outburst of ¢* we won't,” and the depart- will readily endorse. A reformed ine“lately done in a printed circular to which ure of the last penny on hand, they are briate stated that before becoming a
they with others have appended their obliged to submit. Alas for strikers like Christian, he- dare not trust himself to

names.

We

have

frequently

most of the operatives struck; the mills
were closed, and there they are.
The
pay to which the operatives were reduced
was meager enough to be sure, but they
could have lived on it.
Now they get

tried to

warn our readers against this peril which
50. seriously besets the youth of - the
. country.
Papers like ‘ The New York

"Boy's

Weekly,”

* The Boys ‘of New

York,” and the cheap novels and gaudy
pictures which have so long polluted the

city news stands and are rapidly finding
“their way into the country villages, are
without one redeeming feature, and will
work positive moral injury .upon their
“readers. The public hardly suspects the

danger that lurks here.
.realized.

Parents

Much

less isit

and teachers

should

look after the reading of those under

-

iti

their
care. Give
them
good,
wholesome,
iment
graffi
Ammer
ithe
pps
gp seat

esentertaining reading. This will be the

best-method of displacing the bad stuff.
". The whole subject becomes the more im; portant just now on account of the effort
+ that is being made in Washington to re-

peal the law that prohibits the sending

of obscene literature through the mails.

* We have lately observed

how

unfair

uwiany newspapers and public writers

be..

It is true,, We

suppose,

Chace, who stole more

than

can

-that Mr.

‘a half mil-

. Hon of his employers’ money and actually
ruined several of them,

was

‘“a promi-

ment member in the Congregational
.church in Fall River.” At least the press
despatches say so, and we have not

+ dt_denied.

“That

is

seen

what religion

fo,” say these newspapers

and

riters, and they. ring all the accustomed
chafiges on “thy hypocrisy of churchmembers.” Now the point. .is that these
same parties have made only .a passing
mention of the fact that the lievoie Barron
"was also a chureh-member,

¢‘ithe

- ‘stay
of the Congregational church

main-

in his

native towy,"and imply that his act,though
brave .and manly, reflected no

credit

on

‘his religionor
his creed.
The very es.-sence-of Christianity is truth and honor.
Jf, now, «Chace has shown neither of these
qualities and Barron has richly shown
both, whese life should be most fairly

taken as illustrating what a manis relig-

ion will help him to become? That was
not “ what religion did for Mr. Chace.”
Jt avas rather what the lack of it, in

these in Dover, who when they would re-

turn find that their own
the gates against them.

folly has

closed

It is needless,in the present cases,to talk

much about the

heartlessness of corpora-

tions, and the tyranny of the rich.

= Such

talk is not in point now. We duly sympathize with it when it applies.
But
times have changed.
It is fate that is
now heartless, and has the Corporations
at its mercy. It is the rich men who are
failing. Labor and Capital are forced by
the condition of things to.come on toa
new basis, and Labor ought not to insist
that Capital shall make all the conces-

administered

Mr. Spurgeon invited his clerical brother to offer prayer as introductory to the
post-sermon service, and that gentleman

responded, in the course of his petitions
fervidly entreating the Lord tobe present
and bless the occasion with some manifestation of his special love.
Prayer ended, Mr. Spurgeon requested
its offerei to unite with him and his
church in the partaking of the ordinance,
but was met with a refusal,

accompanied

by the remark : * You know my views on
that = subject.”
¢“ But,” retorted Mr.
Spurgeon, ‘‘ have you not just besought
the Lord tp meet with tts; and if He attends, are you too good to come also ?”
Our close communion Baptist brethren
delight to honor Mr. Spurgeon.
They
rarely fail to include him in the list of
‘their great men, and are always glad to
reflect the luster which his talents and
ability shed upon the denominational
name. We would like to see them imitate him in ‘this

respect,

as

they

do

in

others. Of course, if they consider this
act of Christian brotherhood—this welcome. We
admit, of course, that Mr. coming to the Lord’s table all of his chilBarron might have done as nobly even if dren—to be an error, that ends the matde had not been a church-member.
But ter. But on what ground can it be conif we are to separate the act and the re- sidered an error, excepting by the deigion in considering his case we should nial of the very principle of Christian felhave to insist that the same rule be ap- lowship ?
The other incident is this :
plied in Mr. Chace’s case.
;
This
incident is akin to one which hap——
pened a few years ago in the case of a
~“As alarming as is the condition of so- good Baptist brother, now gone to his
“ciety indicated by the reports of recent reward, within our own personal knowl‘Sunday bull-fightsin Texas, it would be edge. Ailing a little on Sunday noon,so as
to make it unwise for him to undertake the
a matter for still graver reflection if there afternoon sermon, that brother went to a
‘was found to be no strong and unyielding Congregational pastor, livinga few steps

|

. sentiment

against

the

custom.

That

sentiment. prevails of course in the North,
- ‘where such scenes would be next

possible. .. But.what would

to

im-

be more

to

the point would be-its prevalence in those

extreme southern States, where the’ con«tition of society seems on.the contrary to

from his house on the same

street,

who,

as he happened to know—for they were
intimate
friends—was expectinga friendly
agent to breach for him that afternoon,
and asked him to take his Place; adding,

as he was about to close

the

door,

after

an affirmative response: *¢ Put a communion sermon in your pocket, please,
for it is our service ‘of the Lord's Sup“welcome and enjoy them. Is itnot sick- per.”
;
ning
enough
to contemplate such a scene
The Congregational pastor relinquish«a that enacted at San Antonio, for in- led his‘own pulpit to’ the sole oceupanc

stanee, the Sunday

before

= great multitude of persons,

a

last, when

of both sexes

and all ages, gathered about an enclosure
to witness the goring, bellowing eontest
between wild bulls and hungry lions, especially when all its accompaniments are

.considered,—the painful groans

of the

-nimals, the

of the

mangling of one

keepers, the breaking of one of the “bulls

through the enclosure, the frightand confusion of the audience, and

then the pre-

vailing satisfaction over. so strange and

‘brutal a contest? The moral degradation

pass a certain liquor store located between

his home and place of business, but after
the great change had taken place, he felt
that he could do so with absolute safety.
He trusted in God, and he helped him.
" The second of these considerations is
that the reform is conducted by many of
the temperance organizations upon a plane
too low and worldly. Saying nothing of
the hostility of many of the members of
these organizations to Christ and the eriticisms of Christians which are made in
their public addresses, and making due
allowance for all the good there is in these

preacher earnestly,

and

added:

“I

do

wish I could ask you to remain ' and par-

take with us of the Lord's Supper!”

©

Many a Freewill Baptist minister could

relate similar incidents.

And why

§

Git

4

Ba

y

‘The scheme so lately discussedfin the
House of Representatives for the\payment of damages to William and Mary
college of Virginia is only another of the
class of claims which, although’ this of
itselfis a worthy one, being made in the

behalf of a religious or Educational inter-

est, are in danger of being allowed.

The

door once opened, and that ugly thing
called ¢ precedent” will make the way
easy for the claims of individuals as well
as societies and institutions.
Close the
door and lock it, and throw away the
key, gentlemen of Congress.
:

work.

We

do not wish te keep any man who is not
thoroughly a Methodist.
Now, at first thought, this may sound
ultra

on the side

the Bishop will
tling cross-fire
sectarianism.
tion made after
the logic of all

of

partisanship,

and

doubtless undergo a ratof criticism for his alleged
But does not the “declara-all agree perfectly with
trué and permanent church

life and efficiency ? A church

is, or ought

to be, a working force, an organic power
and, as such, if successful,

must

be

con-

pressed this

fact in

rather

than

to

himself well

some

remarks

su-

exat a

Charléstown, where

lished :
We have

been much pleased, in our

visits to the

Teachers’

¢¢ The. church was rebel, and its buildings

were used to make cartridges
our soldiers.”

As

to

to shoot

*‘ fraternity,”

the

the responsibility of its possible defeat

upon our unwillingness to be robbed of a

half million dollars.”

Our contemporary evidently has a very

that there

been the usual animation in
gion of themes,

and

the

the

has

discus-

usual purpose

not to let the Sunday-school interests suffer. - It does not appear that any marked
opposition to the International lesson se-

ries was -expressed, although

it had been

freely hinted beforehand that such would

be the case.

It appears that the noted

Sunday-school workers were well represented at the Convention, and the general
influence of

the

meetings

has

without

doubt awakened a deeper interest in Sunday-school work on the part of those who
attended, the good results of which we

shall hope to witness as the year
by.

goes

says:

men, who, so lon
as g
they feel their tongues
rattling and hear a noise, labor under the im.
pression that something of importance is being said.”
An exchange ttates

quiet

Catholic societies to dispense with some of
their street parades which * lead to riot and
murder.”

»

——THE revival meetingsin New Haven,
where Mr. Moody is still laboring, con-

tinue to be crowded with penitents, and
many conversions are reported.
The
temperance causeis made prominent in
the meetings, and many

witnessed.

reformations are

It is expected that Mr. Mur-

ing his letter, and join in severely denouncing
his action.
The newspapers also take that
gentleman in band and sharply rebuke him for
misrepresenting Southern opinion.

Denominational Hetos.
Feeble Churches.
I.

In the preceding article we spoke of the
interest that ministers should feel. But

the desire, felt by ministers and brethren,
that the feeble churches should be sustained,

either of omission or commission, was alleged to have been committed by him. It
was only necessary that any man’s commercial paper should remain unpaid for
fourteen days, no matter what the cir-

in so

many similar eases, by mereenary hands.
It seems necessary to vindicate the law
by severe measures of repression and of

Like old Father Sewall, who must
give
something before he could pray,” Bro. True
makes practical his appeal tn behalf of the

girls’ boarding hall by contributing $50 to aid

in erecting it. Who next?
* This issue closes the series of pastoral sketches by the late Professor Upham. We have no
doubt that our ministerial brethren have
found them of practical value, while

all must

have relished the quiet, genial bumor that has
pervaded them.
‘When our readers find the poem

* Slipping

Away,” in this issue, inserted the third time
within the last three months, they will

ly agree that'it is quite
much of a good thing.

possible t
It is owing

poetry having been selected

at three

readi-

to

too
the

different

times by three differgnt persons.
We do not
like for such things to occur, ‘but they will,
;

An intended compliment, we suppose, paid

will

mot

give

The churches must

the

feel

needed

aid.

interested

themselves.
And here I wish
few things to the churches.

to

for

say

a

Do not think that you are so low, scattered, poor, or divided even, that your case

estate

should carry out their sentences, as

advisable on

account of his color, bas caused considerable
excitement in that section.
The rest of the
local committee have made
has'e to say that
Mr. Whidby did not consult them before writ-

act of fraud,

his

The action of Mr. Whidby, of Atlanta, in informing the colored delegate from Ohio that
his attendance upon the International Sunday-

school Convention would not be

allowed, he might make an arrangement
to pay all his debts and have a handsome

liable to be thrown into bankruptcy. The
clamor for its repeal, so earnestly raised
five years ago, has at length won the
attention of Congress, and tardy action is
being taken.

the

riot and murder.”
It is mow in: order for
“ leading Catholic clergymen” to petition the

measure, where,
if a reasonable time were

cumstances might be, to make

Protestant

battle of the Boyne, * the celebration of which
incenses the Catholie population, and leads to

disposed to monopolize too large a share
We believe they are
of the proceedings.
doing a good work in endeavoring to elevate and educate their race, and think
they ought to be encouraged in it.

surplus left, and where no

leading

have petitioned

Orangemen not to have the usual street parade
on the 12th of July, the anniversary of the

at all

unobtrusive,—not

and

that

clergymen of Montreal

serve the gentlemanly bearing and marked intelligence of the colored members.
Phose of them who have participated in
the debates, have taken a strong, practical, sensible view of the subjects discussThey
ed, which does them great credit.

sometimes.

‘There is, of direct and disagreeably practical way of

well

the conceit of certain glib and shallow young:

ob-

to

Institute,

Having in mind Dr. Storrs’s great liberty in

preaching without notes, the Congregationalist is reminded that there is one trouble
about it, and that is * its liability to nourish

pub-

is

Press

the

farewell banquet given him “a few days
meeting
that he believed that temperance should ago at West Chester, Pa., his boyhood punishment, and also to "proteet the lives
occupy a place among the themes of the home. He alluded to having just receiv- of Irish landlords even at some cost to
prayer meeting with faith, love, forgive~ ed a letter from a young man asking for public liberty. . The Zimes believes that
ness and the like. The meeting proceeded the secret of the poet-traveler's success. the English government must be prepared
on this basis, and it proved one of the
He replied that there was’ “no secret” but for a renewal of the war upon society to
best of the season. Is not this fact sug- that he had simply followed the laws which the Irish peasants are from time
‘‘ I hope and be- to time aroused, and that it can not hope
gestive of the line of duty and expedien- which govern success.
cy? Let others go and do likewise.
lieve that they are true and eternal,” he to encounterit with any other than the
S-0-O-0-o
+--+
well-known methods of resistance, vigisays. He then continues as follows :
THE SOUTHERN CLAIMS QUESTION.
and patience and a strict enforeelance
Ihave always reverently accepted them :
It is authoritatively stated that one-tenth
Let us hope that if
first, labor ; nothing can be had for noth- ment of the law.
of all the bills introduced in the House at ing; whatever a man achieves, he must Ireland has not made go much progress
the present session of Congress was for pay for it; and no favor of fortune can in other respects as one could desire,
Secondly,
Southern war claims of one kind and anv absolve him from his duty.
there is at least a more general disposiother. That payment or non-payment of patience and forbearance ; which issimply tion among the people to side with pubdependent
on
the
slow
justice
of
time.
these rebel
claims .shall constitute a
Thirdly, and most important, faith.
Unlic justice against the assassin than was
principal issue between the two political less a man believes in something far high- customary a few years ago.
parties of the future, can scarcely be a er than himself, something infinitely purer
SEP WT
ER
question, we think. Our readers will re- and grander than he can ever become,—
unless
he
has
an
instinct
ofan
order
beyond
member
our reference not long since to
REPORTS FOR THE REGISTER.
It is dehis dreams, of laws beyond his comprethe claim set up and urged in Congress hension, of beauty and good and justice sirable that church clerks should make
‘by the Southern Methodist book concern beside which his own ideals are dark, timely reports of statistics to the Quarterfor occupancy
and damage of their build- he will fail in every loftier form of am- | ly Meeting clerks, so that the next Regisings in Nashville, during the war.
The bition, and ought to fail.
ler may be as complete as possible.
These are words well worthy the at- Blanks for this purposé have already
modest claim was for four hundred and
of every young man and woman.
been sent out. If any church clerk has
fifty thousand dollars, which the Senate tention
2
i]
not received one, please notify this office.
committee cut down to one: hundred and
fifty thousand, and is now pending. The ——THE international Sunday-school Con- Occasional complaints are made that such
and such a church or Q. M. was not reNorthwestern Christian Advocate calls at- vention, which met last week at Atlanta,
tention to the fact that the Southern Meth- | Ga., seems to have been an interesting ported in the last Register, or the name
odist papers find fault with its course in and profitable gathering.
There were of Rev. Mr. So-and-so was omitted. This
resisting this’ claim, and question the about four hundred delegates present, need not be the case, if the matter is
sincerity of its profession that it desires who were cordially welcomed to the State promptly attended to.
¢¢ fraternal relations.”
In ‘reply the and City by the Governor and Mayor reAdvocate makes a few ‘ points,” as it spectively,ard who shared in the generous
BRIEF NOTES.
calls them. They are sharp points and hospitality of the citizens. The brief reNearly one hundred
churches have paid off
well made, and here are some of them : ports that have been sent north of the heavy debts during4he last three months,
routine of business, show

I.

results are entertained, -P'wo operations. have

—IN the increasing probability of the
restoration of the odious income tax there
is some relief in the probable repeal of
Methodist Conference at Newark, N..J.,
about denominational attachment.
Ile the nearly as odious bankrupt Jaw.
By
said he would ¢¢ rather have one-half the the original law—and its operation under
amount of property and number of peo- later amendments has not been much betple than at present, and have them Meth- ter—any trader or merchant was liable
to have his estate thrown into. bankruptcy,
odists to the core.”
Ile continues:
The church takes in people who nei- his pecuniary credit and reputation ruinther know nor love its economy, and as a ed and his property subjected to losses
result discipline is relaxed.
Preachers and sacrifices in cases where he was perare taken into the conference who hardly, fectly solvent in
the legal sense of the
know what they believe, and who, if
Presbyterians or Congregationalists were term, where 95 per cent. of his creditors
to give them a call, with the offer of a might be averse to any such forcible
larger salary, would accept the offer.

W.

been performed, without relief, It
is apprehended that he will never preach again,

——THE progress that is being made in
the aristocratic State of Virginia may be
indicated by the following extraét from
the old and respectable. Virginia Free
Press, referring to the late session of the
Institute in
Co. Teachers’
Jefferson

are

Rev. Dr.

Budington, of Brooking. a YX. is
BR
from cancer in the mouth, and fears
of serious

CURRENT TOPIOS.
BisHOP SIMPSON is reported as saying some very plain things recently at a

a large Sunday evening: prayer

¢ The entire concern in Nashvilleis worth
about fifty thousand dollars,” 'yet half a
million, nearly, was asked for. Again:

We are pained to learn

phy will follow Mr. Moody and give ¢special attention to this feature of the

net,

sure enough ? The actual loss in the latter case must have heen quite as real,
and perhaps more embarrassing, to the
book concern than the damages to a few
cheap buildings.
:

perior genius. : He has

is reached. ' ‘The Adwocate
Barr

PE

therefor ?”

but gospel temperance. .One of our own
pastors recently stated at the opening of

Advocate thinks the Nashville book conof the ** agent,” and did as was desired, cern is not exactly the ** entity to. which
preaching a sermon on the dying love of
Jesus, which he had lately preached to fraternity relates,” and. says: ‘ We care
his own people on _a similar occasion. not‘ to associate national dollars with
After his part of the service had been brotherly love, and-estimate the latter at
concluded by the benediction, as he was five dollars a hug. Our Southern editoriturning round to leave the premises, tlie al brethren'are bound to’ kick * fraterniBaptist pastor, with some confusion of
manner (amid its warmth), thanked the ty’ anyhow, and they are trying to put

s great prinbetter than the spectatorthe
a

ive damages

honest, faithful labor

course, no essential logic in them that stating things, and ought not to see so
should prove the error of
any
dlosé-got
clearly the distinction between fraternity
4y would not prevent such scenes.is put munion doctrine. We donot claim th and frand! The fact is, such a claim once:
in unfavorable contrast even by, some of for.them. But they d8 show the in
allowed, there would be no end to the
the brutes in the arena, who absolutely re- sistency of a practice which has nothing claim business for a whole generation, or
fight, as though they. realized in the nature of divine things to rest ‘until the bottom of the National Treasury
to d
fuse
x

Now, why not apply also for construct-

he seems to know no other temperance

ofa community whose laws and. anthori-

4

“The war, without question, hindered the
circulation of Southern Methodist papers.

trolled by the laws which govern success.
An inharmonious army composed of
Greeks, Turks, Germans, Russians, Englishmen and Arabs would manifestly be
Tne London Times of April 5 mena powerless army;
and harmony and
esprit du corps are quite as essential to a tions several cases of agrarian outrage in
church as to any secular organization. Ireland, in which poor tenants have
organizations, they do not, while occupyNo
man can work, as he ought to work, sought brutal redress for being ordered
sions. If it does, it will
find itself hope-|-ing their. present position,do-all.that-the-|‘except
in the lineof his earnest convic- “to vacate premises for which they either
lessly locked out before long.
inebriate sick of his cups needs to have
tions. Faith in the cause which he has could not or would not pay the rents.
done for him. Hence there is a necessity
espoused is vitally related to both success The murder of Lord Leitrim, who was
Last week's Congregationalist editori- that the church should stretch forth its and.satisfaction.
shot down while passing through his esA man or a woman
ally relates two incidents which it is no strong helping hand and lift the reform to ought to believe that the church to which
tate to collect rent, is one of the mest remore than natural that we should wish a higher plane on which it can do more allegiance has been given represents cent and most brutal acts of this class.
efficient service.
our own readers also to see.
The first
most perfectly the Divine plan and to He was a severe man, doubtless, but
The signs of the times are ominous of
is this;
work
earnestly for the success of that whatever may have been his harsh acts,
good. As the result of the movement inMr. Spurgeon’s open-communion habit augurgted by the women of Ohio, four plan in the use of the accepted means. and even though he may have been deis well known.” A good stery is told of
This is fidelify—more might be sectari- termined to exert to the fullest extent all
him in this regard, as having lately hap- years ago, kiown as the crusade, the ele- anism.
the rights that the law allowed him
pened.
A prominent Baptist divine, ‘ment of prayer for the success of the work
against his tenants, it ought not to be enwhose faith is at the opposite pole in this is being made to'take its dde place.
Mr.
respect, happened to be present when, Moody is casting the weight of his great ——BAYARD TAYLOR, more than almost dured that conspirators should judge and
after sermon, the communion was to be
influence in the same channel. Tideed, any man,owes his great success to steady, sentence him to death in the dark, and

spite of his profession, allowed him to be-

ik.

TELE

But no
than the

-set the operatives to starving.
sooner, was the reduction made

that

k fives the husband toa reckless course,
4 “Buf
that does n't seem to apply to either
nw

nor should they

forms, needs to take this child’ under its
practical sides.
In the first place the special protection and to exercise aspecial
Company made no reduction of pay until | care for it. In a sense, it has cared for it
it was obliged to do so by the example of from its origin, yet the demands of the
other companies with which it is brought hour, as well as its spirit, indicate that
into competition.
And even after the re- the reform must be permeated and vitalizdugtion, which applied only to the manii- ed by the gospel of the Son of God. Only
facturing department, the Company could when such is the case will it attain to its
buy eloth to print, cheaper than it. could true dignity and accomplish the most ef;
:
manufacture it.
But for humane rea- fective service.
This view of the case derives force
sons, principally, the Company alleges
that it had intended to keep the mills run- from two considerations. The first of
ning—that is, rather than shut down and these is that any professed reform of the

.er, prostrated by grief and on the verge

.. tbe sure, itis the wife's extravagance

action,

to reconcile it with last week's strike of
the mill operatives in Dover. We allude
to the matter because it presents so many

wives whage hearts are \wrang with .ahguish. There is Mrs. Chace at Fall Riv-

‘oryof an unsullied

GOSPEL TEMPERANCE.

ciples at stake. Let -us be thankful, in |
view of these things, that our northern

is hopeless.
It may be very bad, and the
prospect discouraging, but nothing is too
hard for the Almighty.
Your difficulties

may

be removed, your coldness

over-

come, and your hardness settled,and prosperity again return to you. Do not think
you must have a minister all to yourselves, unless you are able to give him a
support, so that he can attend to pastoral
| work, as well as to services in the pulpit.

If unable to support a pastor,
unite with -

“one, or two other churches,

and give a

minister a good support,
and let him divide his labors ameng you. What you
need is a man truly pious, that loves his
work, and then as good talent as you may
be able to obtain.

|
|
|
|
|

are

small

in the pulpit, are such workers out
that they succeed admirably.

Some,'who

of it,

Whoever you have as a minister,

give

him your cordial, hearty co-qperation and
a generous support. Don't talk about a

| change, till you have given him

a fair

| trial. Don't be discouraged because the
| seed don't come up the next day after it is
| sown.
Give it time to grow. Be willing
| to sacrifice time and money, to meet the
expenses of a well sustdined meeting for
[public worship, It will- be ‘money well

| expended. Make the prosperity of God's
| cause, the chief objees for which you live.

| Take a lively interest in the S. school.

| Let your interest expand, fill it embraces
| the various benevolent objects of the denomination, such as Missions,

Feuecation,

and whatever tends to the advancement
of the truth as it is in Christ.

Take the Morning Star,
formed on

the general

and keep
interests

church, what God is doing, and

in-

of the
what

he

gives his people the privilege of doing.
Contribute regularly to the cause of Missions, though you may be aided by the

| Mission Society.

Do a little,if only ‘two

mites which make a farthing.”
weary in well doing, for in

‘Be

due

time

not
ye

shall reap, if ye faint not.” And he that
soweth liberally shall reap liberally. And
sow beside
all waters.
God loveth
a eheerful giver. ‘* The liberal soul shall
be made fat.” The liberal church shall
prosper.
The suggestions already made
indicate, to some extent, the remedy.

In

another paper we will give some further
intimations.
D. WATERMAN.
+94

A Ohance for a Blessing.
Various methods have been suggested
to complete the girls’ boarding hall at
Harper's Ferry. Still 1000 dollars are
now wanting to enclose the building.

This: amount should be contributed within 30 days, and may be.

Five ‘years ago the foundation of this
structure was laid,and because funds were

not provided: the work ceased, and during

all these years these girls, in whose behalf a very forcible appeal has been made
in the Star of the 10th inst., anxious to
obtain an education at that Institution,

have been suffering, very great inconveniences, and pursuing their studies under
very great disadvantages.. Have we not
closed our ears to this-cry of want quite
too long ? Has there: not been a neglect

that has a tinge of ‘criminality?
zeal in out other benevolent

In our

work,

have

not the poor girls at Hampers Ferry, to
| some extentat least, Been: overlooked or
held in the background?
Now brethren and sisters; let us bring
them to the front
and within 30'days provide the means to finish up this work.

For this immediate and! pressing. de-

by a subscriber of the Examiner & Chronicle
to that paper, takes the form of a statement

mand, are there not'in all of our Denomi-

that one can

give 50 dollarseach?

not take the paper long‘“ without

knowing what Baptists, believe, and why they
80 believe.”, We had frequently.ohserved that
many of our Baptist brethren had seemed to
ground their doctrine on something else than

the Bible.

-

nation 20 bréthrén and’ sisters who

will

Are there not 40

who will give 25 dollars: each? or are
‘there not 100 who will give 10 dollars
each?

:

:

© All 1688 sums will ‘be gratefully receiv-

'
{

.
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Waterman,

E.

N. H., and Rey. B. B. Tyler, pastor of a prominent Christian church in Louisville, Ky.,—all
of whom participated in the exercises of the
Conference, and added very much to the inter-

tended.

Mrs. D. F. Smith,

late

of

present and made a very

India,

Next session

was also

spiritual

with

A

next
;

session

Clerk.

and visiting

brethrén came

thought in their

hearts,

"away

and

with

breaking

QUERUS COD LIVER
OIL JELLY, approved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.

the
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Winisters and Churches,
‘Rev. H.8. BALL has accepteda call Yo
to the
the

Leisure

family

literary

used,
with
most
drug-

full

ot

Choice

fifteen cts. (Stamps taken) to pay walling expenses. The publishers. J. L. Patten & Co., 162
Wil-

held a meeting recently some six or seven miles
| from Hillsdale, in a school-house, where there
was previously but little religious interest, and

liam 8t., N. Y., Guarantee every one Double Value
of monoy

sent.

$1500

given to agents,
Es

in

prizes,

;
ud

and" big

ay,

F.B. church,

since the death of their

beloved

pastor,

Rev.

ing this meeting, and

during

spring

vacation,

Miss Mary Garard, assisted by Bro. Harrington

and your humble correspondent, held a meetCharles Hurlin; in August last. Bro. Ball has
ing of two weeks’ duration with the Bankers
been laboring with the Parishville church for a church (a church of but twelve members), in
few weeks past, with marked success, some
which at least twenty-five. were converted to
~fourteen having been converted, a large share § the cause of Christ.
But the almost marvel« of whem are heads of families. The work is ous results attending the labors df Miss Laura
still going on.
M.
Mains are almost without a precedent under
similar circumstances.
Wishing to improve
Bro. Gro. E. PLACE, formerly of’ Danville,
the summer vacation, last June, she began a
N. H., proposes to make a practical applicativti
meeting, and bas continued it steadily ever
« of the. theory of lay service in sections destitute
since, within a circle of not more than twelve
of ministevial help.
Inhis new home in Aroosor fourteen miles in diameter, in which eflort

“took Co., Mé., we are informed that he intends

* to appoint meetings as occacion offers, and see
what can be done in that line. May great
blessing attend his efforts.

Within a few years, Auburn, R. I., a smart
and growing settlement,
about three miles from
Providence, on the Stonington Road, has re-

ceived large accessions and additional proniise.
a
for

small Freewill Baptist
nearly thirty years,

* which has shared in the labors of many
servants of Christ,

some of whom

the redeemed in glory.

=
‘
“

It has

of the

are

among

received

small

additions from time to time, yet dismissals, removals, and death have largely prevented its
growth. ' More than a year since, Bro. Charles
Starkweather of the Greenwich Street Free
Baptist church, received and accepted a call to
labor with them, and notwithstanding the time
given to his studies preparatory to entering our
Theological School, he” has labored earnestly
for the prosperity of his people. The congregation and Sabbath-school when he commenced

“his work were smallin attendance,

but they

soon began to show a decided increase and
have continued to enlarge until their house of
worship needs an addition, or a new one in its

place.

Vo

For several months past a gracious revival
has been in progress, and more than a score
have found Christ, wanderers have been re+ claimed, and the church has been greatly
quickened.
As the proper time came for the

converts to unite with the church, and as their
. pastor Baguok been ordained, they desired that
- the one wlio baptized him should administer
the ordinance to them.
Accordingly we ac« cepted their invitation, and on the second Sab-

bath in, April, we preached three times to large
. congregations, enjoyed two

supplementary so-

. ‘cial , meetings, baptized twenty-three happy
converts, among whom were three young men
and their wives, also many interesting young
people. ‘The baptism was at the shore of a

beautiful pond, and beheld by a ‘large number
of most orderly

witnesses.

shone down upon the

The

scene,

natural

and

the

sun

Sun

of

Righteousness shone into our hearts.
Following the afternoon service, we gave the.
hand of fellowship to twenty-nine, and admin.
istered the Corhmunion to about one hundred.
One of the never to be forgotten events of

that day, was the rising for prayers of a man
..and his wife who were in their 70th year. This

was their first public confession of their need of
Jesus. Oh, Infinite forbearance! Oh, mighty

. tosavel!

With Bro, Starkweather,

Burgess,
who is also a member

been hope-

fully converted.
May the Lord raise up more
laborers with the same devoted spirit.
:
Z. F. GRIFFIN.

REV. G. W. MOFFATT has resigned the

Rhode Island Correspondence.

There has been
church in this place

I think at least four hundred have

I met Bro.

torate of the First Freewill

Bushnell, Mich.

Baptist

Bro. M. commenced

Meeting.

Quarterly
-

;

The annual session of the Massachusetts
Quarterly Meeting was holden with the Winter
8t. church, Haverhill, Wednesday and Thursday, April 17 and 18,

sion was

transacted

The business of the ses

harmoniously

and with

flowers,

that fill the shelves

feathers,

and

ornaments,

counters of the depart-

acter and standing makes all. it says well
of the closest attention.

worthy

:

:

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.-To avoid
imposition, purehasers of Waltham watches will

’

preach-

Gold eases are stamped “ A.W. Co.” and guaranSilver cases are
stamped “Am. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass., Coin
Silver,”

or

“Am.

Watch

Co.,

Waltham,

now have a flourishing

of other distinguishing marks.

of over fifty

members.
He has recently organized a church
in Crystal, of which he is pastor.
There are
other fields open for him in that locality, and

he has thought best to leave us and put all his
labors in that direction. It is with deep regret

Mass,

are

ac-

companied by guarantee certificates signed R.
Robbing, Treasurer.
The name “Waltham?”

E.
is

plainly engraved upon all movements, irrespective
This caution is rendered necessary by reason

of

the fact that our cases are frequently separated
from our movements, and put upon worthless
movements of other makers, and vice versa, thus
affecting injuriously the performance of the watch-

es and vitiating our guarantee, which is intended
to cover only our complete watches wholly made
by us. It is necessary, also, because it is 80 noto-

that we as a church give him up, but the will
of the Lord be done,
“As we are now left withrious as to be a public scandal, that there is great
out a shepherd, we would be glad to corresfraud in the metal quality of both gold and silver
cases as now generally sold. We have demonstratpond with any minister that might be wishing
ed by frequent assays that many
gold and silver
to obtain a situation as pastor.
All such comcases offered in the market, are debased from 10 to
20 per cent. from the quality they assume to be.
munications should be addressed to L. Lyon,
1 This is a fvaud upon the purchaser, and accounts
Sheridan, Mich,
for fhe low price at which such watches have been
sold.
:
FROM WISCONSIN,
I have been again at
We take this occasion to announce that we have
work for the Lord in the Sauk Co. Q. M., this
recently
entirely
remodeled
the very popular
time with the church at Sumptér, organized by grades of full-plate movements, known by the
me seven years ago, and for whom I preached
marks, “ Wi. Ellery,” ¢ Appleton, Tracy. & Co,,”
“Waltham Watch
Co.” “P. 8. Bartlett,” and
four years.
I went there and commenced
meetings in- the midst of Spring’s work.
1 “Broadway,” giving to them not only a highly imroved appearance, but great additional yalue.
commenced on Monday
evening, continued
Ve embody in them such of the best results of our
experience and Stndy for twenty years as can be
them until Friday evening, and then went
useful in this popular form of watch.
We give
home for the Sabbath, and back again Monday,
these new model watches special recommendation
to all who look for good performange and solid exand tarried with them until Thursday evening,
cellence at moderate cost,
The alterations have
when twelve came forward and offered thembeen made with the view of pleasing practical

selves to the church as candidates for baptism.

Previous to this, one young man had united,
and at the next monthly meeting there were
six more who united with the church, making
nineteen in all. I am informed that there are
others who will unite soon. In about four
weeks I am to go there and baptize them, at
which time I contemplate holdinga two weeks’

meeting.

This church and the one in the vil

lage of Prairie du Sac have been without a pas-

tor the past year.

£
B. F. MCKENNEY.

BRO. J. MASTERS writes from Wellston, O.,
as follows i=“ Am happy to write again, as to
our meetings in Beaver Valley,
Since my last
report, Bro. Peden has baptized five more at

Boggs church, and I began a series of meetings
with the Milton church here in Jackson Co.,
which resulted in five conyersions, three candidates for baptism and church membership.

Church much revived, and several prodigals
returned to their Father’s house. The meetings closed with quite a good feeling.”

& Quincy

Q. M.—Held its: last

ners and the strengthening of the saints,
‘M, E. church united with us, and under

ses-

The
God

we trust that near fifty decided to begin a new

On Monday, the 15th, we repaired to the

water, where happy

souls

put

on

one, very often allow a small price to decide them.
William Morris, the eminent English lecturer on

Art and Labor topies, in a recent lecture delivered
before the “ Trades Guild,” says:
“I know that the public in general are set on
so

ignorant

that

they

do not know when they get them nasty, also‘so ignorant that they neither know nor care whether
they give a man his due; I know that the manufac.
turers, ‘ so-called,’ are 80 set on carrving out

com.

not of excellence, that they meet the bargain

hunt-

petition to its utmost,

competition

of cheapness,

ers half-way, and cheerfully furnish them with
nasty wares at the cheap rate they are asked for,
by means of what can be called by no prettier
name than fraud.”
We are much mistaken if this is what the public
wants or expects, of us, at least. Goodj watches
can not be made when neither workman nor employer has pride in his occupation; interest and
pleasure in
the work are both wanting, and both
good

watch-making:

Low

price,

especially in watches, MEANS LOW QUALITY, WITH
LOW PERFORMANCE AND HIGH REPAIRS,

sfon March 29, with the Paloma church, and
a good time was enjoyed.
Churches. reported

life.

present the attraction of low price. Their goods
being inferior to ours, they have to sell them for
what they can get. Times are hard, and people
generally not knowing a good watch from a bad

are essential to

Quarterly Wleetings,
HURON

watch makers, as well as watch wearers.
We avail ourselves, too, of this occasion to warn
the public against CHEAP watches.
The superiority of Waltham goods in all.grades is now so generally acknowledged that our competitors, Swiss
and American, seem to have no recourse but to

having things cheap, being

Christ

in

baptism, We most cheerfully recommend Bro,
Dodge
to churches desiring ‘evangelistic help,
8 he seems to wield a ‘power which can only
be explained by the recognition of the fact that
God 18 with him.
Com,

Our mission was, and our

business

the

;

J.

is, to

make

good watches, whatever the cost; holding firmly to
this single purpose, we have seen improvement in
quality and reduction in cost by means of discov.
eries and improvements in machinery, and by
natural causes go steadily on together, until we
can truly say, Waltham Watches, in their respect.
ive
grades, are the best watches made, and a8 to

the lower grades they are within reach of everybody who earns wages. ' Our prices are as low as
they ought to be, and as low as they will be.
Watches can not be made for nothing, even by ma“chinery. We say to the public, buy a good watch
while you are about it, and pay a proper price for
it. The more you pay an honest dealer, the better
satisfled you will be'in the énd; don’t be deceived
by cheapness—quality descends faster than price.

For AMERICAN WATCH CO.
ROBBINS & APPLETON, General Agents,
2t17eow]
New York..

Wash St Dover NH

20.00

2.08
1.0
4)
3.40

-

——
72.96
N.BROOKS, Treas.

Gobleville

H. MAYNARD,

Manchester, N. H.

Clerk.

£23

aynesville O

Melvin Village N H

8 Tolman Shelburn
Falls Mass
W Jones Hamlin
Kan
B Cutler Gagesville Vt
Enosburg Q M Vt perA Vilas

with the

WALTERS, Clerk,

with

10.00

|f-

THE CURSE OF RUM.

ORGANS resins tre eRAGING

+ G. BRANDE, Clerk.

nopolist renewed,

UNION Y.M. willhold its ngxt

session

church.at East McDonough, cojamencing on
day preceding the third Sabbath
in June, at
and closing on Thursday evening. Let there
eral afteudance:
[]
‘W.

MISFIT

|

with the

Wednes=
2, P. M.,
be a gen=
BARR.

and Price List.

Wisconsin

J. A. BENDALL:

i= HELP!
FOR THE WEAK,

HEAVENWARD.
The latest and best collection of Sunday School
Songs by JAMES R. MURRAY,

P. P. BLiss,and other

famous writers ; and the enly new book containing
the best songs of the lamented BLISS. No other
book equals it in popularity. Sold by most Booksellers. * Samples, in paper covers, mailed for 25
cents.

in Brunswick, Me., is to

Price in boards, 385 cts.

NERVOUS AN
ATED!

$30 per 100.

New Gospel Hymns and Sacred Songs.

Sermon by Rev. J,
« M, EDWARDS,

SONGS
OF FAITH.
A leading religious journal thus speaks of tlis

Meeting.

new hook}
3
“This new collection is the same_size as the No.
1 and No. 2, prepared by Messrs. Sankey and Bliss,

It has in all over 240 choice pieces.
are

mauy

of

the

most

popular

Among

and

!

these

The afflicted can now be restored to perfe

soul.stirrin

health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any kind.

semposuons of our day, such as ‘“ HOLD THE
FORT,” “THE NINETY AND NINE,” “« WHAT
A FRIEND WE HAVE IN JESUS,” “WHAT
SHALL THE HARVEST BE,” ‘RESTING AT
THE
CROSS,” with many others.
Besides
these, there 1s a larger number of living,

heagjeinaniig SrTotaal

Y, M. Ministers’

ELECTRIC BELTS

ploves of musis.

and words than we
have seen in any book
of this kind. Price in boards, words and mu-

Institute.

McKenney,

teachers;

Classin

A

MINISTERS

INSTITUTE OE THE

M. with Greenwood
18, evening.

church,

OHIO

Crawford

June

PROGRAMME.

1. Tuesday evening, Inaugural Address of President
of Association. 2. Wednesday eyvenirg, Sermon by J.
C. Steele. Subject, Man’s' Immortality,
3. Thursday
evening,
Sermon by F. H, Drake. Subject, Faith.
4. Essay, by R, Clark. Subject,Progressive
Revelation,
5, Essay. bv E, H, Higbee. Subject, Mahometanism,
Essay Ty 0. D. Patch, Subject, R eligion of the Greek Cburch—Its Peculiarities and Influence over the Moral
and Civil Government of the Countries where it Prevails, 7. Discussion. subject, Social Meetings, Their
Iimportance—Best Method of Conducting them.
Led,
by I. R. Spencer. 8, Essay by H C.Barrett. Subject,
Duty and best System of Giving for Benevolent Puroses.
Systematic
Beneficence, 9, Address byJ.
hort. Subject, Bible Doctrine of New Birth. 10, Address by Le O. Chase, subject, 1 Chapter in
Kidder’s
Homileties. 11.Sketch of sermon by G. .H. Damon.
Text,2 Tim, 2:4. 12, Sketch of Sermon by A. R. Crafts.
Subject, Bible Doctrine of Election. 13. Essay by J.B,
Page. Subject, Sanctification. 14. Essay by R. A. Davis,
Subject, Poetry of the Bible. 15, Essay by W.
Parker. Subject, Importance of 8. 8. as
a Religious
Agency. 16. Short Sermon by Ira Slater.
Text, Acts
17:31. "17. Address by C. Joslin. Subject, Freedom of
the ilk
J. C. STEELE, Clerk, .
2t17
:

Post-Office Addresses.

tention.

.

Books
4

Campbell—C A

Wadland—8,
s

Prepared and

pages, Sheet Music
pieces.

energy

DROPS.

of symptoms

for

business

neuralgia

E.

or aches

and

been indiscreet

self harassed with
symptoms?

pleasure, and

suffer

and

from

rheumatism,

pains?

Are

you

timid,

mare, dreams,

gloomy

nervous,

and

continually dwell-

palpitation of the heart, bashe-

as

a

is at hand a means of restoration?

PULVERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS
cure these various diseased conditions,

standard

120

jeces

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

HEALTH, STRENGTH,

ies mailed free.

ENERGY,

Address,

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO,
York.

New

Broadway,

212

’

s appliances claiming

ges Avoid

elec

Our Pamphlet explains how to

qualities.

tric

distinguish the genuine

|

from the spurious.

FMOODY mi<GOUGHS
TALKS on TEMPERANCE

|

wy ery

of Pi-

Price in cloth $1; Paper covers 50 cts.
Also,

& 00., Boston.
« E. Ditson

AND

after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send i for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
THE ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, a large Illusfull particulars
trated Journal, containing
and INFORMATION WORTH THOUSANDS. Cop-.

Kinkel,

Fine selection

after

we offer the mMOSt
direct from the af-

all other means fail, and
convincing testimony

charming

by

Thousands of

young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken
down in health and spirits from disorders .
peculiar 10 their sex, and who, from false
modesty
or neglect prolong their suffering
‘Why, then, further neglect a subject so pro-=
ductive of health and
happiness when there

Capital for learners.

The

Wonders

of

& Co.,

922 Chestnut St., Phila.

3.—-50 Volumes.

16mo.

from $55.55 to $28.00, net.

4—25

Volumes.

18mo.

from $16.30 to $8.00, net.

5.—24

Volumes.

16meo.

from $20.00 to $9.60, net.
6.—30 Volumes.
18mo.
from $7.50 to $4.50, net.
No. 7.—50 Volumes.
16mo.
No.

A new book on this interesting subject. Cloth
$1.50. Cloth gilt, $3.00.

Price

Price

reduced

AGENTS WANTED,

i

reduced

Price

reduced

Price

reduced

$20.00, net.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS.
Any Book
furnished;
Eastern
rices;:Stationery etc. Special atention to mail
inquiries
and
prders.Oldest Theological Sunday
and aract Depot west of the
Jabistippt.

J W.MCINTYRE 4g¢ 719 Olive St. St. Louis,

Mo.

4t17eow
Loa

worker can make 3

0 day

at home,

OLUCostly Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co.

ugusta, Maine.

1y5

sent postage paid,

Either of these books will
on receipt of the price.

Catalogue of books in the above Libraries sent
on application.
LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.

cool

find your-

of

fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pimples and blotches on the face and back, and

The Best Books at Low Prices.

No.

Have you

a multitude

‘Are you subject to any of the following Syn
toms: Restless nights, broken sleep, night-

nke
others,
Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

tf16

nervyou

ing on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?

s
fing atiil ion
iOsiainves

OLIVER DITSON

m

multifari-

or

in early years and

forgetful, and your mind

about

BRILLIANT GEMS

meet jou

Are you sufferin

upon a linger
functional disease?

you

Do

dition?

Glee Book.

ack, &c.

of

as experienced

subject to fits of melancholy ?
Are your kid.neys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered con-

is

Nos. 11 and 12 (each No. 25 cts.: $2.00 per year),
continues the good work of supplying the best music at the lowest price. 20 pages of choicé music
in each number, selected from Ditson & Co’s val-

PEARL

)
degree

subject 10 loss of memory,
spells of fainting, fullness of blood inthe head, feel listless,

Ditson & Co's Musical Monthly.
ts.
usble copyrigh

for

Do any of the following

or class

moping, unfit

Orpan Melodies.
size, and

safe,

feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and
action? Are you

40 cts.) Provides admirably for all the wants
of Clubs and Lodges. Just the book for GOSPEL
TEMPERANCE
MEETINGS.

No.

32.64

treatment
2

in any of its Many

ous forms, consequent
ous, chronic or

by Chas.

Exhibitions

valuable,

Known

and

diseased condition 2

Books!!

Hull's Temperance

ev OC A Gleason Chester X Roads O.
ev H Small Brooks Me.

:

symptoms

WM. H. CLARKE.
Price, Cloth $3; Bds $2.60.
r. Clarke’s celebrated “New Method for Reed

No.

Rev LH Gireen Warren Cen Pa.
J M Carlock Greenfield Mo.

years?

ill-health

6t13

Edwards Brunswick Me.

lips’s salary

only

and

elsewhere—and

most

READER, ARE YUU
7
a8
wish. to recover the same

health, strength,

Lothrop’s S. 8, Select Libraries.
No. 1.—25 Volumes.
12mo.
Price reduced
from $38.75 to $18.40, net.
5
No. 2-50 Volumes.
16
Price reduced
from $62.25 to $30.40, net.

MAIL.

¥, B. Woman's Mission Society,
Auxiliary Low 1l Muss per M_Ida Howe
Helping Hands Park 81 8 ‘8 Providence
per Ida F Earle towards Miss Phil-

sold

great World's

the

other despondent symptoms?

B

E Crowell Barrington N 8,
Jay Rowe Beloit Kan.
Ira Rowe E Minneapolis Minn, 2
J F Darling Juniata Neb,
L Hoke Ames N Y.
Walter D Close Birmingham O.
E Gates Unadilla Forks N Y.
Mile J Coldren Box 127 Howard City Mo.
Rev N Woodworth Welaka Florida.
Emma J Major Wheat land Cal,
Geo Ross Harrisburg Pa,
L A Penney Unadilla Forks N Y.
Rev J 8 Manning Uniontown Union Co Ky.
S H Barrett
Butland O.
T M Blake Warren Ill.
Rev 'W CO Hulse Cherry Valley Ill.
Rev NW Bixby Edgewood fowa.

Rev BM

been

iin former

book for instruction. A book by the same skillful
hand, and in which the same fine taste is displayed
will be universally welcomed. It has 200 large

Forwarded.
BY

found

Paris, Philadelphia, and:

simple, and efficient
the cure of disease.

CURED

cent-S D NirpincH Whitcher—G W Wyait—J L
Woodbury~
Wood=—Mrs H B Waterman—J L
V

at the

have

and

satisfaction

Organs” is universally recognized

Champiin—J 8 Colby—T
HH Drake—H M Drake~B
Dexter—A H Durey—E Droz—G W Dailey—L G Dotson—G H Damon—W W Edwards—MrsA
M Everett
—J Eastman—Mrs S K Erskine—B
Eastman—B W
Earle—Ellington N Y Mosey Order—A Tilkins—D
Frishee—A L Fuller—I Fogg—E
8 Goodrich—N B Fish
—T Flinn—WH Gentry—dJ George—BA Gurney—Mr3
E W Gordon—A Huntley—J Hopkins—B W Humes—
A Hum hey D Hadden—L ©
Hedger—S Hill-E R
Hunt—C
Holter—L F Haynes—J T Hill—J S Hart—I B
Hadley—H Hawkins—8 Inman—J M Hopwood—E Jen=
kins- C N Johnson—W Hayes—H
A
Kenyon—S§ A
Jennings—dJ Jordan—D Libby—C B Lakin—J M Little
W H Littlefield—T B Lane—A 8S Lansing—J
8 Langley—A Libby—dJ Mariner—W H Lyster—~A A Myers—
R Murphy -E Mitchell—W F Mitchell=H P Mallett—
J H Maynard—J 8 Neal—S K Minee—J B Mclntire—J
8S Neal—M A Norris—Mrs J H Orestes—A J Phillips—
A Palmer—G Pease—Mrs H Pérkins—~C W Pénley—
8 C Prince—Mrs I Piper -D Plerce—AL Paige~S N
Proctor—H Perry—J C Printy—D Powell—R J Pos
ton—B P
Parker—d
Purinton—J
W_Remick- A
Striemer—N 8 Strickland—H Smalley—W C Sumner—
M P Stockwell—Supt Union 8 8 Hortonyllle Wis-R
Root—E Rnssell—Geo A Slayton—J CO Steele—A Raps
ley—J C Robbins—Rev_
W Russell—J: Runnells—G
Rouse—L W Rayinond-J L Santee—E Stone—I Slater
—C H Stone-T Shaw—May Smith—H Shaw—L Sargent—W -R Stone—E B Slater~Mrs J R
Smith—8
Sanders—Ej
Turner—J
Trueworthy—H Smart—A K
Story—G W Seeley—C LVail—H Vanaken—Mary Vin
Whiting—Lydia P Waldron—I
Young—E
Littlefield,

Appliances

—

Bristel, Druggist, Opera House block, Ansonia,

By

Mrs M B Bean—J Baker—W Atkinson—G
L Able
man—H Berl-E Bowley—R W Ashley—W 8S Alger—
¥ L Angell—A Beal—I P Bates—D P Cilley- F Bubar —J Bickford—M L Beers—J G Burtch—S D Bates—
1 D Coombs—M J Batchelder—E Butterfield—J Blaisdell
2—W H Bowen—dJ S Brainard—J C Brown—A
Cranahan—H B Coe—Mrs RC Cummins—S8 8 Cudy—A
Crocker—Abbie Carsley— L Celburn—R Comstock—0O

Church—C

if full

have now

thirty years

are protected Db,
tters-Patent
in all .the
rincipal countries of the world. They were
oreo] the only Award of Merit for
Electric

not given. This notice means all it says, and fue
ferres from Dyspepsia are respectfully invited to .
giveita trial. Orders by mail receive prompt at-

Clark's Reed

Received.

Cole~W Flerangle=S D

Thesé noted Curative appliances
stood the test for upward of

unpleasant to the taste.
Price per package $1;
sample package for trial 25 cents,by mail postpaid.

New. Music

Rev W A Nealey W Topsham Vt,
Rev R Martin Byron NY.

Letters

The most learned physicians and scientific

men of Europe and this country indorse them.

Bristol’s Dyspepsia Cure will instantly relieve
and ultimately cure any case of Dyspepsia. Is not
Money cheerfully refunded

BANDS,

For self-application fo any part of the body,
meet every requirement.
-

~ DYSPEPSIA

& PENN Y,

Q.M.,

AND

tal

Philasophy, D. Powell, teacher; Sermon before the
Institute, Wednesday evening, D. Powell; Alternate,
J.B. Palmer: Sermon Thursday evening, A G. Brann;
Alternate, J . Westlake,
»
G./H. HUBBARD, Clerk.
2t

|

PULVERMACHER’S

sic, 35 cts. ' $30 per hundred.
The next session will be held at the place of holding
Words only, 6 cts. $5.00 per hundred.
e
Y. M., oc
ing on Wednesday preceding, at
CHAPEL ANTHEMS is the latest and best
Assignments as follows:
book for Choirs, etc., by Dr. J. B. HERBERT.
The Resurrection, E. D. Lewis; Regeneration, 0. H,
True; The Philosophv of Prayer,
R. W.
Bryant;
Price $1.25.
feripture Exegesis, W. Phillips: Pastoral Work, J.
THE
GALAXY.—New book for Conventions,
Westlake; Scripture Exegesis, G. H. Hubbard; Best
Singing Schools, etc., by J. WM. SUFEERN.
Method of Sustaining a Prayer Meeting, J. B. Palmer
Price
$1.00.
>
Denominationalism, D. Powell; Scripture Exegesis,
Ba Catalogues of Music and Music Books sent
F. B. Moulton; S¢ripture Exegesis, A. Jones; The S.
Send 15 cents for sample of BRAINARD’S
8. and ite Relation to the Church, D. B, Coffeen; The | free.
MusIcAL WORLD containing $2.00 worth of music.
Routan of the Ministry to_Polities, B. F'. McKenney;
Qualfication and Duty of Deacons,J. R. Pope: How
$1.50 per year.
to Reach Noo-church Goers, A. Phillips;
‘he ImS. BRAINARD’S SONS, Publishers,
Jortance of a Pure Examplu in the Ministry,
J. P.
.
Cleveland, Ohio.
cwes; How Shall We Restore the Backslidden? W.
Mitchell; Exegesis of Matt. 26:26—-28, L. D. Felt; The
WILLIAMS & MANSS,
WM. A. POND & CO.
Intermediate State of the Dead, J. M. Kayser; The
Cincinnati, O.”
New York.
Law of Retribution, Ada Kenndn; The Perseverance
of the Saints, A. G. Brann : Scripture Exegesis, E. N,
Wright; Class in Homiletics, E. D. Lewis, teacher;
Class in Theology, O. H, True, teacher; Class in Mor=
al Philosophy, J.B, Palmer,teacher; Class in Pastoral
&

£
Elegan t Stair Rods; also Stair)

;

Now supply your Sunday School with

Let there be a full attend.
J, W.BURG]N, Rec, Sec,

Wallen, Vs w Aprilis,
Ri
:
:

CARPETS.

——————

The Corporators of the Green Mountain
Seminary
will hold a meeting atthe Seminary
building, Waterbury Center, Vt.,on Thursday,May 16,1878, at ip, M., to
act on the following business; 1. To make choiceof
officers for the year to come. 2, To receive and act on
reports of all committees. 3. To see what the corporas
tion will do relative te the finances of the corporation.
4.To transact any other business require
or the

good of the corporation,
ance.

STYLES OF CARDS, with name in io
10¢cts. (ly52) J.B. HUSTED, Nassau,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

The Freewill Baptist church of Grand Ledge, Mich.,
is nearly finished and will be dedicated to the service
ofthe Lord at the next
Q. M. session held with that
church, May 12,
¢ shiioerely hope that all who have
made pledges to help us in this time of need will forward the same at once. We hope to niake the occision one of lasting good. Prof, Dunn will preach the
sermon.
G. P. LINDERMAN, Pastor,

16.

25

”

New York or Cincinnati, O. °

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

TPR

May

26117

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings, |
:
~ &e., &c., very cheap, at the old place, ~ 1 1*
Shel:

Dedication.

Thursday,

REYNOLDS and
s. Price
$2.00.

AGENTS WANTED.
Page
© H. 8. GOODSPEED
& CO.,

and Ingrain.

English Brussels, Three-Ply

3t
ET

vale Las and Work of Die
RANCIS MURPHY, over

SIS EE memmm——

Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply (sent free) before baying PIANO or ORGAN. ' Read my latest
A
owest prices ever given. AdANO S
dress, DANIEL F. BEATTY,
we Wa ghington, N. J.
2th
npn

Any church wishing te entertain the June session
of the Parsonsfleld Q. M, will please notify the clerk
at once,
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.
80. Parsonsfield, Me,

:

pas- | tee certificates accompany them.

church at

10.

HONEY CREEK Q. M., Wis,, will hold its next session with the Rochester church, commencing Friday,
Juné7, at 7, P.M." WII clerks of churches please for
ward their statistics at that time for the Register?
G. H. HUBBARD,

Theology

Rterling Silver,” according to quality, and

church

&c.,

ment.
These goods are offered at popular prices,
and'when the firm says that they give “ the largest
discounts for cash in the trade,” its business char.

movement.

years of hard toil for the Master in Providence
steadfastness, but no revivals.
Bro. R. B.
were not in vain. The community at Auburn,
Hibbard, of Stone’s Prairie, was chosen Q. M.
R. I., are much interested in their pastor, and Clerk. We were favored with the labors of
should be commended for the cordial support | Rev. 8.T. Dodge, the evangelist, who protracted the meeting; the result was the re_ they render him.
|
J. MARINER.
claiming of'backsliders, the conversion of sin-

Massachusetts & Rhode Island

goods,

ing to us about nine years ago, organized a
church eight years ago, was chosen pastor, and
has served us faithfully since that time.
We

Street church, Providence, He graduates at
Brown University the coming commencement
and has the ministry in view. As I was per-

others I had seen come to Christ, I felt, that my

straW

observe that every genuine watch, whether gold
or silver, bears our trade mark on both case and

of Greenwich

mitted to greet these two young brothers with

The well-known and long-established: houge of
Lord & Taylor, New York, importers of and dealers in domestic and foreign Dry goods, have .added to their already large establishments, a complete and well-stocked Wholesale Millinery Department. To. say thatthe stock is new, carefully
selected and complete in every particular, is but
to convey a faint idea of the immense lines of

Missions.

WAUPUN Q. M, will be held with the Fairwater

at

"sermon from Acts 10: 29.
The Hopkinton
church has been without regular preaching

s Drews.

MrsJ R

R Caverly

church, commence
ing Friday, Hay 31, ut 2, P. M. Opening sermon, Friday evening, by
H. BE. Cross.

16leowds,

| as a result, thirteen went forward in baptism.
T HEARING RESTORED. Great invention |
If any one wants a proof that household. bap- by one who was deaf for 20 years. Send stamp
Fort Jackson, N. Y. Bro. Ball entered upon tisms do not necessarily include infants, we re- for particulars. JNO. GARMORE, Lock-box 905,
h
1617
his pastoral labor, April 7, preaching his first fer them to Bro, Mitchell. Immediately follow- Covington, Ky.
<b

pastorate of the Hopkinton

be held

Corporation

Sketches, Poetry, ete., sent three months, with a
pair ot beautifal 6x8 Chromos,suitable for framing
and adorning any home, Free to any one sending

Bro. D. D. Mitchell

v R, NoR®ON, Clerk.

The new F. Baptist church

Stories,

is

SALEM Q. M., will be held with the Maple Grove
church, Kansas, Ma
18, 19. The meeting will be
held near Rev, Chas, Shales, six miles north of Netawake,
P, HALL, Clerk.

be dedicated,
Mariner,

ceActes
tl
mnt
Hours
—A splendid 16 page

paper,

will-

|

1y42

Free

Western.
HiLLSDALE, MicH.

be
than
The
by

:

tl
>

«

and nutri-

gists and E, H, TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.

from

their lips, It was good to have been there,
GEORGE 8S. RICKER, Clerk.

L. A. DEMERiTTE, Home Sec.

bland

tiousform in which Cod Liver Oil can
with more benefit secured to the patient
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
delicate stomach will not rejeet it. Sold

!

Cu
340

M W Lothrop

church, Van Baren Q. M., commencing May 31.

full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Rev.
JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

yd

a

L. A. DEMERITTE,

A 8 Tucker StarksboroVe
A B Chamberlin Waverly Mass.

The Missionary Helper. Published by the Free Baptist Woman's
Missionar
Sosiety. Terms, 35 cents a
od [bimonthly]. Address
Mrs. M. M. Brewster,
oy idence, R.1.
.

N.Y.

be 0

ar

ILLINOIS Y. M. will convence with the church iu
Mineral, on Friday, Muy 31, at 10, A. M,
Mineral is
on the Chicago, Rock
sland & Pacific R. R., and
arties comin
by the C. B. & Q. road will change at
ook ¥, Jorana
rossing.
B.A.GURNEY, Clerk.

church

CARD.

For lung diseases the most mild,

»

Dover, N, H.

in, be held .at Horton

:

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving

Meeting; the warm fraternal words spoken by
visiting brethren; the deeply interesting and
powerful prayer and social meetings; the earnest and stimulating discussion of practical topies relating to the work of the churches; and
the abundant material refreshment and kindly
Christian hospitality afforded by the Winter St,
church, altogether, made this a notable session ;

Y.M,

C.K,

Y.-M.

st17

1a

1st Frdewn: Ba
i] 3 8 Soc Boston Mass
per
‘arlisle

.

church be enlarged?’ but it culminated in the
prayer meetings which were seasons of great
spiritual refreshing.
The recent coming of Rev. J. Malvern to the
Haverhill church and the cordial welcome extended to him by the church and Quarterly

E.B.

“hla

ghestimCalEi

apg

MicH,

Business Hotices,

work of the

Thereon.

Chester church, commencing Friday, May

clerks

20 =a
V. WELLS,

the Church

NS
Er
nD,
GEAUGA & PORTAGE Q.M. will be held

of our

Cameron

(So. Cameron, N.Y)., My
A.

interesting address

before the Ladies” Mission Society.
The interest was intense during the discussion of the

topic, “How shall the

held

of

Ramsey No Berwick Me

Morrill Canterbury N H
using
Mrs M C Russ Royalto: Vi 8Me
A friend Fabius N'Y

"ope. Fai.

sontjuue gyer the Sabbath,

church

the importance of sending in at
their annual statistical reports.

est of the occasion.

will

We would urge upon

Mrs VG

Mrs RJ

Aldrich,

Bremer Co, lowa, commencing Jane 7,at 1, P. M.. an

TUSCARORA Q. M.~~Held its Feb. session
with the ‘Tuscarora (N. Y.) church,
Owing to
stormy weather, attendance of delegates was
small.
The session was spiritual and profitable, and the religious services were largely at-

Raymond,

8.

Foreign
1A friend Pittsfield N H

216

good ministering brethren to- be present with
us at our next session,
J. F. Hopkins, Clerk.

E.

Dover,

some

ristign,

oh

I0WA NORTHERN.

with the ¢
special revival interest reported among the different churches.” Attendance was small, yet
we enjoyed a very good meeting.
Next session with the oy
at Belmont,
commengeing
on Friday before second Sabbath

direct

Nat!

erotty t
oie
ly Spirk, with

on.

uty

| Jos. HIGGINS, Clerk.

May the Lord

3

its

Sh

Bi10,Ges, Vanwestu
Skater onon Math.
Math 1am.
h or
\, Sketch
11
- Missions, d gaat

RIVER Q. M,—Held its last session
h at /Swede Point, Towa. No |

in June.

Kellogg,

Poni

Hie ident when! Thaw C
. A. Pope,
Faith,
‘Win,
mphe I, 8ketoh ofsermoh on ‘Rev. 3:20, J E.B.,
DAT hee iY.
Ju
»
T
3
E.
]

gave us one of his earnest,
Sabbath ». M,, which was

church, Jufig7—9.

Aiton

1

well received, and we trust a profitable season
was enjoyed.
1H
aid
Next sessions to. be held with the Plymouth

and

Rochester,

Owen, Portsmouth, J. Fullonton,

ed not to withdraw their efforts in its be‘half as long as His command seems to be,
to ge forward.
EN

Sherwood,

W. Ricker and G.

God's work, and are determin-

a ——

James

Levi

10
%
10.0
10,00

late

LR

Manchester, B. A.

:
. make another hundred.
What shall be the record of the next
. three weeks' work ? Do not one and all
- say, one thousand dollars must bé raised
by that time? If any wish to become life
members ofthe Woman's Society and would
like to have the money devoted to this
purpose, they can send twenty dollars to
the treasury specifying how it shall be
used. Ifany wish to pledge a certain
sum but are not ready to remit the money,
we will gladly accept a pledge. To every
lover of country, to every one who believes that as a nation we are saved only
by educating the people, we maize a spe_cial plea for Storer Normal School.
We know there are those who believe

rep

of

Mt.- Vernon (Lowell) churches.
Rev. J. J. Hall, Manchester, N. H., preached
the Conference Sermon, and Rev. O. T. Moulton, of So. Berwick, Me., also preached during
the session. Besides these brethren, we were’
favored with the presence of Revs. G. M. Park,

another lady, in an adjoining State, has
secured some more than fifty dollars.
Cash and pledges now amount to nearly
two hundred dollars, nor does this include
what is being done at Harper's Ferry.
Word comes that the students there have
caught an inspiration from this new move“ment, and are trying to raise fifty dollars,

“ that this is

examination

sions to the Lawrence, Paige St. (Lowell)

dollars,

pledge,

generation,

Bekine na Ber

J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

Uniry
Q. M. (Me.)—Held its March session
with the Thorndike “& Knox church. . The
ht
wore nearly il Jepresentel > letter
and
delegates.
Several
mini
and
laymen
from other Q, M, and religions
dies were
present. ‘The meetings were unusually interesting. . The social IASeing iSapbath mornin,
was of go much interest that it lasted unt

the

of the last General Conference, as a Christian
lay-worker,
Nearly all of the churches reported special religious interest, with large acces-

made to the plea in Star of Apr. 10 for the
“Girls Boarding Hall at Harper's Ferry.
One minister has given fifty dollars, one
. lady twenty-five,two ladies ten each, three
ladies five each; one of our mission-

Brackett's

ministering
|

Leavitt for a license to preach the Gospel; the
request was granted, and Bro. Leavitt tvas licensed, in accordance with the recommendation

Substantial responses have already been

which, with Mr.

among

our

8.00

a

a request for the

Responses for Harper's Ferry.

ten

distribution

Al

not reperting; number of Sunday-school schol.
ars, 1839; amount of money raised for benevolent purposes, $1071.12; for pastor's salaries,
$9, 130; for repairs and in diminishing debts, twelve o’clock, and some presented themselves
$7,674.67; total raised for all purposes a little as subjects of prayer. ‘The preaching was spiritual and earnest.
‘We had the best of the wine
over $22,000. The Lawrence church presented at the last of the feast, Bro. V. D. Sweetland,

E. TRUE.

pledges

for

,

churches. The net gain in membership was
100; total membership, 1874, and two churches

+++

aries, now in India,

forma

ehurch.

‘Mrs
aterman Dover N H
Mrs El
th 8 Mier daughter of the
Gerritt
Sm
Ea Geneva
NY
Rev 8 Curtis Concord N H

for these fust-selling books. Territory given on
i
application

to

the

Senslgve
ul undergigne:

5 HUTE,

52 Bromfield

;

St., Boston.

. Samy
rth
$5
10.
$205"
7
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SE
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Portland,
Me.
!
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MIXED

CARDS,

with pame elegantly

Timed toc. ¥. W. GARDINER, Lyn,
;

$25

A YEAR.

Mas ,

Agents wan ! ted. Bust.

ness legitimate. Partienlavs free.

Address

WORTHby & CO., Bt Louis.
onl Mo, -

WAR OF 1812,
Soldiers and Sailors of the war of 1812, Who serv
ed fourteen days or werd in battle, and their wid
ows, are now entiled to’ pengion. Address JOHN
DEERING, Attorney at Law,

Washington, D, C.,

Be

circular

Chain

5,00
'

BOARDING HALL.

GIRLS'

Glo a

"re

brethren especially are invited to be with us.

The statistical committee presented a répor!
for the year 1877, which has been printed in

joy, which
cry,” will come shouts of grateful
the Masand
,
hearts
our
all
en
“will gladd
well done.” In as much as
ter will say
ye have done it unto the least of these—

me.
ye have done it unto
O-o-O-0-b

West

egates,

8 8 Champlin Miun do erC L Ruse
Auxiliary Prairie City bi per Miss Mary
,
+ Yose
wii

es

larger
entirely on the pennies, but let
days
30
n
withi
,
that
so
ded
war
for
sums be
“the full thousand dollars shall be (not
F.
pledged) paid into the treasury of the
Then
y.
Societ
on
Missi
n's
Baptist Woma
zing
instead of ‘8 wailing, ‘almost agoni

Botiees any Appointments. |

pon

'

Crary LAKES Q. M.—Held its last session
great dispatch; | It has become an established
Sheheske, and wad attend:
custom in this Q. M. to refer the business to wie the Shuveh
a
egree of
rest,
e prespleting and furnishing the hall.
ding committees, and by them it is matured so as to edencewithoe the
Master was felt in all our gat) her- |
But as this callis so urgent, demand.ng, require little or no discussion. Much valuable ings. One arose for prayer.
?
ext session last Friday in May, with the
an immediate response, let us not depend ‘time is thereby saved to the majority of the del-

«od and will doubtless be needed : in com-

STAR, APRIL, 24, 1878.
\
\

Hoetrp.

could bring the hallowed light of dawning.

;
SLIPPING AWAY.
:
They are slipping away—these sweet, swift

overspread our land, found herself with

And Mary, when

years,

‘

Like a leaf
ou the current cast;

no place to call home.

She thought to

enter a hospital where she might care for

©

wi

Into the beautiful past.
As silent and swift as a weaver’s thread,
Or an arrow’s flying gleam;
As soft as the languorous breezes hid,
That lift the willow’s long, golden lid,

and shades, its rising sparks and glowing

for a subject.”
3
‘* But, Mr. Morgan, do you
good of this boy?”

brands, its curling and many colored
smoke, and its changeful gmber, furnishes

know

any

¢¢ Do you know any harm of him7"

lies watching it.

ing and quieting than the influence which
subtly steals into the senses of him who
gazes dreamily into the gentle flame. It

but

no,

to anything, except to drive cows?”

ad-

** He never has had an opportunity, but
I intend he shall have. Iam fully decid-

wounded

soldiers;

mitted.
Then she thought, ‘California is
the place for me,” and thither she went,

whom

she

knew,

save

her

cousin

Ned,

ed to give him the benefit of my project.”

and he,being single, would have no home
to which to welcome her.

And ripple the glassy stream.

Then it was that

y

As pure as the flush in the sea-shell’s throat,
. As sweet as the wood-bird’s wooing note,
So tender and sweet they seem.

Annette

recalled

the

him a cow-boy. ‘Well, that does not signify to me one way or another. It is
simply because I know him to be a good

| one who has done it faithfully every day,

Down the dim-lig
stair;
‘We hear the sound of their steady tread

She never said what she might often
have fel’, that no strong heart would ever

In the steps of the centuries long since dead,
As beautiful and as fair.

loitered on the way and allewed the catfeel that life without her would be a tle to stray into other inclosures for the
blank. Annette's dark, soul-lit eyes were
day, thinking it would never be known.
r
the only handsome feature in a face
dl It is evident to me that if he is so strictly
faithful in small things, he has the right
marred and disfigured by disease inPr
babyhood. Her own fond mother had spirit in him to make him trustworthy in
looked, with almost a prophet’s ken, into greater things.”
Just then,
the future of this her most gifted child,
and had wished to live that she might
“To-link, to-lank, to-linkle-linkle,
O’er banks with buttercups a-twinkle,
brighten her way. Still that could not.
The cows came slowly home.”
be. The maiden sometimes. dreamed of
what life might have been to her with Jimmy, gray-shirted and bare-footed,
that mother by her side ; then she would guided them into the yard. He saw the
give herself more diligently to helpful- last cow in, put up the bars, saw that the
ness and study, saying, ‘Here must my gate was all secure, and was about to
trip away, when Mr. Morgan called him
happiness lie.”
Thus together the cousins went to Cali- into the house, where he told him somefornia, found their cousin Ned, who glad- thing that made him dumb with glad
ly assisted them in obtaining sghools, and surprise, and sent him home the happiest
lad in town.— Selected.
settled down to teaching.
4-0-4000
*-4
+4
After a few years, Mary married and
OVER IN A MINUTE.
went to a pleasant home in a blossoming
valley. Her husband joined her in askKitty had constructed a new swing for
ing Annette to rest from her arduous la- her doll's entertainment; but it proved
bors and find a hod¥e with them.
unsatisfactory, for that wooden lady slipped
‘*“ You do not need me, and I shall con- from her perch, and landed with consid-

There are only a few years left to love ;
Shall we waste them in idle strife?
Shall we trample under our ruthless feet
These beautiful blossoms, rare and’ sweet,

By the dusty way of life?
There are only a fow swift years—ah, let
No envious taunts be heard;

Make life’s fair pattern of rare design,
And fill up the measure with love's sweet
wine,
,
But never an angry word!
—>Selected.
>>+*-O-0-&
oo ‘>

MOTHER.

The woman was old; and ragged; and gray; ;

And beat with the chill ofthe winter's day;
The street was wet with a recent snow,
And the woman's feet were aged and slow.
_She'stood at the crossing and waited long,

Alone, uncared for, amid the throng

Ql fruman beings who passed her by,
. Nor heeded the glance of her anxious eye.
Down the street, with laughter and shout,
Glad in‘the freedom of “school let out,”

Came the boys like a flock of sheep,
Hailing the snow piled white and deep.

Nor offered a helping had to her,
, 80 timid, afraid to stir,

Lest the carriage wheels or the horses’ feet

‘Should crowd her down in the slippery street.
At last came one of the merry troop—
The gayest laddie of all the group:

Her aged hand on his strong young arm
—She.placed,-and so; without-hurt-or-harnr;

He guided the trembling feet along,
Then back again to his friends he went,
His young heart happy and well content.

““She’s somebody’s mother, boys, you know,
For all she’s aged, and poor, and slow ;

And I hope some fellow will lend a hand
“To help my mother, you understand,
If ever she’s poor,and old, and gray,

‘When her own dear boy is far away.”
And “somebody’s mother” bowed low her head
In her home that night, and the prayer she said

Was “God be-kind
to the noble boy,
Who is somebody’s son, and pride, and joy I”
—Harper’s Weekly.

Civcle.

: FOUR GIRLS AND THEIR FUTURE.
BY MARILLA.

with

her

cousin

Mary

their friend Lilly, were chatting

and

together

one bright summer night, when Annette

playfully remarked,

* Come,

girls, what

are we all to be and do when
women?”

ids)

we are

“Why, you are a woman, now,” replied Lilly ; «if I were only as old as you
are—"

“ Well, what would you do?

You will

* be as old in five years, but we can’t

that time before knowing.

your plans.”
1 think I'll go

West,

ab-

sence as when I was at home, while others

erable violence upon the table, overturn-

sponse, brightened with, ¢ but won't it be ing an inkstand upon a picture Walter
splendid to spend vacations and holidays was copying. In an instant Walter sprang
to his feet, snatched up the doll and threw
at Mary’s house?”
At length, cousin Ned returned to the it into the fire, ard marched out of the
hearth-stone of his fathers, in dear New room, leaving Kitty in tears and the table
SALE,
England, to make his first visit after an in confusion.

absence of nine years.

wait

Let's have

as far as Illi-

Here he ‘met Su-’

In half an hour he returned, gay and

sunny as ever, bringing a handsome. doll
he beheld her, he loved her.” There was to replace Kitty's loss. “She was easily
a wedding, followed by tearful smiles comforted, aid was more sure than ever
and long adieus, and then Susie went to that Walter was the best brother in the
the hotie which should be her heart's world.
Sn
-Hring
amongdon
the motintain
y; s of Cali- “Ifa fellow is quick-tempered,. ihy,

he is ; I suppose that's all there is’ of it,”
said Walter, more carelessly than penitently. * Ido get angry in a jiff, but it's

;

To her all the storms of life were
crowned with glorious rainbows. What
cared she that the couutry was wild, that all over in a minute or two.”
neighbors were few and far away? As
‘“Are you sure of that?” asked his
the years flew by, husband and children grandfather, gravely.
were her crown, her joy for this life ; and
‘Oh, yes. I'm not one of the sort to go
in the future, Christ would not forget his sulking about over anything.
I flash up
own, and in his care all would be well.
quick enough, but I never bear malice.”
Yes, all is well for her.
* But the cousequences——can you be
When the
third little one—baby Susie, Ned called sure that they ‘are all over in a -minuteor
her—was but a few months old; the young two’? I never hear any one speak caremother was called up to a higher home.
lessly of that fault without recalling one
Three motherless little ones were left scene in my own boyhood. I was quick—the eldest scarcely four years old. There tempered, too, Walter, and, as you say,
was work for Annette, and a work to quick over it, flying into a rage one minwhich her warm heart was drawn with ute, and ready to laugh at my own temclinging devotion.
At her cousin's re- pest of passion the'next. I held a high
quest, she took the precious charge to a place in my classes, and one day had
cosey little cottage near his childhood’s spoken rather boastingly of my position
home, in a Vermont valley.
There her and how long I had kept it; but that very
days are passedin caring for the children afternoon, through some carelessness, 1
whose trusting love amply repays her for failed, and gave an answer so absurd
that it was received with a burst of laughevery sacrifice her life has known.
ter. Mortified by my blunder, vexed at
0

JIMMY, THE OOW BOY.
An eccentric old gentleman of wealth,

having lost my place, I passed an uncom-

fortable afternoon, and when school closed

I walked out moodily,

inclined. to speak

named Morgan, invested a sum of money, to no one and
pretending to be busy whitthe income of which he designed to be tling.
used for the liberal education of the most
‘Here comes the infallible! Here's
deserving lad in town.
the fellow that never misses!’ called the
He made his plan known to five gentle- teasing voice of a school-mate in front
of
men, requesting them privately: to make me, and then he mockingly repeated
my
observations and report. to him in six absurd answer,
months.
Load
o]
“ With all the force of a sudden fury. I
Had the boys known this, many of them
threw my open knife at him. It just

might have used every means to gain

his missed his head, and in
an instant it was

nois at least,” was Lilly’s answer.
The girls laughed, and then looked
grave for a moment, for Illinois at that

favorable opinion ; but as the matter was
a secret, he had an opportunity to watch

by

At the end of six months the five gentlemen met at Mr. Morgan’s, and discuss-

‘time was considered the * far West”

quivering in the

tree beside him.

The

sightof it and of his white, startled face
them without their suspecting his motive.
recalled to me my senses, and I sank
down

upon the ground, covering my face with
my hands. The boys gathered about me
vale where this conversation occurred.
ed the question in all its bearings. Each kindly, even Charlie, the
one at whom I
Then Annette resumed,
had his favorite, whom he considered had aimed the
blow, saying that the fault
‘ And you, Mary, will you go as far?” most worthy.
was more his own than mine. But I
‘ Oh yes, farther,” wasthe gay reply.
‘ There is Johnny Ingslls, who is a
* Alife in California has been my ideal most exemplary lad,” said one. ¢ What knew that only God’s mercy had saved
ever since Mr. Durand came home with fault can you find with him, Mr. Mor- m from seeing my school-mate dead at
|
&
my feet, and my whole life darkened with
‘80 many stories of that golden clime. gan?”
the stain of murder.
Lilly didn’t say what she would do, but I
“I will tell you,” was the reply. “1
“For weeks afterward I lived it over in
know she intends to teach, and so do I— once hired him to take some important
horrible dreams; and to this day, Walter,
in California, of course.”
letters to the morning mail, but he met a ungoverned temper can never
seem a
companion on the way, and was 80 anxlight thing to me. Anger that is * over
ious for his own amusement, that he
peg- in a minute’ may be like a spark
of fire

the dwellers in that little New

~~

England

da ghter

of Annette’s stepmother, came upon the
scene, and being asked in regard to her
ful

gm

ih
own, and love

gb,

a didi kingdom cof my
Shal be the king,

Where?

I don’t know. It may be on a mountain,
it may
be in a glen. It matters not, so
long as ha
dwells with us.”

ie! she was wiser than
she kney.

3

Years have passed, and how baye those

early hopes been fulfilled.
;
ey
went West,
bat not to Illinois:

© Was on the sunset side of the

lected to mail the letters till 'it- was

fo on powder, and give you cause for shame

late, and they were delayed a day; and a and ‘sorrow. all
gentleman overheard him say to a 'com- Bchool Visitor,

panion that ‘he did not care much, so long

as the old fellow would never find it out.’
But the delay caused the loss of quite a

your

days.”— Sunday

A

Ob-b
roe

WHAT EVERY HOUSE NEEDS.

One of the very worst faults of our very
“Gentlemen,” continued Mr. Morgan, faulty modern architecture, as applied to
“I have tried in one way and another all houses, is found in the fact that our archithe boys you have mentioned, but none of tects do not take into their plans the pos-

sibilities of sickness in the family. Now,
them satisfy me.”
\
“Then you will have to give up your no house is properly constructed that has
project,” said one, “for I think we have not in it a room or rooms expressly dediscussed the merits of nearly every boy signed for the accommodation of the infirm
in town.”
an
and the sick. This room should, in the
“I believe Jimmy has not been men- first place, have a warm, sunny exposure.
tioned,” said Mr. Morgan.
The window light should be ample and

“What, Jimmy the cow-boy?” asked ‘command the widest possible view.
:

:

;

The

first essential in a sick room is a good,
“Yes, I believe he drives cows to’ and liberal fire-place. Through it, and by
from pasture.”
SAE
Fes n
means of the warmth which it generates,
~ “Surely, Mr. Morgan, you must be the whole room is kept, inits atmospheric
joking now.”
. a condition, wholesome and purée. Notonly
“I never joke, and had I any dispeni-| 80, but a slow-burning
fire, with its lights
i

be on them. A bracket with its vase of
flowers ; a green clambering vine, eling-

ing ambitiously to the ceiling; a library
case filled with

familiar books; curtains

that soften the light while admitting it—
all these are helpful

to one

weakness and can take

no

that lies in
more

of life

than the little room reveals. Better still,
if just outside the window stands a tree,
with the branches so placed that the

leaves of some almost sweep

the pane.

How much the sight of twigs,
leaves, stirred by the winds

buds
and

and

flecked

with the bright gleams of the sun, can
cheer the mind of one who lies upon the
pillow idly looking at them. The central
thought expressed in a well-constructed

sick-room is diversion.

The object of its

construction and location should be to
give perfect accommodation and protection to the invalid, while at the same
time it suggests the beauty and freedom
of being unconfined—the life and animation of the great outdoor world beyond.—
Golden Rule.
0-0-6
*4+
0

LITTLE-HOUSE BUILDERS.
The swallow family is a very large one.
They live in many countries, and build
their nests in such queer places. In chimneys, under the eaves of barns and houses,

Fiterary Bebieto.

lished by

12mo.

pp. 837,

(81.50),

!

a Ro& Co.

™

To what extent the highly improbable, or
the deeply mysterious, may" legitimately find
place in a work of fiction, will

continue to be,

as it long has been, a question for controversy ;
for the canon of criticism accepted by one class
of readers will be as surely rejected by another
class, To a certain extent, each author must
be a law unto himself, and this privilege the
author of the book beford us has exercised with
the utmost freedom, almost, indeed, to the

verge of recklessness, That the author isa
woman is too evident to admit of doubt; but,
what
is of more consequence, she js a woman

lifted fur above the dead

level of hackneyed

story tellers by a genius and originality as welcome as it is rare; in these days of shoddy bookmaking.
* How She Came Into her Kingdom” tells
the story of a perverse, ambitious and willful

woman who, under the crushing stroke of
some mysterious misfortune, the nature of
which is left to the reader’s

imagination,

flees

from America and her past in the half-insanity
of a misanthrope ;—also the story of an English

captain who turns out to be an earl, but who is
more than both in being a noble man ;—also
of anold, mysterious Frenchman with Arabian
blood in his veins, who ‘is wise, and fabulously rich;—also of a priest who, for intense devotion to duty, broad charity and genial com-

panionship, might well serve as a model

for

the world’s priesthood, Catholic or Protestant ;—also of a young English lieutenant who

could love unselfishly enough to dare

the woman he loved and

knew

win;—and also of various

death for

he could

not

other characters of

death came to the greater number, the wrecking at last on a volcanic island off the African

coast, where the principal

characters of the

story, with a half dozen more, live for a time,
and where a strange mingling of commonplace events and magical transformations occurs until discovery comes and with ita safe
voyage to England for all but the mysterious
old man, who gives his name and wealth to the

needlessly

build

nest, and bring uptheir children, decided
to build in a school-room during school

hours, and worked

learning

‘When somebody’ found out
’

and not a boy disturbed them in their nest-

building or afterward, for the eggs were
laid and the little birds safely hatched and
brought up in the middle of school.

The swallows come

a /great

way to

hundred and eighty miles an hour. They
fly in large companies. Sometimes there
are so many birds together, that they
stretch for half a mile

across

the sky.

And they always fly with their bills open
to catch flies as they sail along through
the air. That you know saves stopping
for dinner. But I wonder why it is they
are always in such a hurry that they. can
not stay still even to dine!
In this country swallows build their
nests in the broad chimneys of old-fashioned houses and under the eaves of barns.
Their nests are made of wud, and the
walls are knit together and made strong
with hay and small sticks. The birds are
always a week in building their houses,
and there is a great deal of work about

them.
down.
perch
where
to his
tlies.

- The shape is a cone, turned upside
Barn swallows build a tiny little
or rest on the side of the large nest,
the father bird alights and twitters
mate when he is not hunting for
Another kind build on rocks won-

derful flask-shaped

nests,

with

wide,

short necks. These are built entirely of
mud.
The swallows that live on the
Island of Cayenne, and among the marshes of Guiana, make their nestsof the down
of plants, and they look just like a great
fleece of wool, or a plume of feathers
blown by the wind against the branch of a
tree. Even the little door at the bottom
is hidden by the long downy filaments of
the plants used in building the nest, but
inside, the walls are solid and carefully
knit together.— Churchman.
EH
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A KISS

FOR A BLOW.

“ Will you please tell me,” said a litile
boy to his teacher, * what is meant by
overcoming evil with good?”
~
The teacher began to explain it, when
a scene took place which helped to show
what he meant.
A boy, seven years of age, whose name

was George, was sitting by the side of his

dies.

English nobility with
painful

The story. from

varying

end,

interest

We

not only

say

to the

needlessly

the deserved

consistent outcome of such a woman's
the author’s fancy has created. shoull

loss of the love she had

but

life as
be the

mercilessly spurned

son taught is that power, gained through
selfish desire for its possessions as an end, is

at the expense of true happiness, The book
reveals a fertile imagination, superior dramat.
ic power, keenness of thought In moralizing,

and specimens of description Such as bear the

stamp of genius,

It fs mot

too

much

to say

that there are passages which would do credit
to the penof George Eliot or Charlotte Bronte.

The many

excellences of the

book

far

out-

weigh
its faults, and while we can not help
feeling that an uncurbed ambition on the part
of the authorto attempt a too daring flight
into the realm of the impossible

has somewhat

and Startling

marred a really

for which we predict a large

strong story,

success,

we shall

look for that larger success in the future which

is coined from experience.

gry with

got an-

his sister for something,

and

:
began to cry; but the

teacher said, ¢“ My dear Mary,

better kiss your brother.

you

had

See how angry

he looks I”
;
Mary looked at her brother. He seemed sullen and wretched. She threw both
her arms about his neck and kissed him.

George was not

prepared for such a kind

return for his blow.

His feelings were

touched, and he burst into tears.
wiped

and

soughf

#way his tears with

to comfort him.

Mary

her apron,

“Do not cry,

George,” 8
d; “you did not hurt me
much.” But he only wept the more.

‘And why did George weep? Would he
have wept if his sister had struck him?

Not he!

But by

kissing him as she

did,

The April number

of

The

United

States

Oficial Postal Guide contains the

organiza-

orders, witha list of money-order
list of the letter-carrier offices;

offices; a
times of

tion of the Post-office Department; the rates
of postage, domestic and foreign ; full informa
tion respecting foreign mails, postal money

arrival and closing of mails at printipal cities
;

a list of
States

all the

Post-offices

in

arranged alphabetically,

the

and

United
the

same

arranged alphabetically for the several States.
Eighty-nine Rulings of the Post -office De-

partment from December 1, 1877, to March 1
1878, are given, covering numerous nice and
doubtful
points in regard to the different

classes of mail

matter; rates of postage

on

various kinds of articles; an elucidation of
sorae knotty points respecting postal cards,
which the Department expressly says Postmasters have the right to read; and notifies
the public that
soap, flour, and packages
known to contain needles or glass, however
nicely put up, are unmailable.
The Guide
is strictly official, and contains not only all
the special instructions needed by postmasters,

but just the information desired
men, and indeed

mail.

by all

It is published

cents a number)
Company, Boston.

at $1.50

by

by

business

persons who

use

the

a year (or 50

Houghton,

Osgood

&
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“ The Serpent and the Tiger,” an address
given at a temperance gathering at Aberdeen,
and “ The Vow of the Nazarite.”
nn

. “ Periwinkle,” one of Edward Eggleston’s
bright stories, opens Sunday Afternoon for
May. Other stories in this number are,
“ The Donkey’s
Miracle,” and “In
the

Church Tower.”

There isa good

installment

of *“ Tom’s Heathen,” and ‘a chapter of“ The
Crew of the Sam Weller.”

by C. F. Thwing,

* College Morals,”

will attract attention,

in

view of the notice into which the doings of

college * students

have come

so prominently

of late. The same subject receives farther con-

sideration in the Editor's Table.

Another mat-

ter which has been considerably discussed recently receives spicy treatment by Rev. Leon-

ard Woolsey Bacon, under the title,
Constitution of Benevolent Societies.”

* The
¢ The

Alexandrian Schools” is by ‘George A. Jack-

son.

“Reminiscences of Washington

Allston”

tells pleasantly
of the great artist. * Dr.
Franklin's Investment,” by Horace E. Scudder, unearths a but little known project of the
illustrious philosopher in behalf of posterity..

Every one who ever had ‘anything to do with
achurch

fair, should read “Ways

and Means.”

sus on Tap,” “ The Service of Song,” * John
Jasper’s Judgments,” ete, have
competent
treatment by the editor, whose special department is (as well as that ef“ Literature”) a
decided feature of the magazine.—Springfield, Mass., *“ Sunday Afternoon.”

The young people get the best of

it

in the

Wide Awake contents for May. *“ Aladdin,or
the Wonderful Lamp,” is versified by Mrs.
Clara Doty Bates, Hopkins shows in five illus-

trations ** How the Froggies Go to Sleep,’ and
there is a real May morping
Corn,” with a frontispiece

are other

articles

poem, ‘ ‘Dropping
Hlustration.
There

especially adapted

to their

tastes. The'older readers will doubtless consider No. XVII of the Poets’ Homes Series, the

most valuable article in this number, it being
about Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, by Arthur
Gilman, and illustrated by a fine portrait of
the poet from a recent photograph.
It also

Magazine

Cov
~—

The numbers of Littell's Living Age for the
weeks ending April 6 and 18—the
numbers of a new volume—contain

first two
Equality,

by Matthew

Review;

Arnold,

Fortnightly

(England) contains a

Baptist

the Medici, Fortnightly ; The Three Cities, by
W. G. Palgrave, Cornhill; Within the Precincts, by Mrs. Oliphant, from advance sheets;

Il Re Galantuemo, by James Montgomery
Stuart,
Macmillan;
Only Jean, Blackwood ; Ou the Decay of Fine Manners,

hill; On Teaching

English,

by

Corn-

F. W. News

man, Fraser; Spenser's Irish Rivers, by

Frau von Ingersiehen; The Centenary of Voltaire, Pall Mall Gazette ; The Last of the Gases, Nature; How Great Men Work,
Cassell;
The Green Flag of the Prophet, Chambers's

Journal ; etg,, ete.—Boston: Littell & Gay.
The May number of the The National

S. §.

Teacher is a real encyclopedia ef instruction
in its line. Its Editorial Miscellany and Chit.
chat are crisp and sparkling.
The Scholars’
Weekly is well adapted to the intermediate departments, and, for infant classes,
The (illustrated) Little Folks—a paper which contains

the new letters recommended
Reform Association,—will

by

the Spelling

be found

useful.—

Chicago : Adams,Blackmer & Lyon Publishing
Co,
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LITERARY
The

New

England

NOTES.

Conservatory of Musie,.

Boston, has numbered

over 18,000 pupils.

American art will be represented in Paris
by eighty-four pictures, sixty-nine of which

are in oil and the rest in water-colors.

"Mr. Tennyson received 800 guineas for lis
ballad in the Nineteenth Century, a seu.. of
remuneration,
adds The Atheneum,

ing with that which he is now
receive from his publishers.

in

is pushing

his “ Biography of George

keep-

accustomed to.
forward

Cruikshank.”

lacking

once ““ The

in brain power. Rev, Dr, John Clifford has
been so long ith editor that it would seem like
a strange publication if his name should be
omitted from the title page.
The Fnglish

General Baptists seem to be having
of prosperity, as well as trial, same

their days
as falls to

the lot of most bodies of Christians.—London :

E. Marlborough & Co.,51 Old Bailey,

The April number of the Complete Preach-

nation” - aiid ¢ Everlasting” as
English

translation

of the

contained
Bible.

in
(2)

The Judgment Day, by H. P. Lyddon, D. D.,
Canon of 8t. Paul’s, London.
(8) The Misery of Man, by Adolphe Monod, D. D., the
‘greatest of modern French Protestant preachers, translated for this publication by J. BE,
Rankin,D. D.,Washington, D.C. (4) Aaron’s’
Death—Life's

Review;

Self-Examination, by

A

Plea

for

Earnest

Theodor#~ Christlieb,

at the meeting of the Evangeheal

Prayer Meeting

at

and

its Improve-

E.

Kittredge, of

ment,” by the Rev. L, 0. Thompson, with an

introduction

by Rev. A.

Chicago.

The title of Dr. Nehemiah Adams’s new.
book on endless punishment is “ Seriptural
Argument for and the Reasonableness
ure Endless Punishment,”
i

of Fut- -

The inevitable interest of the people in the
subject of mortgages at present is well illus-

er opens the third volume of this sermonic
magazine. It contains the following sermons in full: (1) Why Christians Believe the
Doctrine of Future Everlasting Punishment,
by Henry J. Van Dyke, D. D., late Moderator
of the Presbyterian General. Assembly, This
sermon meets most ably
Canon Farrar's
challenge to prove the doctrine of an Endless
Helly independent of the words * Hell,” “ Dam-

our

An

Original drawing,“ The Gin Fiend,” by Gustave Dore, will appear as a frontisgiece to the
second,or Temperance, epoch of the great

of matter, doctrinal, homiletical and practical,
and all calculated to aid in a better development of experimental Christianity.
Our En- caricaturist’s life.
glish brethren put a good: deal of heart into | W. G. Holmes, of (‘hicago, will publish

this periodical, and it isby no means

P.

Erica, translated
the
German of

variety

large

:

The English Language as Spoken and Written,
by Francis W. Newman, Contemporary; Madonna Dunya, by Emily Pfeiffer; Florence and

Mr. Blanchard {Jerrold

The April number of the General

she made him feel more keenly than if D. D,, the most eloquent of German divines,
she had beaten him black and blue that and the one who. awoke so great enthusiam

he had done wrong. Here was a kiss for
a blow=-love for anger ; and all the school
saw at once what was. meant by ‘ overcoming evil with good." Young Reaper,

28;

for April

lesson

Sunday-school

tional

W. Joyce, LL: D., Fraser;
for The Living Age from

—

sister, who was only five years old. While

the teacher was talking, George

The National Temperance Bociety (New
York) has recently published in 12mo pamphlet form fivé sermons and addresses by
The subjects are
Cauvon Farrar, of England.
“ Total Abstinence: For the Sake of Ourselves and Others,”a speech delivered in King’s
College hall, Cambridge; * Abstinence from
Evil,” a sermon preached at Glasgow; “ The
Vow of the Rechabites, and Reasons for Abstaining,” especially adapted to the Interna.

Lord Glenalbyn,
:
On the whole, the story fs one of absorbing gives a charming view of the study in his
| liguse on Beacon St.—Boston:
I. Lothrop. a. oi

what the swallows were doing, a window

spend summers with us. They fly from
Africa, Asia Minor, and Japan, over the
wide, desolate oceans, at the rate of ninety
miles an hour, and some even fly one

and

and ungritefully trampled on, yet great violence is done to the changed character of the
woman, softened as she was by penitence and
subdued by love, in the final parting with

at it day after day,

where forty boys and girls were

their lessons.

unknown woman

painful, for white

a

:

Agency,

Per year, $2.00,

more or less interest in the progress of the “ One Summer's Work” tells of a recent
story. The story opens withi an ‘ocean voyage commendable
philanthropic
effort.
‘A
and takes us through the grafiliically pictured Typographical Crime,” by Rossiter Johnson,
and successive scenes of fearful tempest, the
and “ A Russian Village Tea-Party” are readdead calm of days under a tropical sun where
able. The poems are seasonable. ** Parnas-

of the frame of a picture,hanging over the

and learn to. read, as they had to

Price, 25 cents.

TA

How SHE CAME INTO HER KINGDOM;
mance.
Chicago: Jansen,
McClurg

this point moves on in the highest circles of the

fire-place. Another pair ofswallows,who
perhaps were very anxious to grow wise

The Religious Newspaper

New York.

on the sidesof cliffs overhanging the water, on rocks, and on the dead branches of
trees and shrubs. They even come into
the house through broken panes of glass—
if they can get a chance—and build their
nests in open drawers.
One pair that
have heard of made their house onthe top

struck her.
The little girl

sum of money.”

one, with a smile.

the free, fresh life of nature outside should

would ‘ever

fornia.

Proud that his own were firm and strong.

Annette

one

in my

sie, now a fair young maiden, and “when

He paused beside her, and whispered low,
“I'll: help-you across if you wishto go.”

Family

No

tinue to teach,” was Annette's decided re-

Past the woman so old and gray
Hastened the children on their way,
8

be waiting for her..

the season through, the same

The walls,

too, should have their proper adornment.
Pictures that suggest quiet and peace, and

You call

sportive promise of earlier days,and said, and faithful cow-boy that I give him the
resolutely, « I will go with Mary. Tt is preference. It seems a small thing to
my place to care for her. No oze needs drive cows to pasture, but he is the only

me here.”™

One after another we see them pass;

* Certainly, with pleasure.

Nothing is more sooth-

is companionship in itself.

although relatives cried out against it, _ **You will tell us the reasons for maksaying there was no one in all California ing him your choice?”

As light as the breath of the thistle-down,

SOMEBODY'S

ceaseless diversion to the sick one who

* Nothing special ; but does he amount

she was too young, and could not be

the sick and

‘With never
a break in their rapid flow,
'We watch them as one by one they go

As fond as a lover's dream;

the horrors of war

tion to I should not take a poor little boy

Alliance in

New York, transhited by A. C. Wedekind,

D.D.
(5) The False Light—A Reply to Canon Farrar,by Justin D, Fulton, D. D, - Pub-

trated by the fact that the new volume,
“ Jones on Mortgages,” issned by Houghton, .
Osgood & Co., is having an unexpectedly large sale for a law book,
_ A number of important volumes. of, popular
religious interest are in press

by

religious publishing societies.
Tract Society

will

issue

Bible,” by the Rev.
Society for Promoting

the

The

London

Religious

a ‘‘ History

of the

Dr. Stoughton. The
Christian Knowledge

will add to its “ Ancient History from the
Monuments*”

series,

a volume

on“

Sinai,”

by Major Palmer, R. E., the well-known Pal- estine explorer.

For ¢“ The

Fathers

for

En-

glish Readers” series the following volumes
are already in hand: “ The Apostolic ¥athers,”by the Rev. H. 8. Holland; ¢‘8t, Augus- .
tine,

by

the

Rev.

Prebendary

Clark;

‘ Bt. Jerome,” by the Rev. E. L. Cutts; and
“St. Ambrose,” by
the
Rew. ' Dr. R.
Thornton, In the * Non (Christian ' Religious

Systems” series a volume on *‘ Confueianism and
Tasism,”by Professor Douglas, and another

on“ Modern

Judaism,” by the Rev. Dr, Eder- -

sneim, are ‘meurly ready.

A volume

by Sir

‘William Muir ‘on the Koran is in, the press. .
A)

-
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Yiterary Wistellany. |
The object of all knowledge is truth.
Fo

tl

ture that never w

A true Christian may fall
;not lie down in it.
\

into sin,but he will

value
dogs
A)
©
ger.2
¥
4 pa |
5.5
hiltléss
sword which is sure to cut

many

of

of him who strikes with it.’

Lis

ean

drown,

no storm can wreck, no

truth.of

anys tan swallow up the ever-living
od.

Ladies of fashion starve their happiness to
feed their vanity, and their love to feed their
pride.

We learh to olimb byfikeeping our eyes nok an

the hills behind us, but on the mountains tat
rise before us.
4
;

Truth will never die; the stars will grow
«dim, the sun will pale his glory ; but truth will
ever be young.
.
>

An honest man is honest from
soul, nor deigns to

his inmost

op to aught that is mean,

though great results hang on

the petty fraud.

Never was a sincere word utterly lost, never
a magnanimity fell to the ground; there is
some heart always to greet and accept it unexpectedly.

The vain abher the vain, but the gentle and
unassuming love one another.

It

is the effect

of sympathy in the latter, the want of it by the
former.

You can not Kill goodness, and truth, and ins
tegrity, and fuith, and holiness;
the way that
is consistent with these must be a way everlasting.

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
William Shakespeare.
BY

dextrous management

ried. ‘His choice fell on Anne Hathaway,
the daughter of Richard Hathaway, a

yeoman of Shottery, a village near

FRED

MYRON

he

COLBY.

p——

Iv.

.

England, under Elizabeth, had become

of a complicated ‘be very nearly,if not quite, carried out

story and a genial gayety of tone which
are remarkable. The brilliant fancies of

Strat-

a ‘‘ Midsummer Night's Dream” will enchant you. But with none of these will

.| that Shakespeare did not care very much
doing goodis the only pleas- for his wife becausehe left her only his

The pleasuré of

f

0)
hd

A

ford. The bride was eight years older
than her husband. Some have thought

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

Keep clear
his own

3p

‘

you be as we!l pleased as in the Merchant
of Venice. This is unexcelled either in
the ingenuity of its incidents, the beauty

vorite and best beloved, and Hamlet, and
Judith.
\
;
In 1589, we find Shakespeare in Lon-

his judgmrent is warped by national prej-

udice

London,

and

unfairness

of temper.

His

a. miserable
Richard the

Third, one of the handsomest and court-

liest of princes, as crooked-backed and a
monster of deformity. The heroic Margaret
of Anjbu is dwarfed to a scolding fiery vix-

tunity, all combined, probably led him to
assume the profession.
Theater-going
was very popular, and the drama sort of
filled the place of the future newspaper
and novel. There were fourteen theaters

in

and

character of Joan of Arc is
caricature. He has drawn

don, performing as an actor, and writing
plays. Inclination, necessity and oppor-

en.

But none of these facts detract from

the glory of Shakespeare.

all over the country

soon became

known, and

his

fame

genius that the world has ever known.

owned two houses, one in

Stratford,

and

another in ‘London.
He redeemed his
father’s mortgaged property, and purchased many acres of valuable land in the

“gentle” upon both sides.

as we saw

it as Philadelphia

in

1876,

at

tra,” ¢ Othello,”
¢‘TFThe Tempest,” and
¢ Coriolanus,” were written in his house

surrounded by ease and affluence.
Shakespeare quitted the stage

in

1604.

King James, who _had succeeded Elizabeth, honored him With a pension,and his

plays remained fashionable till the time
of the protectorate of Cromwell.
lle
died on his fifty-second birthday, and was
buried in the church at Stratford.
A
plain stone marks his grave, on which is
the inscription written by himself,

His father

the household of the hitherto’ prosperous

considered the grandest exhibition of its

and industrious yeoman.
What the
cause of this was we are not told, but
certain it is that, in the year 1578, John
Shakespeare was umable to pay his taxes.

author's genius.”

but his straitened

umstances compel-

led him to make his eldest son contribute

+ something for his own support if not that
of the family. * William for several years
- assisted his father by following several

pursuits.

Tradition

represents

* Macbeth ™ paints in

terrible colors the torturous and torturing
marchof ambition.

‘Othello ” is

not only with the swarthiness

dark,

of the

Moor, ité hero, but with the somber

of jealousy

and

malignant

hate.

hues

In

not

only

ornamental,

but

useful,

fanction beingto keep all who

card of admission
|

grounds.

from the

Through the

their

have

no

exposition

courtesy of Mr.

T. R. Pickering, one of our assistant com-

missioners, who arrived

in Paris

family bickerings, and the impulses

perturbed heart under extraordinary

cumstances. . Pasion sweeps

of a

cir-.

like a wave

as

school-master and a lawyer's clerk.

Shakespeare's early educatiog was limit-

ed. He attended the free grammar school
at Stratford till the time of his father's
misfortune,

which

seems

to have

been

Of - ‘Shakespeare's historical = dramas
“King Henry Fourth” is perhaps the
most complete presentation of his many-

sided genius.

The inimitable character

of Falstaff attains jts highest development
in the second part of that drama, In

all the schooling he ever had. In fact,he
does not appear to have been a very stu- .¢ King John ” the pathos of human
«dious

youth,

boyhood reveal

The

tales current

a rollicking,

of his

frolicking,

passionate, and headstrang nature. The
morals of the time probably did not tend

suf-

fering has never been painted more masterly than as we see it depicted. in. Con-

stance. + “Richard

‘to his sobriety. Drinking and carousing
were quite fashionable, and I am sorry to
say that our young poet caroused as hard.

as ay of his companions.

#apid transit will be found inadequate.
The Parisians are in the habit

of waiting

patiently for their turn for hours together

(this they call to faire quene, or * form a
pigtail”), and have a wholesome respect
in

fact,

ve.

The idea that

a

wil

=the

Third"

requisite, and, therefore,found no difficul-

It had been
raining the day before, and the grounds
were very sloppy, muddy, and

altogether

inimical to Parisian polished boots. Huge
girders lay scattered across the paths
leading to the main entrance, between
which other privileged visitors were carefully picking their way. A short distance
to the left of the entrance, a huge cagelooking structure may be discerned, behind which Austrian workmen, smoking

enormous tobacco pipes while they work,
are engaged in putting together the frame
of the Austro-Hungarian hquse. A stone's
throw from them are

Norwegian

carpen-

ters putting up a yellow pine structure in
the peculiar style of architécture of the

“Worcester, Mass., which compares
favorably in finish, if not in size,

very
with

the giant Corliss engine that furnished
the motive power in Machinery Hall at our
Philadelphia, Exhibition. A shaft from
this engine will pass through the Agricultural annex for the purpose of showing

“ate or vicious/in
his after years.

At the age of sixteen Shakespeare mar- | marked

motion. The greatest attraction jn ‘this
section, however, will be a magnificent
display, prepared by the Agricultural Department at Washington, of cereal and
other agricultural products from all the
States and Territories of the Union, artis-

tically arranged to form a terrace,

which

will be surmounted by the coat of arms of
the United States.
A large numberof American publishers and newspaper proprietors, following
ot the idea originated by Messrs. Longmans of London, Wileyof New York,

Lea of Philadelphia, and Prang of Boston,

lications that have made their appearance
in the United States since we became’ an
independent nation’; and the old idea-of a

evidence, however, that he was intemper-

by an easy grace of dialogue,
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The reputation ithas attained, in consequence of
the marvellous cures it as prodweed during the
last half centuvy, isa sufficient assurance to the
public that it will: continue to realize the happiest
results that can Be'desired.
In almest every
section of country there are persons, publicly
known,who have been resteved firom alasming and
even desperate diseasesof the langs, by its use.
All who have triediit,acknowledge its superiority ;
and where its virtues are knewni.no one hesitates
as to what medicine'to emplos to relieve the distress and suffering: peculiarto: pubmennry affections. CHERRY PRETORAL. always affords inrelief,
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are the same as those im the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
The Book of Worship
only
a few copies left. All gilt edge, $1.00;
postage, 10 cents.
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:
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time..of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
eents.
The History of the Freewill Baplists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.
v

of the
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of

George
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contains a Narrative of his
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Vite, Letters, Ser-

mons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See “ Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable httle work, and ery Christian
Fowl be benefited by reading 1t. 25 cts; postage
8.
:
Butler's Fhosiogy
:
discusses briefly, but clearly, ald the questions
of dectrinal

theology,

and

the

author's

views

are those generally accepted by the denomination.

PREPARED

Butler's Commentary
;
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It isan
excellent. help for Sabbath.schools and family

BY

Dr. J. C. AYER & C0., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and ‘Ansilytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL. DRUGAISTS EVERYWHERE.

reading.

CHICAGO
& . NORTH p - WESTERN:
.

the

Great

Trunk Line between the East
and the West.
It is-the eldest, shortest, mest direet, convenient,
United States.

He was

born

Some 20 years since he

CHICAGO

& COUNCIL

HI No other road runs Pulman:

and

deep

thought. - Being young, he longed to live, yet

grace in his case triumphed.
His end was
peace. He leaves a wife and deeply afflicted
parents, He was their last child.

J. D. Cross.

HENRY B., son of Mr. and Mrs, Miles Toby,
of Mt. Pleasant, Wis., was suddenly killed
March 11, 1878, at the age of 25 years and 8
days, while engaged in some farm duties near
house.

It

is

supposed

that

in

some manner he was struck upon the head by
a heavy iron maul which he was using, and instantly killed. At the time of his death none
were

mother and Jounger

at home,

sister.

excepting

his

His grief-strick-

en father, who was in New York, where he
has recently buried his brother, came home
immediately upon receiving the sad intelli-

late to see his son, who was bur-

ied the day before his arrival. The deceased
was & kind and dutiful son, an affectionate

brother, and was loved and respected by all
who knew him as gn industrious and faithful

His parents feel that their loss is

irreparable,while nothing but the love and syme

pathy and support of the blessed Saviour in
whom they trust, can sustain them under this
The

‘whole

community

is

ad

manished to be also ready, for in such an hour
as we think not the Son of Man cometh
M.

J. T., JORDAN died on the morning of March

Bth, at lis residence in Hillsboro’, Towa,

aged

nearly 43 years. » He had been : afflicted = with
consumption since July last. He was born in

-
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wn Philip Phillips, Singer. Al.

Omaha and Qalifornia Line
Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DA.
KOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,

was to him a long season for prayer

:Seven years of sickness

’

The
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names
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ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent sociefies, an aecount of our
literary institutions. obituaries of deceased mine
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The.

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,

The Register
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Is

sore afflictions
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address

postage 8 cents,

with his parents
came -into Sharon,
Vt,
From that period t6 ‘his death he endeared him.

young man.
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00,
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JAMES WILLEY died in Strafford, Vt., Feb.
24, aged 30 years and 8 months.

gence, but too
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free, $8
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held

veher form of Hotel

MR. J. C. DRESSER died of heart “disease in
Entield, N. H., March 31, aged 74.
A good
townsman, a kind father, and a beloved husband and follower of Christ has fallen to rise
up higher.
DAvID Moopby.

family

-

Tile sa 0 pl,
100 copies
to one

from tiweir knowledge of its effects.

.F. M.

ALANSON, son of James and Ruhamah Merrill, of Parsonsfield, died at West Buxton, Me.,
March 16, aged 29 years and 4 months.
The
deceased in early life became a Christian, was
baptized in June, 1864,by Rev: C. Bean, and
united with the church at So. Limington. Bro.
Merrill was a graduate of Bates College in the
class of ’77. A more extended notice will appear in the Bates Student.
Com.

of his

fase

of the International
‘and ebildren, are Siinted Series, for both adiills

sively

with the Byron F. B. church.
April 21, 1844,
he took a letter from this church and returned
to the State of Wisconsin.
He united with the
Hart Prairie ¥. B. church, Walworth Co.,
Wis., and remained a member of this church
until it lost its visibility. He then in 1864 ubited with the Johnstown K. Baptist church,
where he remained a member until his death.
Bro. Barker was married to Miss Elvira’ Shumway, April 23, 1846. He has left a wife and ten
children to mourn his death. He was a man
of decided and positive convictions.
In the
social and moral reforms of the day, he took an
active part. He was active and enterprising
in business, honest in his dealings, and truly
hospitable and generous to the needy.
Rela=
tives and friends deeply lament his loss.
,
D. POWELL.

father’s

Lip

$2.60 postage, 12 cents.

TIMOTHY P. BARKER died Feb. 14, aged 59
years. The deceased was born in Batavia, N.
Y. He moved to Wisconsin in 1838, returned
to N. Y. in 1840, to complete his edueation, became a Christian in 1841 or 1842, and was bap-

his

bos

oo

copy, each,

co,

the cures it is constantly produeing are teo remarkable to be forgotsen.. No family should be
withoms it, and those
who have encewusedit
never will,
:
Emiment Physicians throughout the countuy
- prescribe it, and Clergymen often recommendit

ELvirs, wife of Wellington Bingham, died
in Columbus, N, Y., April 3, aged 29 years, 9
months and4 days. She was a member of the
Sherburne F. Baptist church, a devoted Christian, a (aithful, loving wife, and tender mother.
She was loved and respected by all who knew
her. She finished her life-work young, but she
did it well, and: we trust has gone to her glorious reward.
She leaves a husband and two
young daughters to mourn their umihely loss.

tized’by Elder

Bie

{or

Payment
always in advance , and ¢ommis
allowed ob money sen
said ng bi
hii

“his medicine gains friends at every trial, as

wife of Thomas J. Tufts, died
Noy. 16, 1877. Her sickness
.was short, her suffering great, but patience
and resignation marked it all.
Many years
since, she became a follower of Christ, and
maintaieed her integrity with Christian fidelity to the endi. She was the mother of seven
children, five of whom awaited her on the other shore; two sons and the husband of her
youth remaint8 mourn their loss, Much might
be said in her praise, but suffice it to say, she
was u deveted companion, a kind and loving
mother, and a true Christian; though ‘absent,
yet she speaketh,
KF.
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‘‘ Hamlet
is seen the fearful effects of agricultural machinery exhibited: there , in

of resistlesd delight through
*¢ Romeo and
Jism
successively a wood stapler, a butcher, a Juliet.”
him

much afraid that the Parisian means of

Vienna in 1873; and at this identical to be present at the opening ceremonies
spot in 1867. In the gray twilight of a ow the 1st of May, next. Among the cespring evening, it would, indeed, be dif- lebrities who will be on hand on that oc|
ficult to distinguish the difference; so casion are the Khedive of Egypt,the Prince
thoroughly are all the - salient points of of Wales, King Christian the I1Xth of Den- ||
architecture, which give individuality, mavk, King George of Greece (if there |
covered up by the scaffolding; and were be any Greeee left by that time), the |
it not for the military-looking and mous- duke of Edinburgh, and King Humbert of i
tached gerndarmes stationed at the . en- Italy, under whose patronage an International Exhibition will be held at Milan
trances to the exposition grounds, whose
Louis.
decidedly French physiognomies found no next year.

was a well-to-do glover and farmer who “ Good friend, for Jesus’ sake forbear
land of Thor; and still further southward
To dig the bones enclosed here.
inherited lands that an ancestor had won
Blest be the man that spares these stones,
we pass the Swiss yworkmen, who are
by helping Henry the Seventh at BosAnd curst be he that moves my bones.”
constructing a charming little chalet; the
worth Field. Ilis mother was the heiress
Chinese and Japanese,
Who are preparing
This singular epitaph has prevented his
«of Robert Arden, a gentleman of good
most gorgeous and grotesque show-cases,
remains from being removed to Westfamily and considerable worldly wealth.
all resplendent with carving and gilding ;
The boyhood of Shakespeare was prob- minster Abbey, where they properly be- and the Turks who, notwithstanding their
ably spent at his father’s house at Strat- long, among the great and noble English- war with Russia, have found time to erect
3
ford. The scenery of that pleasant and men of whom he is chief.
a handsome little chiasque from which
Of the wonderful plays of which Shakeromantic region was well adapted to fosthe banner with the half-moon floats ever
‘ter his geniug. The Avon itself is the | speare was the author, we have but little
so saucily, as if the Czar, hadn't said
loveliest of streams. On its banks were space to speak. All of them should be *“Turkey” once !
magnificent forests. Not far distant were read, and not only read but studied. It
The annex now in course of constructhe grand old castles of Warwick and is not more his poetic power, than his
tion
for the United States will cover 10,Kenilworth whose pomps he must have large and deep coneeption of human char000 square feet, which is additional to the
acter
and
his
excellent
moral
reflections
often witnessed. But it was nature—the
which render Shakespeare so instructive space allotted us in the main building.
quiet woods, the green meadows, the
His maxims and aphor- A short wing" connects this annex with
bright sunshine on the hills—which influ- and popular.
isms
are
quoted
almost as often as those the main nave or alley, just back of the
enced him most profoundly. The forest
Swedish and Norwegian sections, who
of Arden, the sheep-shearing of Perdita, of the Bible.
His dramas are divided into three class- will be our next door neighbors. The
the daisied meads, and all those sweet,
sylvan picture® he painted so masterly es, tragedies, comedies, and histories, aud motive power for the American Machinery
they number thirty-seven in all. Among Division will be furnished by a very fine
were doubtless memories of his boyhood.
steam engine of one hundred horse power,
When Shakespeare was about twelve the tragedies, * King Lear” is accounted
manufactured by Jerome Wheelock, of
and is, in fact; by ‘most criticg
years of age, poverty swooped down upon the besty

- He,however,managed to retain his house,

as many as 275,000 persons in a single
day to Fairmount Park; but I am very

ET

iE Babe

guarantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to
exceed one third of the actnal value. In over
six years’ busihess never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
of land under foreclosure, Send for particulars
and references.
|
. J.B. WATKINS & CO, Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,
New York.
1y49

cars, steamboats and omuibuses conveyed

Morning Sins.

any
thirdorem. i areroF sieht pages, in its
gressi

fence the pangs of separation from the beloved

street

all persons in uniform.

vicinify of his Stratford home. His last
0
dramas, *¢ Cesar,” ‘¢ Antony and Cleopa- ty in gaining admission.

his works, dimipless as -they are in. their
range,
We edu discofetno personal poz | ‘at Stratford where he lived as a country
trait of the poet. He painted all faces, gentleman. with his wife and children,

oldest son in a family of eight children,
of John Shakespeare
and his wife, Mary
Arden.
We are told that his family was

Xe

sis-

husband and father. He served three years in
the army during the rebellion, and was with

for omnibus conductors and,

OB
ror

and

sought to do him favors. Nor were the
more tangible evidences of success want-’
ing. Wealth flowed in upon him. He

He was born at Stratford-upon-Avon,
on the 23d of April, 1564.
He was the

ter of ex-governor Newbold, who survives
him, together with seven children; to exper-

swarmed strolling players. All of the |
car or omnibus can be entéred in a free- |
THE FRENOH EXPOSITION,
appliances: were of the roughest kind.
and-easy style as one enters a café or the
HoTEL DU LOUVRE, PARIS,
The thealer itself was sometimes only
theater, has never entered their heads;
+
March 25, 1878.
an ordinary booth, The top was open to
but strangers, and especially strangers
PREPARATORY.
sun and rain, and the spectators sat
from
our side of the water, are less ¢ civ** Duns la nuit, tous les chats sont grey
around on benches. There was very litilized” and will hardly submit without a
tle scenery ; a few flowers seemed to in~ (In the night-time, all cats look gray!), | murmur to waiting three hours
at an oma_favorite French proverb, which is
dicate a garden, armies were represented is
posicalarty applicable to Expositions, it nibus-bureau, as the Parisians have done
by a dozen scene shifters, armed with old
from time immemorial on race days. It
Standing on the Bridge of
swords and bucklers, and placards were seems to me.
is true that new tramway lines are being
hung up to show whether the scene was J ena, which, by the way, is now under- | constructe
d, and a railway station adjoins
going
enlargement,
and
looking
across
the
at London or Athens.
;
.
grounds at the Poste de
exposition
the
Shakespeare's first drama was a com- Quai @’ Orsay and up Avenue I’ Europe, | Grenelle; but the railway
route is very
in
the Champ de Mars, the objdpresentedy, “The Taming of the Shrew,” in
circuitous, and I am afraid that the tramed
to
view
is
a
huge
mass
of
scaffolding,
which it is said he acted the part of Pe| ways, or ear lines, will prove insufficient.
truchio on the stage. After this there ap- timbers and cross timbers, derricks, ropes, | General Grant, who .is now in Rome,
peared in rapid succession others of the and pulleys, and workmen scattered, like | will return to Marseilles about the middle
immortal masterpieces of his genius. He ants, all over and about these; precisely

terludes became the order of the day. So
the drama arose. At its head stood William Shakespeare, the greatest literary

drom
the King on his throne to that of the
beggar in the gutter, .but in the whole
gallery there, is no portrait, no. self-reyelation, that we can identify with the
character of Shakespeare himself.

their respective countries; and itis to be
hoped that we will not be hackward in

Mary E. Newbold,

10PER CENT. NET.

and the nation fogether. Shows and in-- and all the wits and nobles of the time

little known with certainty,
His look
and figure have been preserved by
the bust over his tomb at Stratford. But
only the fewest, simplest facts exist to
itell us of the manner of his life." Even in

show the public the state of the Press in

married in 1858 to

Froowll Baptist Publications

his father
He united

with the Free B
church at this place, and
was a faithful and
consistent member, and an
enthusiastic Sunda school worker, He was:

coming forward on this occasion, but give
second best bed in his will, This proves.
oun full quota in. quality no less than in Sherman on his famous march
to the sea. His
nothing, however, as her dower right am- of its poetry, orin the conception and defuneral was attended by many sorrowing
quantity.
;
ply provided for her, and besides he velopuent of character. The ‘figure of | As the opening of the exhibition ap- friends and neighbors.
"INO, H. DECKER. must have loved her, for Anne Hatha- Shylock, around which ‘are grouped the proaches, it becomes a question
of not a
way was a beauty, and she made him an rest,is a marvelous création.
:
little importanes whether sufficient means
excellent wife and mother.
Before
In reading Shakespeare it must be have been providedto transport visitors
Shakespeare wus twenty-three he was the borne in mind that he does fot always to the Champ de Mars ensily and’
Kansas, Mis
amd Towa Improved Farm
without
father of three children, Susanna, his fa- write history, and that sometimes, too, fatigue. At Philadelphia, railways,
First Mortga
L Bonds. guaranteed. We

““ a nest of singing birds.” Spenser had his fortune grew together. * Venus and
struck the lyre with the deft fingers of a Adonis,” his first poem, appeared in 1593,
master, and ere it fell from his hands printed by Richard Fleet of Stratford, and
«others no less worthy sprung forward to the next year his ** Tarquin and Lucrece ”
revive the dying strain. But the theme was issued by the same press. Both of
changed. = The poetic impulse took a them are elaborate, graceful productions,
dramatic shape. There was a reason for characterized by an intimate knowledge
this. The spirit of the nation was in- and love of nature, and the richest and
tensely dramatical. No monarch of En- most fanciful imagination.
They were
gland ever loved splendor and pageantry dedicatéd to his friend, Henry Wriothesly,
more than Queen Elizabeth, and in tl .| Earl of Southampton, from whom he recounterpart either at Philadelphia or at
mespect the people were entirely in sym- ceived a thousand pounds sterling.
Vienna,
one might easily fancy himself
He was now in the full tide of prosperpathy with her. Each splendid spectacle.
transposed
to Fairmount Park in Decemof royal pomp or chivalric display bound ity. THe queen smiled upon him, SpenPraterin-1873———
or-to-the
1875,
|_ber,
JROTC
The aforesaid genddames are, however,

. Of the life of no great man is there so

Fayette Co., Penn., and came with
to this state, in the spring of 1857.

this year, all the Powers,even to the King
of Siam, having made preparations to
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Heos Summary.

urday there was another “hitch” in the

her original conditions. The negotiations, how-

Congressional.

The principal business

transact.

ed in the Senate was the consideration of the
bill te repeal
the bankrupt law, the measure
Pp

by a vote of 37 yeas to 6 nays,

A large

re-ope
ial
Reopening dont)

question were
preIn debate ensued

relative to their reference to the judiciary committee. The subject finally went over one

week. The tari
evening session.

bill

was

discussed

at

them

in

the

Rec-

ord. The bill to incorporate the National P’acific Railroad and Telegraph Company was
passed. The House, by a vote of94 to 124, reJused to pass the bill Sstablishings permanent
form of government in the District of Columbia.” The vote was, however, subsequently

reconsidered, and the bill recommitted

to the

committee.
An evening session was held for
the cossideration of pension bills.
WEDNESDAY. In the Senate, a concurrent
resolution was passed providing for the final
adjournment of Cougress on the 10th of June.
A substitute for the House bill repealing the

specie resumption act was reported from
finance committee. The bill to remove all

the
re-

strictions now existing in regard to the enlistment of colored citizens in acy arm of the
ederal service
was indefinitely postponed.
The House passed a bill abolishing the further
coinage of twenty-cent silver pieces, and the

sev-

an adjournment taken until Monday.
In the
House, the proposition to lay on the table the
motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House on Wednesday refused to refer the final
adjournment resolution to the ways and means
committee was defeated by a vote of 114to 125
Eulogies were pronounced on the death of
Representative Leonard.

FRIDAY.
The Senate was. not in session.
In the House, the consideration of the question of the final adjournment of Congress was
postponed until the 15th of May.
A bill was
passed appropriating $200,000 for deficiencies
in the public printing office.
The pension of
General James Shields was inereased from
$30to $100) a month,
An
evening session

held

for

the

Columbia affairs.

discussion

of District

of

SATURDAY. The Senate was not in session.
In the House the post-office appropriation bill
was discussed in committee, of the whole,

“oe

and Mr. BIOUNUS amendment
compensation

adopted.

of

regarding the

fourth-class

post-masters

A bill relating to the tax on tobacco,

incomas and other internal
+ ported and referred,

taxation

was re-

a proposed

among the cotton spinners in Lancaster County, England, an almost unparalleled strike of
operatives has occurred, which will involve
the stoppage of 200,000 looms, 6,000,000 spindles, and throw 120,000 laborers out of employ.
It seems hardly probable that any compromise

will be effected, as the matter

has

for several

weeks been in contemplation by both sides.
Great hardship must ensue among the opera-

tives, and it will be wonderful if serious rioting and other disturbances are prevented. - The
causes that have led to reduced

pay

and

the

strike are similar to those that have led to sim-

ilar measures in this country,—namely, an
overstocked market, dull sales, and the general

tendeney of the times that have been upon the
country.
The Adjournment of Congress.
Congress has made considerable progress

The cities of Florence

ably be impossible to do this.

Much will de-

up in the resumption debate which is likely to
take place on a bill reported Wednesday, by
the Senate Finance Committee, to carry out
Sec. Sherman’s plans for resumption.”
The
treatment of the proposition thus far in the

House indicates that the majority

there are not

disposed to adjourn so soon as
June 10th, at
any rate not till Mr. Wood’s tariff bill is either

passed or killed.
The

New

Mexican

Government.

The United States Government,

through

its

minister, Foster, has recognized the Diaz gov-

ernment of Mexico, and official relations have
been re-established between the two countries.
Gen. Zamacona has

been

appointed

minister to the United States.
tion of the Diaz government has

Mexican

The recognibeen long de-

layed in order to secure its active co-operation
in the suppression of raids on the Texan border. The recent active efforts of the Mexican

troops on the horder in’ suppressing and

ishing raiders having indicated the

determina-

tion of the Diaz Jovernmen, in that respect,
our government has seen fit to recognize it.
The countries of Europe
which have
n delaying for the United States to take action, will
now probably recognize the Diaz government,

The President's Title.
_

The Blair bill to bring the title of

Presiden’

Hayes to adjudication before the United States
Supreme Court, has been referred tothe ‘Judiciary Committees of both the
Senate and
House, but a Washington dispatch says that
the committees are unanimously opposed to the
measure, and that it will be suffered
to quietly
- rest here. Very few members of Congress of
any party are in favor of plunging the country
unrest
:
idb au ting g up up a contr oversy over: the

of Hartford

has

basis and chosen

| The

Oregon

reorganized

The reports of the national

banks to the

comptrolle
of the
r currency for March to the

15tn ultjust
imo
complete
,d,

show

the

banks

held that day $54,648,200 of specie, a larger
amount than ever before reported by hational

banks. Of the amount $1,348,900 was in silver

"coin,
and $42, 892
The

pon

Yorks

$1901

i

gold

30 'in gold Tre:
gold

bint A pi

e same day was $37,432,000, of
8,200
was fod Treasury notes.

coin. The

amount

d by the State banks of New
the same day was $4,724,152.

©

tes.

g

of specie
city

om

astern
War News,

orn a

mutual

a board of directors.

Republicans

have ; nominated’

C. C. Beckman for governor.
C
The Emperor of Austria’s futher, the late
Archduke Francis Charles, left a
third of his
estate of $12,000,000 to the poor.
The opening speech at the congress to be held
in Paris during the Exhibition, to promote
the cause of the international copyright, will
be made by Victor Hugo.
Secretary Sherman has written a letter in
defense of the general
policy of the present
administration,
and also pointing out the
importance of Republican ascendancy in national polities.

of the Mississippi River

a success.

in another month be will have
feet of water in the channel.

He

hat.

at Seale,
mnrderer

fled and has not yet been arrested .——Upward
of one hundred and fifty fishermen have been
drowned on the northern coast of Spain in-

late storms.——RBumors regarding ‘ crooked”
practices im the New York custom-houge are
revived, and the removal of Collector

Arthur

is hinted at.——The Brown House in Macon,
Ga., was totally destroyed by fire at 3 o'clock,
Sunday morning, involving a property loss of

$100,000.——Monday morning there was a fire
in Calais, Me., which destroyed property valued at $25,000.——A church debt of $12,000 was
provided for in Brighton, Mass., Sunday.

Lis vese

xi

TEMPERANCE.

In all sections)of Washington, D: C., stirring

temperance meetings have been held during
the past week, and hundreds have signed the
Templars

harness

Each one

has

and
a

a

trim

bank

horse,

her

own

account,

and

alotin

the

northern portion

40x190

in

size.

with

They

a builder for

ready

for

a

only

eldest

would

which

two

sister

up her situation
and
furniture was bought
where
. cash

contracted

cottage,

occupancy
The

of the city,

then

of St.

John,

N. B,, have just received a donation of £49
from South Africa for the relief of the sifferers
by the great fire last year.——The N. H.

State Temperance Reform Club will hold “its
quarterly ‘meeting in the City Hall, Nashus,

April 26. Meetings at 2 o’clock in the afternoon and 7.45 in the evening. Visiting friends
will be entertained by the Nashua Reform Club.——A three year old youngster
saw a drunken man ‘ tacking” through the
street.
Mother,” said he * did God make

adequate,

spoke the truth.——*“ I have

she

been

also

counsel

in

twelve murder cases,” said Ex- Congressman
Horace Bemus, at a meeting
on Thursday
night. “ In every case rum was
at the bottom of the crime. I bought
a supper for
a man to-night, who was worth $50,000 eight

yearsago.

His wife was a Judge’s

daughter.

She is in a pauper asylum for the insane
to-day. Every doHar of the $50,000 went for
rum.”——Ex-Gov. Dingley,
of Maine, has

published the following

statistics, which

he

claims show correctly the effect of the prohibition of the sale of liquors (save by agencies)

in that

State.

made 1,000,000

In

1830 thirteen

gallons of liquor;

distilleries
now

there

brewery in Maine,

In

1832 there were sold: by 2,000 taverns, hotels
and saloons $10,000,000 worth of hquors, or

$20to each inhabitant. In 1877 the aggregate sales of one hundred and sixty town
agencies

were
. $100,000

each inhabitant.

the highest total for the
000,000, or$2 for each

the death from

or

fifteen

cents

Including clandestine

to

sales,

year claimed is $1,inhabitant.
In 1855

delirium

tremens

were 200;

now they are not over fifty annually

~—Every

year the liquor traffic’ th the United States
is making fifty thousand confirmed drunkards!

is sending 100,000 persons to

ing

one

hundred

prison!

is

send-

and fifty thousand persons

to’ drunkards’ graves! is reducing

two hun-

and fifty thousand

ings or churches, at a cost of ten nhs
dollars each, or provide fifteen million silts
of clothing, at one hundred

send u Bible to every

dollars

each, or

inhabitant of thé globe,

than

of such

be reasonably expected from an acre
presented. Try it.

thus

THE

REMARKS.
prices.

then

he

a

bargain,

will

make

his

capital
own

to

fortune

better than any one can make it for him.—
Hunt's Merchants’ Magazine.
Ee

SPN.

more

week.

She

will

work

in four

keep

All own

a_

share,

of that

Novices in poultry-keeping desire to

see

their yards green with growing grass as hen
pastures, not taking into account tte inevit-

days of the

house

and

be

forthe

and ‘if sickness

a

rest.
comes

to one of the three still acting as servants,
she has a place to go to and some one
“to care for her. They will be planting
trees,
setting
out vines and planning
improvements as the weeks go by, each
good-naturedly striving to do more than
the other, and the little home
will keep
their hearts pure and their
minds
free

search; and with

this

intent,

they

travel

over the ground
so much that all the
grass is soon
destroyed except that
which is coarse and valueless.
A flock of
twenty-five fowls will eutirely eradicate
the fine grasses from a ‘yard containing
one-eight of an acre.
Fowls should have

fresh vegetable food, and as it i%
to

attempt

the

production

useless

of

}noth-

er plan must be adopted to secure

our

ject.

a grass-

The correct way is to have
the

tender

new

|

Butter

sells a

Creamerion..

. cave sisssevrsvioses FTO!

shoots

. 8@1i

CHEESE,
Receipts of the week 243 boxes and — pkgs.
There is a moderate demand for medium grades,
and there is rather more aoing in this description
then in the finer qualities, although the market is
dull for anything. We quote :—

Common

across

the

wide

ocean

will

be

opened

and read again and again through tearful
eyes. Are there four other such girls in

OLEAN

HAY.

The feeding of clean hay

to cattle is a

matter of considerable importance.

Still

very few farmers think much about it
until they or their neighbors meet with
some loss which forces the truth upon
their minds.
A while ago ome of our
acquaintances lost a fine ox.

The

animal

died suddenly and without any
apparent
cause.
An examination of the body revealed the fact that he had swallowed
a

piece

of

steel

wire

which

originally

belonged to a hoop skirt, which had penetrated one of the lungs and this caused
his death.
The wire had been put into
his manger with some hay, and proved
very unprofitable material
for feeding.
And now comes a report from Kentucky
‘that a farmer has lost three valuable cows
from the effects of poison.
A few tobacco leaves were mixed with the hay. The

cows ate both leaves

and hay,

and soon

died. Many cases can also be found in
which the results, though net nearly as
bad as the above, are decidedly unpleasant.
‘We remember, when a boy at: home, that
one winter the butter which we made was
quite bitter. The cause was for a while

a mystery, but was at length

found to be

ral.
0-000
+0

HOW TO UTILIZE POOR LAND,
Those farmers who have fields of worn
out land—and who have not?—and have

no means of adequately

manuring

them,

can make at least one profitable crop on
the same by adopting this course :
Tomatoes aremost admirably adapted

to be grown on worn-out land.
or garden crop

the plants

For field

should

not

be

will remain

ob-

in

the

fresh.

to

The

frequent cutting will insure a thickgrowth,
and only a small
plat will be needed,
the ground being eropped many times in
one season. Fowls prefer young grass,
and the land ‘devoted to this purpose
should be rich, that there may be a quick
growth.
The lawn mower is a valuable
adjunct of the poultry
yard.—Poultry
World.

Eastern Eggs, and 11/{ for Northern.
Western
range from 10 @ lic, and Northern and Eastern at

11 @ 12%c.
Eastern. ...ocouviinnne esaseeianetinnenns 11g

Northern
Western .
Southern.
Limed....

certainty that a good set of clover

a poor field in'spots

Besides,
six feet

manuring
apart

each

@ 2%
@
Ii

FRUIT.

.

Hemp grows wild
Ohio raises more

of

throughout

flax

than

DRIED APPLES.
Sliced and

quartered move

slowly

and

rices

are weak.
Choice Evaporated
aréfin goos
mand at 17 @ 18¢ per pound.
We quote :
:
VEGETABLES.

de-

The market is dull for Potatoes, and thére is an
awple supp y of nearly all varieties. Jacksons
are very poor for cooking. and instead of bringing the same price as Early Rose they are about

hundred

Value of tallow exported last

883,616, as against

1876.

tion for them.

aod sell at 50 @ 55¢¥

farmers demand

law which

will

bush.

There

is

sell

very

little

at 45

@ 50.

dandelions, and other spring luxuries are coming

Cash

larger than

any other house in the trade.

Lord
& Taylor
CHRYSTIE AND
STS, N. Y.

FORSYTH
‘

Rue Faubourg, Poissonniere, Paris, France.
Grosvenor St, Pleadilly, Manchester, England.

RUNNING EAR
IS READILY CURED

Dr. C. E. SHOEMAKERS REMEDY
Ai

cases of over 85 vears' standing,

that

had

stooperbbl.

supplied

oO

& CO,

& CO.,

Phila.,

Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.

ooppieda

and dull at

CRANBERRIES.

$1

' .

:

The market is very
quiet, with sales confined to
small lots at $3 @ $10 per bbl. We quote:

BROWNING & SLOAN, Indianapolis, Ind.
STRONG, COBB & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

FARRAND, WILLIAMS & CO., Detroit, Mich.
A. MOCLURE & CO., Albany, N, X.

An
ea
druggists everywhere,
Circulars .
and rt Aone s free. Address
1117)
Dr. C. E. SHOEMAKER, Reading, Pa.

HOW TO BE CURED. R.

GREENE

is

Sndowledals,

the

in a

WHAT PATIENTS SAY OF HIM. .
“IT have been cured of Cancer, which cure, un.
der God, I owe to Dr. Greene.

year,

$7,

worth

in

for both

THE CREAT Bloop Purine
It is unnecessary for me to enumerate the dis

eases for which the VEGETINE should be used.

all

small | cost
is pub-

lished by W. R. Andrews, at Cincinnati,

MRS. CHAS. BUTLER,
28 High St., Charlestown, Mass.”

I

with good results. Almost innumerable complaints
are caused by poisonous

secretions

in

the

blood,

which can be entirely expelled from the system by
the use of the VEGETINE.
When the blood is perfectly cleansed,
the disease rapidly yields; all pans
cease; healthy action is promptly restored, and
the patient is cured.

““ I was terribly aficted with Scrofula, and was
entirely cured by Dr. Greene. LEVI EASTMAN,
E. Harpswell, Me.”
“Dr. Gréene’s treatment entirely cured me of
rheumatism.

James

THOMAS O'NEILL,
South Natick, Mass.”

F. Darling

writes

from

Cherry

I hat

for ten years.”

Mrs. O. G.

Richardson,

Stoncham,

R. Olmstead, E. Franklin, Vt.; Moses
cured of Cancer.

TREATISE

THE

LUNGS.

field, Mass.;

were

A.

Mrs.

have

been

Hazen, No.

Mrs. S. W. Gleason,

Silas

cured

Mass.;

W.

Brook-

Cutler, Northboro’,

Mass.,

of Scrofula.

L.

P. Heal,

Rockport,

Me.; Mrs. Henry Hancock, South Natick, Mass.,
cured of Rheuntatism. Mrs. John W. Ballou, Bath,

BZ DR. O. PHELPS BROWN.
This Treatise details al] the varied symptoms

of

Me., dyspepsia and heart disease. Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell,
Waterville, Me., catarrh. Mrs. O. Ger.

Treatment fog,its relief and cure. This work is
sent-free to all applicants, on the receipt of ten

rish, Portland, Me., erysipelas. Mrs. Samuel Marden, Salisbury, N. H., and Mrs. C. L. Parlow, Waddington, N.
Y,, consumption.
Mrs. J. Sutherland,
St.
George, N. B,, salt rheum.
Dr. E. C. Crabtree,

Consumption, from its earliest commencement to
its final close, and su, gests a. course of Herbal
centsto pay Sostage and wrapping.
Address
author,
DR. O. PHELPS BROWN, No. 21 Grand
Jersey City, N. J.
-

Agents Wanted.

HOME

For the book

the
St,

that sells.

MEMORIES.

A work brim full of the choicest reading in the
English language. Bright and Cheerful through.
out. Wise counsel and rare entertainment for old
and young. In everything it is varied, pleasant,
suggestive, truthful.” A book to create and refine
taste, to fill Head and Heart at the same time.
Rare chance for men and women to make money,
Address, J. C. McCurdy

$7

‘

From O. A, Wilcox, Ashland, Mass. : “I believe
Dr. Greene’s remedies will cure any disease that

Sutton, N. H., and thousands of others

ON

Valley

Mass. : “Dr. Greene cured me of fits which

human power can cure.”

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
A

& Co., Philada.,Pa.

:

A Day to Agents canvassing for the Fire.
side Visitor. Terms and Outfit Free.
Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
1y17

North Haven, Me., dyspepsia.
Mase;

Mary

Lowe,

Letters from
Diseases,

C.C. Ryder, Barre,

Marlboro’,

Mass.,

patients cured of Lung

humor

and

Female Complaints, Seminal

of

Liver

Weakness,

and all Chronic Difficulties are received daily by
Dr. Greene from all parts of the country, and vi
umes might be published showing the “superiority
of his treatment.

Dr. Greene has devoted his life tothe treatment
of Chronic Diseases, and his skill and discoveries
in medicine are truly wonderful.

No

sufferer

can

now afford to lose time and money in trying uncer.
taih

remedies, wheu, by

consulting

SeFiain, speedy and permanen{

cure

tained.

Dr. Greene, a

may

be ob

Dr. R. Greene holds FREE CONSULTATIONS at
his office,
34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., from 9.
to 8 daily; also by letter enclosing stamp. Pamphlet free.

THE MORNING STAR
ri devoted large..

IE an able and pro,
ssive
ly to Rel
ous culture an
tains depar
ents on:
:

fatisfaction, Our stock of
comprises all desirable varieties, and contains.
bi ut
Purchasers choice of f @ for
e!
trated Hand.
and description
of each
to cultivate Doosan ly.
*H

Incliigence, but

con=

ary, &c.,&o. .
i

Er

der

the direction

and

patronage

of the

emtints, Tart i baal towards oo and

taken b; many of other religious views, because of
its Toil Wor 3
:
TERMS : $3.00
per year; or,
«advance,

$2.50.

;

if paid

strictly in.

;

| REMITTANCES mustbe

made in money-or-

ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible.
hen
neither of these can be procured, send the money,
in a registered letter.

Money thus sent will be at our risk; and may
sent at our expese.
Tn writing to this office;
iguate their TATE, as well

ASTHM

+

SMITHNIGHT'S

Asthma

REMEDY

THE DINGEELo& CONARD CO'S
i
QUIS

persons will
as town, and

the old and the new address’ when

13teowl

:

|

BUCK & RAYNER, Chicago, ill.

ONIONS.

The market is largely

HOLLOWAY

seeds

the Freshmen

periodical

Discounts for

other

of having thus beautifully
outwitted a
pert Senior.
Senior—‘ Do
you know
why our college is such a learned place ?”

This

POPULAR

AND

any

:

are. furnished at

STOCK ENTIRELY NEW.

MEYNER BROTHERS

An Illinois Freshman has the reputation

desired.

SPECIALTY.

JOHNSTON,

they

of a pourd.

when

A

DR.

J. H. Collins of Walden, Vt., claims to
have the champion goose
egg. Its circumference measured the longest way
is eleven inches, the shortest circumference
is 8 8-4 inches, while the weight is 3-4

Patterns

Pattern Hats & Bonnets

most experienced and successful
yal=
cian in New England for the treatments
of Chronic or long standing diseases.

ry, 1878, was 24,819 tons.

Of course;

Etc.

in from our home gardeners.

and

flax.

people and corporations.
One ton of dry potato tops, made into
manure, - would return
to the soil 400
pounds of inorganic matter.
In 1850 the United States raised 3,497,020 pounds of hops; in 1860, 10,991,996
pounds, while in 1870 the total was 25,456,669. pounds.
About 100,000 acres of land are irrigatedin Great Britain; but this practice is
far more prevalent in many other States
in Europe.
Notwithstanding
the import duty of
four cents per pound on foreign cheese,
there was imported into this country
during the year 1876, 2,994,726 pounds.
A
return
presented to
Parliament
shows the quantity of dead meat imported
into the United Kingdom from the United
States between August, 187 7, and Februa-

Freshman—¢¢

- TIES,

smell instantly.
t heals the sores which cause the
discharge, and greatly improves the hearing. It is
verfectly harmless and
delightfully
pleasant.
ice $3. Sold by the following well-known whole.
sale dealers in drugs, medicines, ete. :
:

for Garnets,

Japan.

a new rail-

be fair

SILKS, SATINS,
RIBBONS, LACES,
ORNAMENTS, KID GLOVES,

Prolifics sell at 50 @ 55¢, and Early Rose are dull
Early Vegetables from Burat 55 @ 60c ¥ bush.
muda sre making their appearance, and rhubarb,

demand

know of no disease which will not admit of its use,

The Iowan

road

$6,734,375

Straw Goods,

been unsuccessfully treated by many doctors, and
31.g.85c isa talc
INCUrable, have heen cured Dy this
Seedlings are wanted for seed, I PIOBOHCHI
remedy.
It is applied locally, and removes .all

State.

Ten thousand five
pound of wheat.

NOVELTIES

GRAND,

Apples are Jrowing Scarce, and a choice article
is bard to pick up.
e quote at $350 & 560 ¥
bbl.
Strawberries are rather more plenty, and
com,
very fair order, retailing at from 40 @ 50¢,
¥ box.

COmMMOB.
ss sasssrrtiasisessvinsdnninens +500@6u0

Set nearer than six feet apart. Put a bring a little learning ‘here,
and as the
half
bushel
of well
rotted
manure, -Seniors never take any away, it naturally
throughly mixed with the poor soil, in the accumulates.”
spot where. the tomato plants are to be
A ‘Quebec Judge has decided a case
set (the surface of these prepared spots begun three years ago
between two farmbeing about two and a half feet in diame- ers who
had quarreled
abouta
barrel
ter) will insure just that healthy growth of apples,
valued at $3.50, and have thus
which a cultivator is always glad to see. far
spent $1,800 in lawyers’ fees and costs.
At first the roets of the plants will: lux&4 *-O 0-6
uriate in the fertilized soil, but afterwards
>
+4
they will have traveled
to the outer limits
People of comparatively
small: means
of the rich earth and begin to penetrate are often perplexed as to what
present they
.the thoroughly poor soil. This will ¢heck shall make their wives,
which shall be at
the luxuriant growth, and tend to induce once cheap and accepta
ble. If nothing
fruitfulness in the plant, and afford a else, they can send
for that admirable
large and profitable crop. Besides that, household and
fashion magazine, ‘ Anthe plants put out in this way, will com- drews’ Bazar,” This
is full of articles
pletely cover the soil, which has a highly contributed
by excellent writers and corbeneficial effect, so much so that the field respondents, stories,
sketches, criticisms,
may be plowed shallow the succeeding
faceti®
and ‘poetry.
Its
household
fall and thoroughly harrowed, and then hints and fashion ‘depart
ment are simply
very early in the spring, clover seed can unsurpassed,
the latter being illustrated
scattered over it with an almost pos- in the most varied
:
manner with plates.
itive

will. be the result,

12x

«11
0

Choice, per bbl........ “ans triveiiead $800 @ 10 00

0-0-0

Russia raises 1,928,568 tons

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT or STAPLE GOODS
AND THE

‘EGGS.

feed, kept | 20c¥ hush cheaper,

mother

NEW DEPARTMENT

Receipts” of the week 1930 bxs. and 1045 bhls,
The market is firm to-day, and some dealers claim
that they obtain 12ec # doz. for fresh lots of

enough

and

THIS

OF OUR BUSINESS WILL BE FOUND A MOST

PRICES

te good ..

dew is on,

other, and letters from father

IN

CHEESE.

Fair to good
Common

day.

This

@ 3

27 @ 30

Common to tair

the

day

28

York.
allie.
>

«20827

the

Sabbath

New

slowly at 20 @ 24c.

Fine fall dairy lots

morning when

Each

more

Good to Cheice

through
they will gather there to feel that
it is | last
home, and to visit with and advise each in the shade,

from giddy thoughts.

little

Grand, Chrystie and Forsyth Sts..

and the general tone of the market is weak.

ender,

nutritious grassin their enclosures,

plat, and mow

it. Prtees are liableto decline rapidly, and 30¢
may be quoted as the outside price for new dairy
made Butter. Fancy creameries are firm, and
there is a steady inquiry for them, Fair to good

TAYLOR,

Choice factory

and is good if not showy.
Many little able effects of constant tramping, and the
things were contributed by friends, and deposit of very strong excremental matter,
.| on thefinest and tenderest grasses. It is the
the little homé is as neat as a pin.
The eldest sister will now become
a nature of fowls to keep up a constant

having

LORD

y With

Receipts of the week 7024 pkgs, and 1437 boxes.
The
production of new Butter is sti] increasing,
and the market is beginning to feel the effects of

NEW

GRASS FOR FOWLS.

gave

moved
in. The
here and there,

‘secure

A thousand dollars is a fortune,

and ten thousand is almost inconceivable,
for it is far more than he ever expects ts

possess.
When he has earned a dollar,
he thinks twice before he spends it. He
wants to jnvest it so as to get the full
value of a day’s work for .it. Itisa great
wrong to society and to a boy to bring
him up to a man’s estate without this
knowledge.
A fortune at twenty-one,
without it, is almost inevitably thrown

Co:

upward tendency.
Cotton qu
s in light demand.
Fish trade very light,
ut codfish are firmer. Some new fresh mackerel
are received from
South.
The market for
Flour has become extremely dull, and the recent improvement has been lost. This has been
brought about by the more peaceful news from
Europe, and the abundant
supplys of Breadstuffs iv the country. Cora easier. with moderate demand, Oats dull. Baxley nominal. Shorts
and fine
lowsr.
Choice
hay in
demand at
noted rates. Hides in fair demand.
Hops are
don without improvement in rates. Leather in
moderate demand.
Molasses firm, with small
sales. Oils quiet and unchanged.
Petrolium in
moderate demand.
Produce noted elsewhere.
There is a dull feeling for Pork and prices have
eased off. The winter packing, now completed,
shows 6,500,000 head, largely exceeding any previous year. Béef
quiet. Hams steady.
Lard in
fair demand.
ce firmer.
Grass seed dull,
with light demand. Sugar in moderate demand.
Tallow steady. Teas jieady;
There continues
to be a very dail feeling for
Wool, and prices still
rule in favor of buyers.
:
» BUTTER.

Let him learn by experience that a hundred dollars represext a hundred weary
days’ labor, and it seems a great sym of

start on,

NL Grand Srreek only,

b

Coffee is in fair demand.

an

that can never be rubbed out of his mind.

a little

Whalosale
- Millinery

MARKETS,

The markets are very
quiet, and the peace ru.
mors from the Bast have acted to depress

what it is worth.
He would be as likely
to give a dollar as a dime fora top or
any other toy. But if the boy has learned
to earn his dimes and dollars by the sweat
of his face, he knows
the difference.
Hard work is to him a measure of values

it, and

NT

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.

he has no idea of what it has cost, or of

With

ET

4
SATURDAY, April 20.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO.,’ Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
beans, dried apples, &e. Cellar No 3
lh Market, Boston.
’

**o-+

away.

-

a

may

money.

~

thoroughly

surface

be difficult to estimate the yield that

was

caused by a large quantity of thoroughwort in the hay.
Probably the poor qualthat man ¥” “Yes, my child.”
The ‘little
ity of a great deal of the butter which is
boy reflected a moment, and then :eXclaimed :
sent to market at this season of the year
“I wouldn’t have done it.”—In a temperance
speech made a few days ago.in New York, is due to.a similar cause. And as no possible good can come from feeding either
Mrs Lillie Deveraux Blake said ‘that, between
1870 and 1875, forty-two women were killed in wire or weeds, or any other foreign subthat city by drunken husbands, most of them
stance with the hay, it certainly
seems
kickedto death, Thatis a dreadful picture, to be best to avoid all the dangers which
and when she said that the punishment for
such a course would involve.—Dirigo Ru-

the crime in no case was

easier

field. An acre set six feet apart each way
will contain 2,210 tomato plants; they
will be set in rich earth, and it will not

or three

all this land ?— Detroit Free Press.

fatally shot by Dr. R. Y. Palmer
Alabama, on Saturday, night. The

good

They

for several years past all have had a
grand object in view.
That objectis now
almost accomplished.
A few weeks. ago
they united their savings and purchased

Gold closed on, Saturday at 100 1-2——Colo
nel W. L. Salisbury, a banker, and owner of
the Enquirer
Sun of Columbus,
Ga., was

pledge.——The

first.

mother to and make a home

at

News.

from the

kind than she can do

As there are many worthy persons who believe that Fitz John Porter was"harshly dealt
with at his trial, we are glad to see that he is
to be granted another opportunity to vindicate his disobedience of orders.
The friends
of the General are confidentthat he will shew
that his motives were pure and his actiev
commendable.
;
In official circles in Washington
there is
some fear that the labor riots of last year may
be resumed the coming summer with even
greater violence.
It is said they broke out
lust summer prematurely,
and there is a suspicion tliat preparations bave been made to
renew the attack on property and business
with better organization.

| build one hundred

¥

have

money

laundress,

During
the earlier partof
last week there were dred thousand children to want and beggary, at
unvarying indications of war between England a cost of about one billion five hundred million
and Russia. Then for a few days there was a -dollars|, whieh would farnish two hundred
more pacific feeling owing principally
to Bis. and twenty million barrels of flour, at seyen
marck’s m
ong. On Friday
the prospects dollars per barrel, to ‘the starving poor,or

g congress. But on Sat-

ing

carpet, put up a stove,

says

is estimated

$100,000.

same
sav-

make her own clothes

twenty-four

Mr. Larkin J. Meade’s design
for a memo‘rial moriument to
Senator Morton presents
a shaft rising from a base, and supporting at
the hight of 115 feet a figure of the dead senatorin heroic size. He
is represented in
the
attitude of speaking.
The
cost
of a mon-

ument excuted after this plan

held places in
families in the
neighborhood.
Each one
began

days ago.

save

much

plans

made every ‘effort to please the families
employing thejn, and have consequently
been paid extip
wages.
Every garment
purchased by them has been for comfort
and long wear, instead of for show and
style.
Two
of them
have never seen
the City Hall, though living- in the city
for nearly three years.
Nome of them
have yet had a beau or had occasionto
g0 to the stores in the evening. Each one
can sew, patch, darn, putup fruit, make
preserves, cook any dish, tack down a

the queen” was recorded by the phonograph,
was sent to England and reproduced there
exactly as it was sung by a lady in New York.
The * Blue-Book,” just issued in Washingtot, shows that there are 85,880 persons in the
employ of the government.
;
Captain Eads reports the jetties at the mouth

is not ae distillery or

‘Condition of the National Banks.

are said to

A new Turkish ministry has
been formed
with Sadyk Pasha as president ofthe council
and minister of the interior.
The Charter Oak Life Insurance Company

It will prob-

pend, however, on whether much time is used

and Naplés

whose

a second and a third and
a fourth, and
during the last three years the four have

;

be practically bankrupt.

during the week, and the Senate has adopted a
resolution to adjourn June 10th.

the lords

fair this year.

Latest

reduction of wages

and

ads

until the 13th.
The St. Louis people are moving in earnest
to arrange for another great exposition and

A Stupendous Strike.

Owing to

the 6th of May,

ul

has

The tin foil on whicha verse of “God

eral bills on various subjects were passed, and

was

EIN

house of commons

bag

is

and deeds are worthy of public mention.
LEARN THE VALUE OF MONEY.
One of them, the oldest;
came to this|.
A silver dellar represents a day’s work
country from England about seven years
ago. She was followed after a time by of the laborer. If it is given to a boy,

means committax on tobacco

to twelve cents per pound.

A Chicago Justice last week married
an
American girl named
Estella Bennett to a
Chinaman
named Ching Leap, on a three
months’ acquaintance,
if
of

amendments, providing for the distribution of
the awards under the convention between the
reported,

is practically

honorary title of Doctor of Medicine conferred
upon him by the University of Jena.

stal savings bank bill was reported favoraly from the currency committee. The con-

was

universal,
The congressional ways and
tee have voted to reduce the

‘British.

girls in the city of

strike

M. Raoul Pictet, at Geneva, in ¢onsidleration
of the importance of his discoveries with regard to the liquefaction of gases, has had - the

current resolution for a final adjournment on
the 10th of June was presented,
ut no action
thereon was reached.
THURSDAY.
Inthe Senate, the bill, with

United States-and Mexico,

spinners’

PRL BH

TUESDAY. In tbe Senate, a resolution inquiring into the nolle prosequi of the alleged
defaleations of Judge Whittaker at New Orleans was passed. Messrs. Blaine and Edmunds made personal explanations, denying
that they had changed their remarks on_the
railroad bill before printing

The English

The.

the

It will be a small drop of consolation
to the thousands of honest housewives
who look upon servant girls as nuisances
to learn that there
four working

Miscellaneous,

numberof bills were presented and referred to

the appropriate committees. In the House,
the resolutions of the Maryland latliuiare for

way,

manuring the ‘entire’

FOUR STRANGE GIRLS.

ever, were not entirel¥ broken off; and a pesceful result may ensue.
The hostile feeling between Russia and Roumaniais on the increase,
axd both armies continue to concentrate at various strategical points.

(For
the week ending Saturday, April 20.)

MonpaY.

Paral and Domestic,

nego-

tiations for a conference.
England, instead of
acceding to Germany’s proposal to revise the
treaties of 1856 and 1871, suddenly insisted on

ram

DAA, aidcr Jenico gust.

SMITHNIGHT, Chemist. Oloveland,0,

please des
give botl

they order

change in the direction of their paper. . °
The Star Joes to press Tuesday
morning; and
communications for insertion ought to be
here on .
Saturday previous,
. .
Each “subscriber is particularly
nested to
note the date on the label for the e iration of his
subscription, and to forward what 18 due for the
ensuing year, without further reminder from this
office.
Liberal discount is made to those whe pay in ad.
vance, and our object is to secure advance pay.
ment as the rule, |

8. 8. PAPERS.
:
hool
papers The Little Stor antl
Men abba lished alternate weeks, and Lesson 1
h | Pa perso the International Series for both adulls
an
children. =
Sa mple copies of ally paper sent free: ;

Address,
i

Rev.

I.

D.

STEWART,

DOVER, N. H..

